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THE POETRY OF THOMAS CAREW: A CRITICAL STUDY
Abstract
Purpose: This purpose of this paper is to provide a single
ordered critical study of the poetry of Thomas Carew, 
bringing together, under one heading, and considering 
the various brief critical studies on Carew written 
over the past three centuries. Many of the thoughts 
explored in this paper have been briefly explored in 
other works, but never, to the belief of the author, 
have their significance been examined as thoroughly 
as this paper hopes to do, or in the total perspective
of all of his work.
I. His Life. This chapter provide* a brief examination of 
the life and times of Thomas Carew in emphasis of his 
representative standing of the Caroline courtier poets.
II. His Lyrics. This chapter examines those lyrics of 
Thomas Carew considered to be the most representative
of his work. It considers those lyrics which are perhaps 
representative of the mean of his poetic achievement, 
several lyrics which provide an interesting deviation
in style from the preceding ones, and those lyrics which
represent the very best of Carew.
III. His Occasional Verse. This chapter discusses the 
occasional verse of Thomas Carew, considering his wedding 
celebrations, obituary pieces, and his verse-epistles,
in an attempt to isolate various characteristics of 
his style which can also be seen reflected in his lyrics, 
and to gain a greater insight into both the poet and his 
styleo
IV. His Sources» This chapter considers the various borrowings 
Carew made from other poets, most particularily Donne, 
Jonson, and Marino, and both the extent and nature of 
their influence upon his work.
V. His Achievement: This chapter attempts to evaluate Carew’s 
achievement, and analyze the method by which he wrote 
lyrics of a consistently high standard. It examines his 
verse structure, his imagery, and several of the motifs 
which recur frequently in his verse.
Appendix: His Critical Reputation. This chapter is a study
of Carew’s critical reputation from his day until the 
present.
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THE POETRY OF THOMAS CAREW: A CRITICAL STUDY
I. His Life
Critical evaluation of art is a difficult process to 
say the least, and it is of utmost importance to clearly 
define the standards by which the art is judged. Thomas 
Carew has been dismissed as a minor poet since the time, 
when, shortly after his death, his popularity dwindled, 
and, indeed, for three centuries, he was considered merely 
a curious figure of antiquity. It would be foolish to argue 
that Carew was anything more than a minor poet, for his work 
is entirely too limited in scope to admit greatness. Never­
theless, to merely dismiss him as a curious figure of the 
school of Jonson and Donne is deceptive, for such dismissal 
neglects to consider his poetic genius within one very 
limited area, and historical interest in him as perhaps the 
foremost and finest example of a courtier poet in the court 
of Charles I. In order to consider these, a brief examina­
tion of his life will be helpful}
1. In what follows, I am particularily indebted, as I am 
throughout, to the research of Rhodes Dunlap in his The Poems 
of Thomas Carew, Oxford, 1949.
-1-
Only a shadowy silhouette of the life of Thomas Carew 
remains. There is, but little, in his writings to reveal 
his background; only tidbits of information from court and 
upper-class life; and infrequent references by contemporaries. 
The commonness of the name, plus the variations in the 
spelling of it, produce further complications, and have been 
responsible for the mistaken ascription of a number of works 
and references to Thomas Carew. As with so many poets of the 
age, the only contemporary biographical commentary is that 
of Anthony â Wood in Athenae Qxonienses, whose accuracy is 
always questionable. Nevertheless, editors and critics 
relied almost solely upon him up until the nineteenth 
century when W. Carew Hazlitt did extensive biographical 
research on Carew to attach to the 1870 edition of his works. 
Unfortunately, for the reputation of Carew, the fruit of
1. Rhodes Dunlap has devoted Appendix D to poems 
incorrectly ascribed to Carew in early editions, including 
works by William Habington, Robert Herrick, James Shirley, 
and Edmund Waller. Edmund Malone was misled by a medal 
of Thomas Carey, 1597-1634, son of the Earl of Monmouth and 
Gentleman of the Bedchamber, mistakenly inscribed 75 instead 
of 35. Malone concluded in his manuscript note in Langbaine’s 
Account of the English Dramatick Poets, 1691 (Malone 129, 
Bodleian Library) that Carew lived to his seventies and wrote 
many of his love verses after the age of sixty. W. Carew 
Hazlitt similarily mistook the Thomas Carey of the medal for 
Thomas Carew, the poet, and an engraving of it appears in his 
edition of the Carew poems, 1870. The notes he collected on 
the Thomas Carey who occupied the royal demesne of Sunninghill 
also apply to the Carey of the Bedchamber, rather than Carew 
of the Privy-Council, and poet. Besides the similarities in 
names and positions, Thomas Carey also tried his hand at 
poetry. A. Vincent, editor of The Poems of Thomas Carew, 
London, 1904 states that Henry Lawes set two of his composit­
ions to music as well as several of T. Carew. Anthony â 
Wood claimed that Carey was an ingenious poet and author of 
several poems printed in several books.
Hazlitt’s endeavors produced specific information only on an 
unfortunate escapade of youth. With the lack of later more 
redeeming evidence, it is easy to think of Carew as an 
unscrupulous courtier who willfully defamed the name of a 
kinsman-patron and justly suffered for his folly in ostracism 
from that person's company and consideration. Only a record 
of ignobleness exists; any nobleness can only be inferred.
Thomas Carew came from a good family. His father,
Matthew Carew, (later Sir Matthew-1603) was the tenth of the 
nineteen children of Sir Wymond Carew KB of East Antony on 
the confines of Devonshire and Cornwall, near Plymouth, and 
of Kingland, Hackney and Middlesex} by his wife Martha, 
daughter of Sir Edmund Denny and sister to Sir Anthony 
Denny KG who was one of the executors of Henry VIII. Born, 
probably in Hackney in 1533-4, Matthew matriculated from 
Westminster to Trinity College, Oxford where he graduated 
BA in 1550-1, and was made a Fellow of the College in 1551 
at which time he also achieved a Master's degree. He achieved 
a Mastership in Chancery, which he held for more than forty 
years in 1576, following the relinquishment of an ecclesias­
tical career for the practice of law in the Court of Arches, 
and twelve years of study of jurisprudence and languages at 
Louvain, Paris, Padua, Bologna, and Siena, becoming a Doctor 
of Civil Law. Before his return to England, he served as a 
companion and tutor to Henry, Earl of Arundel, during his
1. Collectanea Tonographia et Genealogica, John Gough 
Nichols, ed., London, 1858, III, p. 210.
tour of Italy. Thomas Carew*s mother was Alice Ryvers,
daughter and grand-daughter of Lord Mayors of London} Her
marriage to Sir Matthew was her second, her first marriage
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being to Richard Ingpen of the Middle Temple. The union 
of Matthew Carew and Alice Ryvers produced at least twelve 
children, of whom only three outlived Sir Matthew - Martha, 
Matthew, and Thomas. The church registers of St. Dunstan's- 
in-the-Vest and Vest Wickham in Kent record the names of 
eleven of the children, but omit any mention of Thomas.
He must have been born in 1594-5 for the Oxford University 
register shows that he matriculated at Merton College at
3
the age of thirteen on June 10, 1608, There he took his 
BA degree on January 31, 1610/l611^ and proceeded to the 
study of law at the Middle Temple on August 6, 1612? 
Apparently his study of law was less than diligent, for his 
father, in a letter to Sir Dudley Carleton, dated February 
1613, speaks of Thomas:
1. Her father. Sir John Ryvers, was Lord Mayor of London 
in 1573, (Hasted, Edward, History of Kent, Canterbury, 1778,
Vol. I, pp. 417-18) Lady Ryvers, mother of Alice, was 
Elizabeth, daughter of Sir George Barne, Lord Mayor of London 
in 1552-3. (White, James George, History of the Ward of Walbrook 
in the City of London, London, 1904, p. 209.1
2. Ingpen, Arthur Robert, The Middle Temple Bench Book,
London, 1912, pp. 156-7.
3. Clark, Andrew, Register of the University of Oxford 
1571-1622, Vol. 2-ii, p. 301.
4. Clark, op» cit.. Vol. 2-iii, p. 301. Anthony à Wood 
states that Carew attended Corpus Christi College, Oxford and 
left without taking a degree. (Wood, Anthony à, Athenae 
Oxonienses, Second Edition, London, 1721, pp. 630-1) This 
was duly recorded in all biographical sketches of Carew up 
until the 1904 edition edited by Vincent.
5. Hopwood, Charles Henry, ed., Middle Temple Records,
London, 1904, Vol. II, p. 552.
o..the other is of the midle temple, 
where he hath a chamber and studye, 
but I feare studiethe the lawe .very 
litle,...!
Thomas* career at the Middle Temple was interrupted 
shortly thereafter for reasons not fully known. It is known, 
through the correspondence of Matthew Carew, that he 
(Sir Matthew) suffered a severe financial setback at this 
time, (1613-1616), from which he never recovered. He suffered 
heavy losses in land speculation and was beset by loans. The 
house at Chancery Lane was mortgaged to a niece, but the 
mortgage fell due with no funds to meet it. Sir Dudley 
Carleton, back in England before beginning his ambassadorship 
to the Netherlands, offered Matthew Carew a loan to cover the 
mortgage, but negotiations on it collapsed when it was 
discovered that Sir Matthew could not provide adequate 
security. The house was saved only when Lady Carew agreed to 
extend the mortgage.
Sometime during 1613, Thomas Carew joined the retinue 
of Sir Dudley Carleton, English Ambassador to Venice, employed 
probably as a secretary. Sir Dudley could possibly have been 
motivated to offer such employment to Thomas by his knowledge 
of Sir Matthew's financial state and Thomas' lack of 
enthusiasm for the study of law.
Sir Dudley Carleton was the husband of Anne Gerrard, 
niece of Sir Matthew and stepdaughter to the Warden of 
Merton College, Henry Savile. This kinship by marriage to 
Savile may have influenced the choice of Merton as a college
1. Public Record Office, S.P. 14/72:44 in Dunlap, op. cit. 
p. xviii.
for Thomas. Lady Carleton was apparently a great favorite
of Sir Matthew's and her concern for his kinsman was shared
by her husband. Carleton served as English Ambassador
to both Venice and the Netherlands retaining the services
of Thomas Carew in both embassies.
Thomas Carew joined Carleton in Italy sometime in 1613.
Rhodes Dunlap assumes that it must have been late in 1613,
because, in a letter to Carleton after he left his service,
Thomas speaks of Thomas Howard, second Earl of Arundel,
with whom he was seeking employment, and mentions:
...y®. knowledge w^b, by y^. LPs.  ^
meanes he had of me at Florence,...
Lord Arundel had visited Carleton in Venice in early
September 1613 from where he journeyed to Florence in
October. After spending the spring and winter in Rome and
Naples, his party returned to Florence in July 1614, and
2
to London in November of that year. It is therefore assumed 
that Thomas Carew could not have been with Carleton until 
after the visit of Arundel to Venice.
Carleton remained in Italy until December 1615 at 
which time he returned to London for a few short months 
before assuming the position of Ambassador to The Hague
3
in the early spring of 1616. It was at this time that the 
loan to Sir Matthew was discussed. Thomas Carew accompanied
1. Public Record Office S.P. 14/88:67 in Dunlap, 
üp. cit., PP* 202-3.
2. Hervey, Mary F.S., The Life, Correspondence, agd
Collections of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, Cambridge,
1921, pp. 74-88.
3. Dunlap, ££. cit., pp. xix-xx.
him to the Netherlands and there is little reason to believe 
that he had not remained with Carleton since first joining 
him in Venice in 1613. The years in Italy certainly 
contributed to Carew’s knowledge of Italian writings, and 
the ease with which he was later able to translate Italian 
verse and draw upon its imagery. It is reasonable to assume 
that he learned, or, at least, became fluent in the Italian 
language during these years, as he most undoubtedly also 
became familiar with the languages of the Low Countries 
during his time in the Netherlands. Carew’s verse is 
difficult to date precisely, but it would not be unfeasible 
to think that some of his translations and imitations of 
Italian verse may have been written during his years in Italy.
Carleton dismissed Carew in the summer of 1616. Unknown 
to Thomas, Carleton had discovered a document in which Carew 
had slandered the characters of Sir Dudley and his wife. The 
actual statements of the document remain a mystery. Carleton 
felt that they were serious enough to warrant ridding himself 
of the young man, but Thomas Carew viewed them as less than 
that, insisting that they were harmless and not intended for 
public use, and subsequently refused to apologize, despite 
the fact that, according to his father, he was repentant of 
his deed. He was duped into believing that his discharge 
resulted from the desire of Carleton for his advancement.
It was not until sometime after, when Carew had been 
unsuccessful in finding employment, that Carleton disclosed 
the full facts of his discovery, for Carleton had initially
discharged Carew on the pretext that he would find greater 
opportunities in the service of Lord Carew, recently made 
member of the Privy Council (July 19, 1616) and related 
to Thomas by both blood and marriage, and provided Thomas 
with a letter of introduction and recommendation. Why 
Carleton kept the matter to himself at first can only be 
speculated on. Perhaps he realized the youthfulness of the 
error and had no desire to hinder Carew*s career, although 
a sufficient desire to rid himself of his wife’s kinsman.
His later disclosure may have been motivated simply by 
Carew*s lack of success with Lord Carew and his subsequent 
letters to Carleton which naively speculated on a possible 
return to his service.
Carew arrived back in London in August 1616 to the
bewilderment of Sir Matthew who did not think it likely
that Thomas would find service with Lord Carew. He says
this much in a letter to Carleton and pleads with him to
retain Thomas if he cannot find satisfaction with Lord Carew
...My lord Carewe althoughe he be 
admitted to the Councel table yet 
being the last and yongest, is not 
likelye to be so greatly employed 
therin, that he shal haue neede of
any more Secretaryes then he hathe,
...I humblye beseche your lordship
to reteyn stil that mynd yow write 
your lordship holdeth towardes hym, 
for I fear that if he be not narrowly 
looked vnto, and called from his 
wandereng distractions,^he wil soone 
ouerthrowe hym self,...
1. Public Record Office S.P. 14/88:65 in Dunlap, 
op. cit., pp. xxii-xxiii.
Sir Matthew was correct - Lord Carew politely refused the
services of Thomas, who related the reasons to Carleton in
a letter dated September 2, 1616:
...His answeare to me was, yb. he 
had allready in that employment a 
m^. of artes, whose seauen yeares 
seruice had not yet deserued to be 
so displaced, & added, yb. I being 
his kinsman might expect from him all 
those greatest curtesies whatsoeuer, 
whereunto his neereness of blood did 
oblige him, w^b. i should allwayes 
finde him readie to performe, but to 
admitt me into his familie as a 
seruant, it were a thing (sayde he) 
farr beneath y^. qualitie, & w^b. 
my blood could not suffer w^bowt 
much reluctance....!
He then petitioned the Earl of Arundel, who, according
to a letter addressed to Carleton by Edward Sherburne
on the 21st of September 1616, seemed inclined to retain
him. (Edward Sherburne performed the services of agent to
Sir Dudley Carleton, handling his affairs in England during
the years abroad.) Yet, in late September 1616, Carleton
requested Sherburne, to whom he had confided Thomas
Carew's misdemeanors, to reveal them to Sir Matthew and
the Earl of Arundel. Sir Matthew’s rage at his son was
described by Sherburne in an answer to Carleton on the
5th of October, 1616:
1. Public Record Office S.P. 14/88:67 in Dunlap, 
op. cit., pp. 202-3.
2. Public Record Office S.P. 14/88:89 in Dunlap, 
op. cit., p. xxiv.
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Right honorable my very good Lord 
Amongst the many letters; I receaued in 
your last pacquet of the Ib^b of September, 
sent by George Martyn; this inclosed 
returnes your only answere for the 
presente; wherein I doubt not, but your 
Lordship will perseaue, howe vnpleasing 
newes, the notice of his sonnes misdemeanour, 
was, and is vnto that good old gent:
At the reading of your letter I did 
obserue this passage from him, that when 
he came to that part, which did make knowne 
his sonnes foule offence, he burst out 
into these words (Gods boddy) and no sooner 
had he ended your Letter, but Carewe 
came into his studdy, whom presently he 
reviled before me, & told him, he had 
Vtterly ouerthrowne his fortune, who, 
seeming to make straunge at that speeche 
of his fathers, (as being ignorant of the 
matter), Mathewe gaue him your Lordships 
letter to reade, which in a manner he sleighted, 
as holding the offence no way worthy of 
blame, being a thing done by him, not in 
dishonor of your Lordship or my Lady nor 
intended euer to be diuulged, but only 
(as his owne words were) for his priuate 
ends and direction: His fathers anger I 
do assure your Lordship, continues extreame 
against him, and therefore did inioyne him 
forthwith to write an humble & submissiue 
letter. Acknowledging his fault & desiring 
your Lordships pardon, which he promised to 
do, & send it vnto me, but as yet I haue 
not receaued any such letter from him;
& for his hope with my Lord of Arundell,
It is very doubtfull....
London the 5th of ^
October 1616 stil vet: Edw: Sherburne
Thomas' slight chances with Arundel were thus dashed, and,
although Sherburne advised him to seek favour with Viscount
Villiers (later Buckingham), Thomas retired to the Chancery
1. Public Record Office S.P. 14/88:117 in Dunlap, 
op. cit., pp. xxiv-xxv.
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Lane home of his father where he remained until Sir Matthew's 
death on August 2, 1618.
During the years 1616-1618, Sir Matthew wrote continually
to Carleton pleading in his son's favour, insisting that
Thomas was repentant. Sir Dudley and Lady Carleton were not
disposed to forgiveness however. Lady Carleton openly omitted
a visit to her uncle on her return to England in March 1618.
Thomas meanwhile, according to his father's exaggerated
reports, was leading an idle life of vagrancy and debauchery:
...haueng geuen ouer al studye here 
eyther of lawe or other lerning, 
vagrantlye and debauchedlye takethe 
no maner of good but al lewde courses, 
with the which he will weary me and 
al his other friendes, and run hym 
self into vtter ruyn....
Of his actual movements, we know only fragments from the
mention of his name in various records. From his letters to
Carleton in September 1616, we know he had contacts with the
court. He relates a considerable amount of gossip in these
documents, and perhaps we can infer that the intercourse with
the court continued. He was an attendant at the investiture
of Charles as Prince of Vales on November 4, 1616:
...our gallants flaunt it out in their 
greatest bravery at the prince's 
creation, which was performed on Monday 
at Whitehall, with all solemnity....
Tom Carew and Phil. Lytton, as 1 hear, 
were squires of high degree for cost 
and bravery, the one to the Lord 
Beauchamp, the other to his cousin,
Rowland St. John. There is little 
else to be said touching this troop.
lo Public Record Office S.P. 14/89:96 in Dunlap, 0£. cit., 
p. xxvii.
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but that it was generally 
observed that the least behaved 
themselves best....!
A number of his poems date from this period, most
particularity his Celia poems written prior to his departure
to France in 1619. He lay ill for some number of months in
late 1617-early 1618. Rhodes Dunlap suggests that he may
have undertaken the versification of Psalms during this
illness. ^
Sir Matthew died on August 2, 1618 and was buried at 
St. Dunstan's-in-the-Vest. The Chancery Lane house was sold 
to his successor in Chancery, Sir Robert Rich^ the younger 
Sir Matthew retired with his mother and family to the 
Middle Littleton estate; and Thomas resumed his career.
He joined with some one hundred odd persons in the train 
of Sir Edward Herbert (later Lord Herbert of Cherbury) 
on his embassy to Paris, Herbert, in his autobiography, 
relates the journey to Paris and recalls the members of
4
his train, mentioning Carew as "that excellent Vit".
Carew's friendship with John Crofts, whose home. Little 
Saxham, Carew later commemorated in verse, dates from this 
entourage. Carew's poems to Celia mentioning his absence 
certainly date from his years in France. Herbert returned 
to England temporarily in 1621 and permanently in 1624.
1. The Court and Times of James the First. Thomas 
Birch, ed., London, 1848, Vol. I, pp. 43-4.
2. Dunlap, o£. cit., p. xxx.
3. London Guildhall M.S. 2968/2, fol. 159'^., in 
Dunlap, p2. cit., p. xxxi.
4. Herbert, Edward, Baron of Cherbury, The Life of 
Edward, Lord Herbert of Cherbury Written by Himself, 
Strawberry Hill, 1764, p. 135.
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It is not known whether Carew remained in his service for 
the entire period or not. As the years in Italy with 
Sir Dudley Carleton contributed to Carew’s knowledge of 
Italian literature, so did the years in France with 
Sir Edward Herbert contribute to his knowledge of French 
literature. The influence of the French school on Carew’s 
verse is not so marked as the influence of the Italian school, 
and is somewhat difficult to isolate, but it is apparent.
Marino, the Italian poet wh^ Carew so admired, was also in 
Paris during these years, and it is possible that the two met. 
Even if they did not, it is almost certain that Carew encountered 
a great deal of Marino’s verse in the French court.
Carew's first printed piece appeared in 1622, a
commendatory verse prefixed to the publication of Thomas May’s
comedy The Heir. Both Carew and May moved in the circle oof
Ben Jonson’s tribe. By this time, Carew had gained some
reputation for his manuscript works. Edward Hyde, Earl of
Clarendon, speaks of Carew and this group, during the period
between 1625-1632, in his Life :
Whilst He (Clarendon) was only a Student 
of the Law, and stood at Gaze, and 
irresolute what Course of Life to take, 
his chief Acquaintance were Ben Johnson,
John Seldon, Charles Cotton, John Vaughan,
Sir Kenelm Digby, Thomas May, and Thomas 
Carew, and some others of eminent 
Faculties in their several Ways....
Thomas Carew was a younger Brother of a 
good Family, and of excellent Parts, 
and had spent many Years of his Youth 
in France and Italy; and returning from 
Travel, followed the Court; which the 
Modesty of that Time disposed Men to do 
some Time, before They pretended to be 
of it; and He was very much esteemed by 
the most eminent Persons in the 
Court, and well looked upon by
14
the King himself, some Years, 
before He could obtain to be Sewer 
to the King;....He was a Person of a 
pleasant and facetious Vit, and made 
many Poems (especially in the amorous 
Vay) which for the Sharpness of the 
Fancy, and the Elegancy of the 
Language, in which that Fancy was spread, 
were at least equal, if not superior 
to any of that Time:.,.!
On August 6, 1630, Carew received the appointment of
gentleman of the privy-chamber, and shortly thereafter, the
appointment of sewer to the king. Clarendon records that
his appointment was made to the regret of the whole
"Scotch" nation:
...but when the King conferred that 
Place upon him, it was not without 
the Regret even of the whole Scotch 
Nation, which united themselves in 
recommending another Gentleman to it; 
of so great Value were those Relations 
held to be in that Age, when Majesty 
was beheld with the Reverence it ought 
to be....2
Thus Carew officially became a part of the court which he 
had followed, and remained so until his death.
References to Carew from the time of his appointment to
the time of his death continue to be rare. Anthony à Wood
wrote about his esteem in the eyes of Charles I:
...K. Ch. I. who always esteemed 
him to the last one of the most 
celebrated Vits in his Court, and 
therefore by him as highly valued, 
so afterwards grieved at his 
untimely Death....^
1. Hyde, Edward, First Earl of Clarendon, The Life of 
Edward, Earl of Clarendon...Written by Himself, Oxford, 
1759, pp. 16 & 19.
2. Ibid.
3. Wood, Anthony à, Athenae Oxonienses, Second Edition, 
1721, pp. 630-1.
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A popular anecdote about his career as a courtier, although
of questionable authenticity, tells of his discovering
Jermyn Lord St. Albans with his arm about the neck of Queen
Henrietta Maria as he was lighting King Charles into her
bedchamber. Deliberately stumbling, he put out the light,
allowing Jermyn to escape. He never disclosed his discovery
to the King and was rewarded by favours from Henrietta Maria}
Carew enjoyed the company of a lively group of poets
during these years. His single masque, Coelum Britannicum,
written at the royal command, was produced on Shrove Tuesday -
February 18, 1633 at Whitehall, with Inigo Jones collaborating
in designing the sets. It was apparently well received and
the King suggested a repetition. With Ben Jonson, Carew was
becoming a little impatient. In his poem "To Ben. lohnson.
Vpon occasion of his Ode of defiance annext to his Play of
the newe Inne", he reminded Ben of his declining years and
abilities. Sometime around the year of 1636, he apparently
attended a dinner given by Ben Jonson, at which he whispered
to James Howell how the host "begun to vapour extremely of
himself". Howell related the incident in a letter to
Sir Thomas Hawk, dated on April 5, 1636:
I was invited yesternight to a solemn 
Supper, by B.J., where you were deeply 
remember’d; there was good company, 
excellent cheer, choice wines, and 
jovial welcome: One thing interven’d 
which almost spoil’d the relish of 
the rest, that B began to engross all 
the discourse, to vapour extremely 
of himself, and, by vilifying others.
1. Vincent, q^. cit., p. xxi.
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to magnify his own Muse. T. Ca. buzz’d 
me in the ear, that tho’ Ben had barrell’d 
up a great deal of knowledge, yet it 
seems he had not read the Ethiques, which, 
among other precepts of Morality, forbid 
self-commendation, declaring it to be an 
ill-favour’d solecism of good manners!
A close relationship was maintained with Sir John Suckling who
also served as gentleman of the privy chamber. Two letters
addressed to Carew by Suckling exist; Suckling has a copy of
verses purporting to be a dialogue between himself and
Carew upon the Countess of Carlisle; and Suckling mentions
Carew in his ’’A Session of the Poets’’. Anthony à Wood
states of Carew:
He was much respected, if not ador’d 
by the Poets of his time, especially 
by Ben Johnson;...
There is little to support the allegation of Ben Jonson’s
adoration of Carew, although he must have esteemed him to
some degree to take him as a ’’son’’. Yet, he definitely
did command the friendship and respect of his contemporary
wits, among whom should be mentioned Thomas May, George
Sandys, Aurelian Townsend, and William Davenant. These
persons are addressed in poems, mostly verse-epistles,
by Carew, and also addressed him in their own verses.
We can assume that he was acquainted with all of the poets
attached to the court of Charles I during this period, and
those in the circle of Ben Jonson. Although Carew remains
distinctly a court poet associated largely with the life at
Whitehall, he must have followed the movements of the court
i• Epistolae Ho—Elianae — The Familiar Letters of James 
Howell, Joseph Jacobs, ed., London, 1890, Book II, Letter 
xiii, pp. 403-4.
2. Wood, loc. cit.
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about the countryside during his period as a gentleman of it.
He definitely visited Little Saxham, the home of his old
friend John Crofts, and Wrest, home of the DeGrays, Earls
of Kent, which his kinsman and teacher John Selden made his
second home for many years. Both homes are commemorated in
verse by Carew, providing some of his few lines concerned
with the country. He was a frequent visitor at West Horsley,
home of Carew Ralegh, youngest son of Sir Walter, and a
distant cousin of our poet, whose marriage to Phillipa,
Lady Ashley, is celebrated with the verse "To my Cousin
(C.R.) marrying my Lady (A.)". He died before the strife of
the Civil War which was to result in the execution of the
king he served, and bring an end to the literary tradition
of which he was part. Yet, shortly before his death, he
apparently went on an expedition led by Charles 1 against
Scotland in the First Bishops’ War 1638/1639. He alludes
to this in his lines addressed "To my friend G.N. from Wrest":
I Breathe (sweet Ghib:) the temperate ayre of Wrest 
Where I no more with raging stormes opprest,
Weare the cold nights out on the bankes of Tweed,
On the bleake Mountains, where fierce tempests breed. 
And everlasting Winter dwells; where milde 
Favonius, and the Vernall windes exilde.
Did never spread their wings: but the wilde North 
Brings sterill Fearne, Thistles, and Brambles forth.
Wood recorded that Carew died about 1639 and that date 
has, accordingly, been used in most texts. Dunlap, however, 
calls attention to two documents which set the time of death 
more precisely. The church registers at St. Dunstan’s-in- 
the-West for March 1639/40 show:
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■ 1 23 Thomas Carewe Esq^. was buried,
and an entry in the Lord Chamberlain’s records refer to his
death and the appointment of his successor as sewer to the
King :
Champneys V®/ A warr^ to sweare William 
Champneys a Sewer to attend 
his Ma^GS Person in Ordinary 
in place of Thomas Carew  ^
deceased. March 22. 1639(/40).
Quite a romantic legend concerning Carew’s repentance for his
life, as death grew near, exists. The 1845 edition of his works
romanticizes his penitence and tells how, at the end of his
life, he turned from love-song to psalms. This is a gross
exaggeration for, as Dunlap points out, at least two of his
psalms belong to a much earlier period, and those poems which
can be approximately dated to this period just before his death
are not specifically religious. However, Izaak Walton, in
his collection of notes on the life of John Hales of Eton,
tells of how Carew, in a time of great illness, called for
John Hales for advice and absolution, which Hales, on a
promise of amendment, gave. Yet Carew recovered and returned
to his former way of life. When he fell ill and death was
imminent, he again sent for Hales, begging for prayers and
absolution. Hales told him that he should have his prayers
3
but refused to give the sacrament or absolution. Joseph
1. Dunlap, o£. cit., p. xliii.
2. Public Record Office L.C. 5/134, p. 382, in Dunlap,
op. cit., p. xlii.
3. Walton, Izack, Collections for Fulman’s Life of John 
Hales transcribed from Corpus Christi College, Oxford Fulman’s 
MS, Vol. 10, fol. 79, 80 r-v, by John Butt, Modern Language 
Review, xxix, 1934, p. 73. John Hales of Eton was, of course,
related to Carew by marriage. Thomas’ sister Martha had taken
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Hunter in Chorus Vatum Anglicanorum tells the same story and 
states that:
Lady Salter used to relate it as 
certain fact!
Clarendon also wrote of Carew's repentance, and his lines have
been popularly quoted in most of the biographical sketches of
Carew published over the centuries:
...But his Glory was, that after 
fifty years of his Life, spent with 
less Severity or Exactness than it 
ought to have been. He died with the 
greatest Remorse for that Licence, 
and with the greatest Manifestation 
of Christianity, that his best Friends 
could desire.
One does not think it unlikely that Carew did feel remorse 
and fear as his death approached, although it is questionable 
that his piety was anything more than the result of a fear of 
death and the unknown. Both Clarendon and Walton spoke of him 
as a libertine; strong suggestion is made by Suckling in 
"To TC on having the P" that Carew suffered from syphilis; 
the court in which he moved was a gay frivolous one, not 
noted for its morals; and Carew's own works largely deal with 
the theme of human love, which was generally felt irreconcilable 
with spirituality. In the works of numerous poets of the period.
Sir Richard Hales, brother of John Hales, as her second 
husband. Carew and Hales had been earlier acquainted at 
both Merton College, and in the service of Sir Dudley 
Carleton. Carleton engaged Hales as chaplain on his embassy 
to the Netherlands.
lo British Museum, MS. Add* 24489, p. 254, in Dunlap, op. 
cit., p. xli. The second Lady Salter was a good friend of the 
Hales; Sir William Salter was a Carver in Ordinary to the King, 
thus in daily association with Carew in his position as Sewer; 
Carew wrote an epitaph at the death of Sir William's first 
wife, Mary.
2. Hyde, loc. cit.
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one can find a sense of guilt about the writing of profane
verse. Indeed, Carew expresses this in his:
To my worthy friend Master Geo. Sands, on his 
translation of the Psalmes
I Presse not to the Quire, nor dare I greet 
The holy place with my unhallowed feet;
My unwasht Muse, polutes not things Divine,
Nor mingles her prophaner notes with thine;... 
Prompted by thy example then, no more 
In moulds of clay will I my God adore;
But teare those Idols from my heart, and write 
What his blest Sprit, nor fond Love shall indite; 
Then, I no more shall count the verdant Bay,
But the dry leavelesse Trunke on Golgotha;
And rather strive to gaine from thence one Thorne, 
Then all the flourishing wreathes by Lauréats worne.
In itself the biographical dat^ on Carew gives little 
insight into his character, with the exception of establishing 
his predisposition to the rich amenities of aristocratic life 
and court. His father’s evaluation of him was undoubtedly 
harsh. Thomas' behaviour, irresponsible as it may have been, 
was not untypical, and, indeed, no worse than that of the 
average young gallant, more interested in pleasure than 
serious work. The differences between father and son seem to 
have stemmed from Thomas' lack of conformity to Sir Matthew's 
rigid principles of conduct, and to have been sharpened by 
Sir Matthew's own extensive personal accomplishments. It 
must have been galling indeed for the old gentleman to have 
such a young dandy for a son - a son who appeared serious 
about nothing other than establishing himself as a gay 
cavalier courtier.
Some insight can be gleaned by considering the nature 
of the courts with which Carew identified - the court of
V
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James I and the court of Charles I.
James I maintained that as king he had absolute power by
divine right. Those beneath him had no rights other than those
he chose to give:
His theory of kingship was that of 
divine right. Monarchy,...is a 
divinely ordained institution. A 
king is consequently accountable only 
to God. He is not responsible to 
Parliament or the nation. Indeed, 
parliament and all other organs of 
government derive their power from the 
king. Subjects owe this divinely created 
institution active obedience, and 
resistance is a sin. It is the king's 
duty to rule for the welfare of his 
subjects, but he is the only judge of 
what constitutes their welfare. If he 
fails in his duty, however, his subjects 
have no redress!
With such a belief, he approached Parliament expectiti^ it to
provide any money requested without adequate explanation of its
intended usage. It was not for Parliament to question the
policies of the king. If it chose to be stubborn, he would
merely dissolve it. In his own words:
Parliament... is nothing else but the 
head cogrt of the king, and his 
vassals.
He was generally well^intended but inept and bumbling, allowing 
himself to be duped by the Spanish ambassador into negotiations 
with Spain, while Spain itself was preparing to attack the 
Palatinate, the Protestant ancestral domain of James' son-in- 
law Frederick. He countered with an alliance with France 
which was so poorly and hastily negotiated that he derived
1. Lunt, W.E., History of England, Fourth Edition,
New York, 1957, p. 386.
2. James I, The Trve Lawe of free Monarchies, Edinburgh, 1598
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almost nothing from it, not even sufficient French help in the 
Palatinate.
James succeeded only in undermining the royal power, and 
creating a hostile public, the like of which had never been 
seen under the Tudors. His vanity about divine right was 
accompanied with the naive expectation that all would accede 
to him, and so he neglected to keep in the house either 
councilors who could manage it, or a group of members amenable 
to conciliar management, and allowed the control of the house 
to slip into the hands of those most ready and willing to give 
effective parliamentary expression to the hostile opinions of 
the public.
High hopes were centered on Charles who had, indeed, 
sided with Parliament against his father on the issue of war 
with Spain, but Charles was to prove himself equally disastrous, 
He lacked even the benevolent paternal sense of royal 
responsibility to the welfare of his subjects, and continued 
his father's contemptuous treatment of Parliament, presenting 
it only with various irresponsible demands. He opened his 
first Parliament in 1625 with a demand for money to carry 
out business begun in his father's reign, giving no information 
about his plans in regard to the war, no explanation of what 
had been done with the money granted in 1624, and no indication 
of the amount he needed, expressing in this the attitude that 
it was the business of the house to grant money with no 
consideration of its expenditure. Parliament was patient 
at first but its members were already hostile to James'
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conception of royal prerogative. For Charles to continue in 
the same fashion was short-sighted indeed. He blindly let the 
hostility grow, indeed, fanning its flames with his behaviour, 
steadily undermining himself, and contributing abundantly, 
although unconsciously, to his own tragic downfall.
The alienation between court and subjects in the early 
Stuart reigns was unique, and it places those associated with 
the court in a difficult perspective. One would not expect a 
courtier to disagree with a king on any behaviour, no matter 
how unpopular with the public it might be, but association with 
the Stuarts grew to mean almost total estrangement from popular 
sentiment. Charles surrounded himself with men subservient to 
his way of thinking, while he pursued courses of action 
undermining the historical rights of Parliament, courts, and 
English men, exercising outdated medieval prerogative in 
taxation, felt to be little short of illegal. In such a 
situation, one cannot help but be somewhat skeptical of the 
honourability of those persons who actively sought places in 
the circle of Whitehall. How much of this applies to Carew 
cannot be known. Biographical datc^ suggest/ that he did make 
a point of seeking a place at court, and that he was more 
interested in the gay leisurely life it offered than with 
affairs-of-state. It is likely that he engaged in a certain 
amount of fawning to achieve his ends. His works reveal 
nothing of any disagreement with Charles* policies, although 
it is not to be expected that they would, but in a few 
instances, they seem to overdo themselves in flattery.
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although they are not slavish.
Carew*s years in the court of Charles I (1630-1639/40) 
were insular ones, far removed from the public discontent 
which was to result in massive civil strife shortly after his 
death, and culminate with the beheading of the sovereign that 
he had glorified as the great protective genius of England, 
Scotland and Ireland in his Coelum Britù&nicum in 1634.
As first an ardent follower and later a member of the 
court, it did not become Carew to articulate any criticism or 
dissatisfaction of it. Surely he must have been aware of some 
of the discontent which marked the end of James I * s reign, 
and of the hopes centered on Charles after the death of his 
much extolled brother Henry. It was popularly hoped that 
Charles would abandon the pacific policies of his father, 
declare war on Spain, asserting the sea power of England, and 
champion the Protestant cause on the continent. Nevertheless, 
the lines penned on the last sickness of James reflect none of 
this. Instead, they pay utmost homage to James by incorpora­
ting his own words in "The Trve Lawe of free Monarchies":
The King towards his people is 
rightly compared to a father of 
children, and to a head of a^body 
composed of diuers m e m b e r s . A n d  
as there is euer hope of curing any 
diseased member by the direction of 
the head, so long as it is whole; but 
by the contrary, if it be troubled, all 
the members are partakfers of that 
paine, so js it betwixt the Prince and 
his people.
in describing the effect of the King*s illness upon the court,
1. James I, loc. cit.
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after a standard prelude commentary on the powers of death
which no mortal can evade:
Entring his royall limbes that is our head,
Through us his mystique limbs the paine is spread.
That man that doth not feele his part, hath none 
In any part of his dominion;
If he hold land, that earth is forfeited.
And he unfit on any ground to tread.
This griefe is felt at Court, where it doth move 
Through every joynt, like the true soule of love.
All those faire starres that doe attend on Him,
Whence they deriv'd their light, wax pale and dim.
That ruddie morning beame of Majestie,
Which should the Suns ecclipsed light supply.
Is overcast with mists, and in the liew 
Of cherefull rayes, sends us downe drops of dew:
That curious forme made of an earth refin’d.
At whose blest birth, the gentle Planets shin'd 
With faire aspects, and send a glorious flame 
To animate so beautifull a frame;
That Darling of the Gods and men, doth weare 
A cloude on's brow, and in his eye a teare:
And all the rest (save when his dread command 
Doth bid them move,) like livelesse statues stand;
So full a griefe, so generally worne
Shewes a good King is sick, and good men mourne.
Vpon the Kings Sicknesse
The lines, although th^lack originality, merely expounding the 
medieval philosophy of divine rights of kings, based on the 
theory of macrocosm and microcosm - the world reflects the 
universe, the king is a mortal reflection of God - well 
demonstrate Carew’s ability to mold material to his own purpose* 
What could be more complimentary to James than describing the 
sorrow of the court and xthe land by adapting and expanding 
his theory of divine ordination? As a compliment, there is 
little to be criticized, but one wonders about Carew’s real 
purpose in penning the lines. Why, whether or not he agreed 
with them, did he chose to expound ideas which were rather 
offensive to most Englishmen? The occasion of James’ death
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did not require this. He was un^pular and a general expression 
of sorrow on his last illness was all that was required. Such 
a grandiose compliment suggests an attempt by Carew to 
ingratiate himself with the court.
The disastrous failure of the expedition against Spain,
launched into immediately by Charles after ascending the
throne, was popularly blamed on the Duke of Buckingham,
George Villiers, and, indeed, news of his assassination on
August 3, 1628 was welcomed with joyful relief by the public.
Not so by the court however, despite various jealousies of the
favorite. While the general elegies on Buckingham concentrated
on the theme of the uncertainty of life for all men, great
and small, and avoided glorification of Villiers, Carew^S
epitaph was markedly different:
When in the brazen leaves of Fame,
The life, the death, of Buckingham 
Shall be recorded, if Truth’s hand 
Incize the story of our Land,
Posteritie shall see a faire 
Structure, by the studious care 
Of two Kings rays’d, that did no lesse 
Their wisdome, than their Power expresse;
By blinded zeale (whose doubtfull light 
Made murders scarlet robe seeme white.
Whose vain-deluding phantosmes charm’d 
A clouded sullen soule, and arm’d 
A desperate hand, thirstie of blood)
Torne from the faire earth where it stood;
So the majestique fabrique fell.
His Actions let our Annals tell:
Wee write no Chronicle; This Pile 
Weares onely sorrowes face and stile,
On the Duke of Buckingham
In his hope that future generations would praise the wisdom
of the two kings’ patronage, he was as foolish as they in
patronizing the handsome Villiers. It is not difficult
to understand both James’ and Charles* fondness for Villiers*
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company for he was an agreeable person and a delightful 
courtier. However, in spite of his charm, he lacked the 
astuteness necessary for a first minister. Charles’ reliance 
upon him comments negatively, but characteristically, on that 
monarch’s administrative judgement. The elegy on Buckingham 
raises the same type of question that the tone and sentiment 
of "Vpon the Kings sicknesse" raised. Why did Carew choose to 
diverge from the typical pattern of response to the assassina­
tion of Villiers? Why did he choose to glorify a man so 
popularly disliked? Personal friendship may account for some 
of it. Carew definitely was acquainted with Buckingham; twelve 
years before it had been suggested that he might find employ­
ment with him, and he apparently maintained a close friendship 
with his younger brother Christopher. "To the Countesse 
of Anglesie..." written upon his death suggests that Carew had 
conducted some of his courtship of his future wife. The 
Lady Mary Villiers of the epitaph might well have been their 
daughter. Yet, beyond praising Buckingham, the work comments 
favourably and pointedly on the Stuart kings. More energy 
seemed to have been expended in praising their wisdom in 
patronage than in glorifying Buckingham’s achievements. Such 
words cannot but help suggest the possibility of attempted 
ingratiation.
Charles dissolved his third Parliament in 1629 having 
failed to come to any agreement with it; peace was made with 
France and Spain; and Charles settled down to create a 
peaceful, well-ordered government at home, with no involvement 
abroad - policies similar to those of his father. However,
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he proposed to accomplish this without the aid of Parliament, 
for, after its dissolution in 1629, it was not to be called 
again for eleven years.
Charles removed himself from any disagreeable realities 
by dissolving Parliament, and surrounded himself with men who 
would pander to his pleasures, for praise alone was welcome to 
the royal ear. Life in court between 1629-1640 was a life of 
self-deception. Charles liked to think of himself as a well­
loved, virtuous monarch, and those about him, probably also 
deceived themselves, indulged him. Unlike his father, who 
fancied himself a scholar and preferred more academic 
entertainment, but like his mother, Charles was fond of 
masques - the most extravagant form of compliment to royalty. 
Masques were one of the most elaborate forms of entertainment 
ever devised, costing thousands of pounds to stage for a single 
night. The Stuart fondness of them was little more than sheer 
self-indulgence, especially considering Charles' lack of 
revenue, and the means to which he had to resort to raise 
money without calling Parliament. The bare-faced flattery 
of the Caroline masques is marked. Carew's single masque, 
Coelum Britannicum, presented on Shrove Tuesday 1633, not 
withstanding its poetic virtues, overdoes itself in 
extravagance, glorifying the virtues of the royal family in 
the midst of a peaceful and prosperous kingdom. Jove is 
presented as being so moved by the virtuous couple that he 
reforms his own life, removing his numerous mistresses from 
their pensioned-off places as stars, and replacing them with 
Charles and Henrietta Maria. For ten years ithe court existed
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in an artificially induced bubble with the feeling that all was 
right with the world. Court poetry only contributed to this 
deception. Political comment vanished from popular ballads 
by the imposition of strong censorship:^ Yet not all were 
deceived by this artificial lull. Danger signs were readily 
apparent, and religious tracts of this period show awareness 
of the growing bitterness. Yet, court continued its frivolities, 
continued to trifle and play in an aura of self-induced well­
being, the monarch continued to listen to ridiculous praises 
instead of calling Parliament, until, suddenly, in 1638, to the 
complete surprise of Charles, the gossamer bubble burst. 
Rebellion broke out in Scotland over the new prayer book.
This rebellion was to grow into a vast civil war, ending with 
the dissolution of the monarchy and the beheading of Charles. 
Thus, much of the charm of the poetry written in the Caroline 
period is lost, when one puts it into historical perspective, 
and realizes the tragic results of such frivolous deception.
It is little wonder that poetry itself underwent a radical 
change as a result of the years of Civil War, Protectorate, 
and Restoration, and that the charming delicacy of the Caroline 
lyric was not to be seen again. Pretty lyrics about such 
trifles as fans and feathers well become the innocency of 
the fantasy world of Charles I, and were not suited for the 
wiser, more cynical, world to follow.
Carew's poem "To my friend G.N. from Wrest" suggests that 
he served in the expedition to Scotland in 1638. However, his
1. Wedgwood, C.V., Poetry and Politics Under the Stuarts, 
Cambridge, 1960, p. 53.
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death in 1640 prevented him from seeing the Civil War, or 
ever realizing that the gay glittery world in which he moved, 
that his lyrics had contributed to creating, was nothing but 
a pretty illusion. Yet, the very timeliness of his death 
makes Carew distinct among the courtier poets. He is one and 
only a courtier poet for all of his works were written during 
the period of Caroline courtiers. His contemporaries who 
lived through the Civil War were forced into different lives, 
their poetry reflects the differing periods, and the difficult 
times. This is not so with Carew; he remains only a poet of 
the Caroline court as it existed until 1640.
A courtier is firstly a person attached to the court.
The style of the courtiers gives rise to their being, 
by definition, flatterers - persons who flatter in order to 
gain favours. Such a man was Thomas Carew, although there is 
no record of any great favours being bestowed upon him, other 
than his place in court. Nevertheless, as noted before, he was 
in no position to give voice to any criticism of royal policy, 
even if he was aware of or felt discontent. How insulated he 
was from social reality is impossible to ascertain, although 
there are certain indications that he was far removed from it. 
Certainly he had little interest in socio-political matters. 
Upon the death of Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, and 
champion of the Protestant cause on the continent, Aurelian 
Townsend begged him to pen some lines. The verse appeal from 
Townsend was a flattering one, voicing his love for Carew and 
his lyrics, and praising his excellent lines on the death of 
John Donne. Carew's refusal, also in verse, demonstrates his
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lack on interest in such matters. The first forty-five lines, 
in which Carew declines to write an elegy on the grounds of 
unworthiness, cleverly succeed in eulogizing Gustavus Adolphus;^
Alas ! how may 
My Lyrique feet, that of the smooth soft way 
Of Love, and Beautie, onely know the tread.
In dancing paces celebrate the dead 
Victorious King, or his Majesticke Hearse 
Profane with th’hurable touch of their low verse?
Virgil, nor Lucan, no, nor Tasso more
Than both, not Donne, worth all that went before.
With the united labour of their wit
Could a just Poem to this subject fit.
His actions were too mighty to be rais'd 
Higher by Verse,...
But Carew was not attempting to be merely coy, for he goes on
to advise Aurelian Townsend to concentrate his muse on the themes
of love and beauty.
But let us that in myrtle bowers sit 
Under secure shades, use the benefit 
Of peace and plenty, which the blessed hand 
Of our good King gives this obdurate Land,
Let us of Revels sing, and let thy breath 
(Which fill'd Fames trumpet with Gustavus death,
Blowing his name to heaven) gently inspire 
Thy past'rail pipe, till all our swaines admire 
Thy song and subject, whilst they both comprise 
The beauties of the SHEPHERDS PARADISE;
and concludes:
These harmlesse pastimes let my Townsend sing 
To rurall tunes; not that thy Muse wants wing 
To soare a loftier pitch, for she doth make 
A noble flight, and plac'd th'Heroique shade 
Above the reach of our faint flagging ryme;
But these are subjects proper to our clyme.
Tourneyes, Masques, Theatres, better become 
Our Halcyon dayes; which though the German Drum 
Bellow for freedome and revenge, the noyse 
Concernes not us, nor should divert our joyes;
Nor ought the thunder of their Carabins 
Drowne the sweet Ayres of our tun'd Violins;
Beleeve me friend, if their prevailing powers 
Gaine them a calm securitie like ours.
They'le hang their Armes up on the Olive bough.
And dance, and revell then, as we doe now.
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Few lines articulate so perfectly the sense of peace and 
security felt during these years, aptly described as "halcyon", 
the sense of well-being that dulled interest in matters of 
greater significance than love and beauty.
The advice that Carew gave to Aurelian Townsend, he 
followed himself, concentrating his muse on the universal 
themes of love and beauty. Only in his psalms and in a 
handful of occasional poems, several of which have been 
discussed, does he diverge from this pattern. The bulk of his 
lyrics are flowery compliments to various ladies of the court 
and to Celia, his mistress}
Regardless of the motivation behind Carew’s flattery and 
neglect of matters of topical importance, he remains the 
epitome of the Caroline courtier, his lines actively 
reflecting the interest and manners of the court. Had his 
subject matter been less limited, had he been more astute or 
restrained, he would not be so representative. His popularity 
in his own time attests to this, Carew being, perhaps, the most
1. There is no evidence to prove or disprove Celia’s 
existence. She certainly was not known to his contemporaries* 
Aurelian Townsend attests to this in his "Aurelian Townsend 
to Tho: Carew vpon the death of the King of Sweden"i 
I love thy Celia if shee did infuse 
That fire into thee which begott thy Muse,
She could well have been a fictitious lady to whom Carew 
addressed his muse, or a series of mistresses, each addressed 
under the same name. There is some internal evidence to argue 
her existence in such poems as "To my Mistresse in absense"; 
"Vpon some alterations in my Mistresse, after my departure into 
France"; and "My mistris commanding me to returne her letters" 
probably all written in France during his service with Lord 
Herbert of Cherbury. These are almost definitely autobio­
graphical, but whether the Celia to whom he addressed later 
lyrics is the same, cannot be ascertained.
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popular poet actually in the court. Much of his poetry, 
particularity his songs, was written for court entertainment. 
That they were received with great acclaim suggests that they 
must have accurately reflected the tastes of those to whom 
they were directed. Within the small, but distinct, 
poetic tradition of the court of Charles I, he achieved 
a degree of refined perfection not to be matched by 
any other.
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II. His Lyrics
Orne might call Carew a miniature artist. Instead of 
being expansive in his approach to poetry, he confined himself 
within the limited area of the verse compliment. Rather than 
expending his energy on being diverse, he turned his attention 
inward, perfecting the type of amorous lyric to which he chose 
to confine himself. Undoubtedly, it was a wise decision. One 
cannot read Carew without being aware of his limitations, 
and yet, at the same time, impressed with his own astute 
perception of them in confining himself to an area where they 
mattered little. Indeed, by doing so, he turned his limitations
to their best advantage, and was probably even aided by them.
The area in which Carew excels is the verse compliment
embellished with extravagant conceits. Undoubtedly, this
accounts for his popularity within a court which attached 
an importance, totally out of perspective, to affectation of 
manners. It requires a considerable skill to turn a verse 
compliment gracefully. The hyberbole can easily become 
absurd; cliché is difficult to avoid. The compliment must 
appear casual yet graceful, subtle but not obtuse, always 
modest, detached, and in good taste. There is little room for 
creativity and imagination; reflective philosophical commentary 
leads to ambiguity.
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Carew is a master of the conceit and reaches exquisite 
perfection in some of his compliments. Perhaps his lack of 
imagination and insight aided him in this accomplishment. He 
Was not hampered by a profound intellect, nor by impatience.
He was content to be uncreative, to simply adopt themes and 
images from others* poetry, and to polish these carefully to 
perfection. He reminds one of a craftsman jeweller polishing 
exquisite little gems, taking care that each facet is perfect* 
His inheritance from Ben Jonson’s elaborate care is apparent. 
His lyrics are all painstakingly worked and reworked. Ve know 
something of this attention to minute detail from the lines of 
Suckling in *’A Session of the Poets"*
Carew*s lyrics are characterized, not so much by any 
originality, startling new thoughts, or personal expression, 
as by elaborateness and ingenuity. Certainly this is not 
exceptional and is characteristic of most Renaissance lyrics. 
Carew was not so interested in saying anything of significance, 
as he was interested in saying it with exquisite style, and 
this was in keeping with the taste for which he catered, a 
taste for poems which, while saying little about anything.
said it with style; poems were the artifice was everything.
Elaborate is the adjective most commonly used in 
describing Carew. It is an apt description, and, certainly, 
it was partly through the use of the elaborate that Carew was 
able to freshly render conventional themes. Although the 
Renaissance poet was not obliged to depart from the 
traditional motifs, and, although, indeed, it would have been 
undesirable to do so, especially when catering to a taste for
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these, he was obliged to present them in a fresh manner. 
However, the term "elaborate" does not distinguish the 
quality and type of elaborateness that we find in Carew*s 
works. Both "The Spring" and "A Rapture" can be dubbed 
"elaborate", yet the manifestations of the quality are 
distinctly different in each. Carew’s elaborateness seems to 
fall into three different categories and various combinations 
of the three: elaborate wit; elaborate description and lavish 
imagery; elaborate delicacy.
Always in Carew, we find ingenuity. The ingenious 
execution of conventional love themes seems to be of greater 
importance to him than the sentiments expressed, but this is 
not surprising, considering that Carew was both courtier and 
poet. To compliment a lady prettily was a necessary social 
grace, and one which Carew cultivated carefully. He also had 
his court audience to entertain. To be successful in either 
of these required wit and ingenuity. There was a lack of 
concern with the expression of personal feeling; such 
expression was of slight importance, and even undesirable, 
if it required subjugation of wit.
Carew's poetry is remarkably smooth and polished, but 
this smoothness seems to have been achieved at the cost of 
poetic depth. His verse is chivalrous and gallant, but 
totally void of his own personality. These observations do 
not necessarily constitute a criticism; it would be impossible 
to read Carew*s lyrics without making them. One recognizes 
that poetic depth is not a requisite in such lyrics and 
surely they can be appreciated regardless. Yet, while this
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lack of depth may be characteristic of much Renaissance 
verse, one suspects that the lack in Carew goes beyond what 
was characteristic, and, at least, partly accounts for the 
fact that Carew’s lyrics, while being good, do not reach 
greatness. Refined as his verse may be, it remains shallow, 
and this cannot be dismissed as merely a characteristic of 
the type of verse. Certainly the greatest poets of this period 
managed to sustain both eloquence and poetic worth, even if 
they did lack great profundity of thought. Likewise, one 
recognizes that the Renaissance lyric was not a vehicle for 
personal expression, and that, indeed, a display of personal 
emotion would be considered indecorous. The metaphorical mode 
of communication was preferred to the direct expression of a 
feeling. Yet in Carew, there is not merely a detachment, but 
an almost total absence of personality, which seems to 
contribute to the hollowness of the lyrics. There is just 
a touch of the effeminate in Carew which probably is a result 
of the dishonest quality arising from the suppression of 
personality to gallantness. The suggestion does not come 
from the themes but from the effect of Carew’s rendition of 
them. It is the glittering effect - the glitter of costume 
jewelry rather than real jewels.
Perhaps, however, the very qualities which prevent 
Carew from being a great poet, make him a representative one.
It would be difficult to argue that they were not compensated 
for by his artful expression. Certainly he turned them to his 
advantage, and one might even say that his strength resides 
within the very detachment and lack of depth which we have been
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discussing. Maybe it is even irrelevant to raise the point, 
for one would not wish to criticize his lyrics upon criteria 
which simply did not exist within his poetic tradition. As 
Rosemond Tuve suggests, it is not the question, "Vhat does 
it say?", that is important to these lyrics, but rather,
"¥hat is the lyric for?" and "How is this accomplished?"^
The observation is made because, although perhaps unimportant 
in the context of his actual lyrics, one suspects that their 
absence is not merely cultivated, but an actual limitation on 
the part of the poet, and that Carew could not have been 
philosophic even if he had desired to be, that he simply was 
not capable of the subtleties of reflective thought.
In some respects, Carew is similar to the precieux poets,
Odette de Mourgues is reluctant to classify the seventeenth
century English cavaliers as strictly precieux, because of
their more flexible, expansive approach to reality, in that
they were more ready to accept than to reject, and because
English court lyrics remained in the mainstream of national
poetry rather than being restricted to a small sophisticated
group of people. Yet, with the exception of the rigidly
confined audience, her definition of precieux describes
Carew admirably:
...precieux poetry is exclusively a 
kind of poetry in which the use of a 
very refined language, of elaborate 
imagery, and of clever conceits has 
no other aim than to afford a delicate 
intellectual pleasure to a certain
1. Tuve, Rosemond, Elizabethean and Metaphysical Imagery* 
Chicago, 1947, p. 110.
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number of over-sophisticated people of 
a definite period, and the intellectual 
pleasure derived from it will depend 
much upon the code of behaviour, the 
tastes, and the degree of culture of 
a particular set of people}
This is distinctly the nature of Carew*s lyrics, designed for
no other purpose than to offer a "delicate intellectual
pleasure" to his audience. His use of imagery, particularity
the metaphysical, is very precieux. The precieux poet tended
to draw upon the common stock of learning, incorporating the
imagery which appealed to him, but using it for little more than
the pleasure it afforded to his audience, rather than to
demonstrate likenesses or to discover new ideas. There are
numerous instances of metaphysical images in Carew, but they
are seldom used in a metaphysical sense. For this reason, a
good deal of the power of Donne is lost in Carew, even when
he uses Donne's images, for he tends to use them for decoration,
because they are appealing, rather than to explore the essence
of his subject matter.
Carew was a remarkably even poet, sustaining a consistent 
high quality of work. It is a rather difficult matter to 
divide his lyrics simply into categories of good and bad, 
although certainly he has a few lyrics which are especially 
attractive and can be well placed among the finest of the period 
Nor does one find it easy to divide the lyrics into separate 
types or periods. While some are more obviously baroque and 
are marked by a voluptuousness of imagery, and others tend to 
be more esoteric and metaphysical, these distinctions are minor.
1. Mourgues, Odette de, Metaphysical * Baroque and 
Precieux Poetry, Oxford, 1953, p. 108.
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and, indeed, one finds lyrics which combine metaphysical 
imagery with baroque embellishment. There is, however, a 
rather substantial body of small lyrics, which tend to be 
rather epigrammatical and dwell upon trivial, almost 
Alexandrian, subjects. Caroline poets were fond of penning 
lines on insignificant subjects such a ladies’ feet, ribbons, 
hair, eyes, beauty marks, etc. The importance attached to 
frivolous baubles by Caroline poets was perhaps excessive, 
but, nevertheless, many of these lyrics are especially 
charming. The lyrics of Carew which fall into this category 
are in the best of the tradition. He does not attempt to 
draw any meaningful conclusions, as Donne sometimes did, but 
luxuriates in the very frivolity. Since these perhaps best 
exemplify Carew and represent the mean of his achievement,
I have chosen to discuss these initially, proceeding on to 
examine a number of lyrics which depart in some way from these, 
and concluding with an examination of those lyrics which 
perhaps represent the very best of his poetic achievement.
Carew devoted a substantial amount of his attention to
trivia, writing on such matters as; "Lips and Eyes";
"Celia bleeding, to the Surgeon"; "A flye that flew into
my Mistris her eye"; "On a Damaske rose sticking vpon a
Ladies breast"; "The tooth-ach cured by a kisse"; "On Mistris N,
to the greene sicknesse"; "Vpon a Mole in Celias bosome".
Of these, Courthope writes:
A poet of this order found his proper 
materials in subjects like those 
cultivated by the Alexandrian
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epigrammatists in the decadence of 
Greek poetry....On these he spends 
all the pains that an ingenious 
carver gives to the sculptor of 
heads out of cherry stones; and too 
often the result is repulsive in 
proportion as the pettiness and 
commonplace of the thought is brought 
into relief by the pains spent in 
elaborating it}
Even if rather harsh, his point is well taken. It is not
so much the trivial subjects, as it is the laboriousness with
which they are elaborated, that troubles us. If such matters
are to be rendered charming, they must have a light, lilting
touch and appear as if they have been casually dashed-off.
This is not to say that they should be careless or awkward,
but they should have a careless easy appearance. The effect
of the compliment is spoiled if it is too obvious that the poet
spent hours formulating it.
It is the lavish imagery which spoils "A flye that
flew into my Mistris her eye" and "Vpon a Mole in Celias
bosome"^being somewhat unsuitable for the matter which it
embellishes. Dressing trivia in such overly luxuriant terms
as: "ambrosiall", "arromattick", "incense", "pearle", etc.
does not render it appealing. It has the opposite effect of
making it nauseating. Technically the pieces are good.
They are smooth, harmonious, and ingeniously developed, but
the general effect is:
...repulsive in proportion as the 
pettiness and commonplace of the thought 
is brought into relief by the pains spent 
in elaborating iir.
1. Courthope, V.J., A History of English Poetry, London, 
1903, Vol. Ill, pp. 244-5.
2. Ibid.
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Ve are supposed to be conscious of the ingenuity and charm of 
the idea, instead of the commonness of the subject, but the 
laboriousness, instead of disguising the commonplace, makes 
us all the more aware of it.
Carew analogizes the incident of the fly to Phaeton 
driving Apollo's chariot into the sun. It is also reminiscent 
of the story of Ic%rus. The fly, coming near to Celia, was 
attracted by a glorious light, even brighter than the sunlight 
in which she loved to play» Thus she courted the light until 
at last she flew into it to be scorched to death in its flames.
On one hand, the fantasy is rather appealing» One feels that 
it might have been successful were it not quite so overdone*
But, in spite of the implications of the radiant beauty of 
Celia's eyes, which one should actually be most impressed with, 
one cannot quite forget that it is a fly which this attracts, 
nor quite forget that having a fly lodged in the eye is a 
painful embarrassing experience which most persons would 
prefer not to have immortalized in poetry. Carew does not 
quite manage to overcome the suggestion that Celia's beauty 
attracts insects. Having a fly hop around from hand to bosome, 
and suck spice and incense from Celia's breath and lips 
renders it even more unpalatable, and with the culmination of 
the fly being transformed into a bird-of-paradise from suck­
ing the nectar of Celia's lips, it is unbearable.
The mole in Celia's bosom is a raetamorphized bee 
drowned in the "balmy sweat" in the "vale" between "two 
twin-sister hils" where she was feasting on "Ambrosiall meat" 
after leaving her "spicy nest" "I'th Hyblas of her either breast".
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Vhat is most nauseating about this verse is the "rowling file 
of Balmy sweat" choking the bee who is compared to a swan 
singing its last song. No real ground for the comparison 
exists and it is both absurd and tasteless. Again one feels 
that it could have been successful, were it not so elaborate.
The imagery is much too opulent for such a p.etty thing. Vhat is 
needed is a lighter, more delicate touch.
Yet one can read neither of these lyrics without being 
aware of Carew's ingenuity, although one does regret to see it 
devoted to such Alexandrian matters. It is not merely the 
liberty taken with nature, nor even the absurd dimensions that 
bother us, for in spite of them, one has to admit that these 
exaggerations constitute a somewhat appealing ordering of nature, 
and could have been appealing. Rather it appears that Carew*s 
sense of definitiveness failed him, and he allowed too much 
ornateness for his subject matter.
The fantastic depiction of Celia's bosom in such terms 
as "ambrosiall", "Ivery Hyves", "Elizian plaines" and 
"milky way" is objectionable, although also conventional. Ve 
find the same in "On a Damaske rose sticking vpon a Ladies 
breast"*
The theme is not uncommon. Herrick wrote a similar piece 
entitled "Upon the Roses in Julias bosome". In Carew*s poem, 
the lady's breast becomes a garden of paradise to nurture the 
rose, watered by living fountains - a divine place for which a 
king would leave his throne, and, to achieve which, our poet 
would be transformed into a rose. The compliment is a lovely 
one, and the tone of the imagery is well sustained, never
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becoming quite as absurd as "Vpon a Mole..." or "A flye.,."* 
Nevertheless, Carew allows his imagery to become rather too 
graphic, and with this loses the beauty of the suggestive 
power. Our imagination is stretched past the point of credulity. 
Instead of just sensing the suggestiveness of the imagery, 
one tends to see it literally, and the visualization of a rose 
garden between a lady's breasts is absurd and coarse.
"Lips and Eyes" retains the richness of "A flye..."
and "Vpon a Mole..." while treating a far more innocuous
subject. The fantasy, being of a totally impossible nature,
e.g. an argument between the lips and the eyes as opposed to
the possibility of a fly lodged in the eye, or a bee lighted
upon a bosom, does not lend itself to the absurdity of literal
reading. One might argue that eyes sending forth pointed
darts and pouring out showers of liquid oriental pearl is
absurd, but these are charming conventional hyperboles,
and, as such, we accept them. The charm rests in the quick
repartee between the lips and eyes over which are the more
beautiful. Since the poem in concise, only twelve lines,
we are not satiated. The question is raised in lines one and
two, and in a spirit of true equity, each contender is
allowed equal time. The eyes present their argument first, 
which is rapidly combatted with an argument of equal validity
from the lips. Each then demonstrate their charms, the eyes
weep and the lips smile. With suitable gallantry, the poet
declines to judge, suggesting that each have equal claims
to beauty, and that in the combination of both smiles and
tears, Celia is most beautiful of all* The delicacy of
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fancy, the carefully balanced closed couplets, the lack of 
laborious detail give this poem an airy sportive quality 
befitting a topic of such insignificance. There is evidence, 
from the perfection of cadence, and the balance of both 
argument and image which gives not only equal time but equal 
value to both lips and eyes, both holding treasures of pearl,
that the same painstaking attention given to "Vpon a Mole..."
and "A flye..." was given to "Lips and Eyes", but somehow, 
the result is not so outrageously ingenious.
As the wittiness of "To Mistris N. to the greene sicknesse" 
seems to arise out of the occasion, it lacks the strained 
quality of "On a Damaske rose...", "A flye...", and "Vpon a 
Mole...". The green sickness is chlorosis, a form of anaemia
found in girls at the age of puberty, which causes a greenish
hue to the complexion. Vhat could be more appropriate in 
addressing such an illness than to envisage a battle between 
the forces of health and those of sickness on the battlefield 
of the face? The playfulness of such an idea is cheerful and 
humorous, and well suited to cheer up the patient and bring a
smile to her face. Were the illness more serious, perhaps the
exploitation of the nature of the sickness for the purpose of 
wit would be in bad taste, but an anaemic condition in itself 
is more depressing than serious.
The initial imperative "Stay coward blood" creates a 
sense of urgency and importance, and, being a mock situation,
lends humour. Carew does not often use the imperative, and
on the occasions where he does, it is seldom as forceful as 
this "Stay". The melodrama builds as Carew goes on to rally
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the blood not to yield the battleground - "beauties field".
The sense of mock heroic is increased with the suggestion that 
it is the Var of the Roses being fought. This is implied by 
talk of white ensigns and milky deluge for the illness and rose 
for the blood, which is, of course, red, and magnified with 
talk of thrones and states. One is reminded of the mock battle 
fought on the whist table in The Rape of the Lock. These lines 
could be well fitted into that work.
The internal accuracy makes the poem all the more clever 
and increases the credibility of the fantasy. The nature of 
the illness is accurately diagnosed, for anaemia is caused by 
an iron deficiency in the blood. Thus the blood is not only 
faint in the complexion, it is faint in itself. In anaemia, 
there is a reduction of red corpuscles with a resulting over­
balance of white corpuscles, which makes the battle between 
the red and the white internal as well as external. Carew 
may not have known about corpuscles, but our knowledge of them 
lends another dimension to the ingenuity. Further, it is 
interesting to note the care with which Carew establishes the 
necessary balance between red and white in a beautiful face:
Invading thy peculiar throne.
The lip, where thou shouldst rule alone;
And on the cheeke, where natures care 
Allotted each an equall share.
The red blood must continue its fight, but not to overpower
the white, only to counterbalance it, for it must:
...strive 
To keepe an endlesse warre alive;
Though peace doe petty States maintaine.
Here warre alone makes beauty raigne.
The ending couplet provides an appealing irony. One normally
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thinks of war as being a means to peace, and peace being 
the sought-after goal. We are therefore surprised, after 
all the military imagery, to discover that continuing war 
is the desired end, and that the blood has not been rallied 
to continue until conquest, but instead to regain its rightful 
territory and to maintain the strife eternally. The whole 
poem has the aura of a medieval battle, with the colours, the 
ensigns, and the sense of noble purpose. The suggestion of 
chivalry is increased by making beauty paramount to "petty 
States", conjuring images of knights battling to the death 
for a fair lady's honour*
"Red, and white Roses" embodies the quick repartee of 
"Lips and Eyes" and the colours of "On Mistris N...." The 
colours of the roses symbolize aspects of the unhappy lover 
and serve as a plea for the lady's kindness. Again we find 
the two elements carefully juxtaposed, although not as 
perfectly as were the lips and eyes. The closed couplets and 
feminine endings accentuate the rime, which, combined with the 
meter (iambic) and the rapid shifting from white to red, gives 
a staccato quality. The poem does not appear to be as 
carefully polished as those we have considered before. It 
lacks any ingenious thought; the ingenuity which it does 
emcompass seems to rise from the execution, from the 
alternating back and forth from white to red. The difficulties 
of translation may account for some of this, the work being, 
in part, a translation of both Marino's "Fiori donati" and 
Bonefonius' "Pancharis".
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The frownes that on your brow resided,
Have those Roses thus divided.
Oh let your smiles but cleare the weather,
And then they both shall grow together.
These closing lines speak of the unhappiness of the lover
caused by his lady’s frowns and how he could be made happy by
her smiles* Since she frowns, the roses are divided, if she
will but smile, they will grow together. This would be
appropriate if the two colours symbolized poles of the lover’s
emotions, joy and grief, but they do not. Both the red and white
symbolize aspects of unhappiness, the red representing the
active elements, and the white, the passive elements. The white
symbolizes paleness of a fainting love, languish, innocence;
the red, flames feeding on a bleeding heart, anguish, and
martyrdom. Therefore, it seems of little consequence that the
roses are divided, and why the lover should want a sign of
his lady’s favour, merely to unite the active and passive
elements of his grief, is inexplicable. This flaw in logic,
although not seriously affecting the poem, is somewhat unusual
for Carew. It appears that his intention was to refer back to
the idea expressed in the first couplet:
Reade in these Roses, the sad story
Of my hard fate, and your owne glory:
Examination of Marino's "Fiori donati" helps to explain the
discrepancy. Marino's "fiori" represent both the lover and
the beloved, beautifully described in his closing line:
L'vn fedal, I'altra bella*
Carew was probably attempting to capture the same idea of the
roses combined representing the perfect union of love -
fidelity and beauty, but in doing so, sacrificed his logic.
It is not terribly obvious* One automatically understands
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his intention in spite of it.
Although the title "Celia bleeding, to the Surgeon" 
suggests a continuation of the type of pretty nonsense we have 
been discussing, its nature is somewhat different. Instead of 
being cleverly playful on inconsequential topics, Carew is 
toying with the idea of the mystical relationship between 
lovers, of souls so entwined poetically, that injury to one 
wounds the other. The blood which flows from Celia's arm 
pours from the heart of the poet. In order to achieve 
clarity, Carew simplifies the complexities of love to such a 
degree that he fails to embody the quality he speaks of.
How can one be convinced of the depth of love to cause him 
to feel Celia's pain when the love itself is described so 
superficially?
Carew's logic is inversed. He uses the conceit:
Thou struckst her arme, but 'twas my heart
Shed all the blood, felt all the smart.
to convince us of "How Lovers in each other grow:" instead of 
using the mystical relationship between lovers to convince us 
of the conceit. Hence, instead of being the culminating 
exaggeration, the hyperbolic conclusion, it is the literal 
premise. As fantastically impossible as the conceit is, one 
could be guided to accepting it as credible through other 
arguments as a conclusion. It is rather more difficult to 
simply accept it, as if already proven, and to surmise that 
since the poet feels Celia's pain, he must therefore love her 
intensely, in spite of the lack of establishment of this by 
argument, and the complete lack of any such feeling in the
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lines. Thus we are asked to surmise:
The mystique knot whence this proceeds,
the very thing we must be convinced of beyond doubt before
we can accept the idea that Carew is putting forward - that it
is he, rather than Celia, who bleeds - and we must surmise it
from the very argument we are trying to find reason to accept.
This requires a considerable stretching of the imagination,
especially when unaided by the poet. The difficulty is
increased by Carew's careful establishment that:
(And) the hard rock wherein it dwells.
The keenest darts of Love repels*
If "no cold, nor heat/Disturns" Celia's blood, if she is not
subject to love, how can she possibly be a partner in the
"mystique knot"?
This is perhaps overly harsh and demanding too much of 
the poem. It is the clever conceit in which Carew is 
interested rather than the nature of love. The conceit is 
a clever extension of logic - if the two souls are exchanged 
in'love, it is the poet's soul lodged in the person of 
Celia, and naturally it would be his heart that would feel 
the pain. It is an appealing idea, and ingeniously developed, 
in spite of its concern with only superficial logic. The 
poem, however, well demonstrates Carew’s approach to poetry 
and his precieux-like use of metaphysical imagery. One could 
well imagine how differently Donne would have developed this 
idea.
Approached in a slightly different manner, without 
imposing expectations of philosophical reflection upon the
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poem, it does have merits of its own, and is certainly not 
a poor lyric. The sense of colour is good, suggested by the 
contrast between the "Crystall case" of the veins and the red 
blood within them. The two images also constitute a contrast 
between purity and passion. Although crystal is often used by 
Carew to symbolize unresponsivenèssi>and cold beauty, and in this 
poem is indeed associated with the hardness of the veins, it 
is more importantly associated with the "pure untainted flood".
It seems that Carew is trying to emphasize Celia’s purity and 
not her unresponsiveness to her lover. The combination of 
passion and purity moves nicely into the idea of the "mystique 
knot" - the pure sacred love relationship. Yet, by over-stressing 
the impenetrability of her veins, both to emphasize her purity, 
and to create the witty conceit, he makes her unresponsive.
The keenest darts of Love repels, 
is an unfortunate line, for herein lies the crux of Carew’s 
self-contradiction. Yet it is not simply a matter of Carew 
carelessly making Celia unresponsive when he had no intention 
to do so. It seems that he wished to stress her unresponsiveness 
to all but himself, and emphasize her paradoxical nature - 
unresponsive and passionate at the same time - but somehow did 
not quite manage to completely exclude himself from her coldness. 
One finds the same paradoxical nature of a woman in "SONG. To 
one that desired to know my Mistris", where:
shee
Hath vow’d her constant faith to me;
Her milde aspects are mine, and thou
Shalt only find a stormy brow:
but it is much better developed in this lyric; Carew clearly
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distinguishes between her warmness to him and her coldness 
to others.
Although the poem does not closely resemble any of 
Donne’s poetry, his influence is apparent* Gone is the 
decorative confectionary that we have seen in poems heretofore 
discussed, and in its place the starkness of ’’pure untainted 
flood’’; ’’foule distemper’’; ’’weake steele’’; and "hard rock".
"Vpon a Ribband" captures the mystic quality of love 
far more successfully that does "Celia bleeding...". Again 
the title suggests that this is a light-hearted trifling with 
a dainty of feminine apparel, but, instead, Carew uses the 
ribband, a common token of favour, as an emblem, a symbol 
of the emphemeral power of love. As the ribband encircles 
his arm, so does the love encircle his soul.
The tone is one of religious reverence with homage paid, 
instead of to God, to love. The silken bracelet symbolizes 
love as the cross symbolizes Christian religion. This is 
deliberate in intent and enhanced by the use of religious 
imagery. The ribband is a holy relique, an idol to which 
superstitious kisses are paid. This is blasphemous, of course, 
but instead of our being conscious of the blasphemy, conscious 
that religion is being denigrated to decorate love, the 
opposite is true. The love is uplifted to the importance of 
religion, which serves to convince us of the purity and 
sacredness of the love» Paying such reverence to love 
suggests the sacred quality in it and helps to capture the 
mystery, as it is part of the human tradition to pay
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reverence to mystical powers which cannot be seen or understood 
but which grip the soul. The mysterious processes of 
religion are engrained in us through conventional religious 
imagery so when we encounter these images, even in application 
to secular topics, they connote sacred power.
Again we find the carefull balance of elements that we 
have seen in "Lips and Eyes", "Red, and white Roses", etc.
Every reference to the symbol is counterbalanced with a 
reference to that which the symbol represents - "that mystique 
charme"* The ribband is the relique, the idol. One circles 
the arm, the other the soul. One entwines the flesh, the 
other the mind. One will be decomposed with time, the other 
is eternal. To one is paid a superstitious kiss, to the other 
prayers and sacrifices, and so on, until concluding:
This makes my arme your prisoner, That my heart* 
Impressed with the power, the strength attributed to love, 
one has the impression that Carew is genuinely spiritually 
moved. Certainly there is a greater sense of conviction in 
these lines than in the ones we have he^^ofore discussed.
The powers attributed to love:
...binds
My captive soule, and round about it winds 
Fetters of lasting love;
Those
Strong chaînes of brasse. Fate shall not discompose 
But my whole frame doth by That power subsist:
are certainly no more miraculous that those in other poems:
Here warre alone makes beauty raigne.
"On Mistris N...*"
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In her faire cheekes two pits doe lye,
To bury those slaine by her eye,
"A Song. (In her faire cheekes...)"
...mounted on the wings of love
Wee'le cut the flitting ayre, and sore above
The Monsters head,...
"A Rapture" 11. 21-3
Thou struckst her arme, but 'twas my heart 
Shed all the blood, felt all the smart.
"Celia bleeding,..."
Yet, only in "Vpon a Ribband" is Christian imagery used. All
the rest utilize pagan classical imagery. It is not, however,
the mere employment of Christian imagery which decisively
suggests that this love has a quality not to be found in other
instances of love, that this love is infused with a spiritual
power, but the manner in which it is used. It is used with
the same reverence and dignity with which the divine should
be rightfully approached.
The poem bears a strong resemblance to Donne's "The Relique"
and "The Funerall", both of which use a bracelet of hair as an
emblem of love. Silken and hair bracelets were common
tokens of a lady’s favour.
That subtile wreathe of haire, which crowns my arme:
"The Funerall"
A bracelet of bright haire about the bone,
"The Relique"
are quite similar to:
This silken wreath, which circles in mine arme.
The line is obviously directly borrowed from "The Funerall".
Carew calls his bracelet "this holy relique" as did Donne, 
although Donne was careful to establish that it is only a 
relique which in the wrong hands might breed idolatry, thus
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insinuating that he did not worship it. Carew, on the 
other hand, represents himself as worshipping the bracelet, 
while being conscious of the idolatry. He allows himself the 
emotional enjoyment of prostrating himself to an idol of 
superstition, of totally involving himself in worship, yet 
maintains a realistic awareness of his behaviour, thus 
gaining the emotional satisfaction without being within its 
grip. It is interesting to note that just as the poets 
turned to Christian imagery to emphasize the spiritual nature 
of their love, it is specifically to Catholic imagery that 
they turned to emphasize the magnitude of the emotional hold 
upon them, which unconsciously comments on the lack of 
emotional satisfaction in reformed religion.
These poems substantiate Hazlitt’s description of Carew 
as an "elegant court trifler"} a term perhaps not as 
deprecatory as it sounds, for in spite of calling Carew's 
subjects "trifles", it tacitly admits the superior execution 
of them. With the exception of "Vpon a Ribband", none is 
serious. Instead, they are ligÿt-hearted comments and 
compliments, exceptional only in the smoothness and grace of 
their execution. They are not marred by obscurity, they 
maintain a perfect and natural meter, and their rime schemes 
are carefully fitted to the nature of the poem. (Carew*s 
poems all have a careful pattern of rime, mostly couplets, 
but varied according to the tone Carew wished to achieve.
In a sportive mood, the rime is emphasized to achieve a
1. Hazlitt, William C., Lectures on the Literature of the 
Age of Elizabeth, London, 1901, p. 192.
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lilting quality» In a more serious mood, the rime is
deemphasized with run-on lines and caesuras.) These poems
are representative of the mean of Carew's achievement. They
well demonstrate Carew's fondness for the lavish imagery of
the Italian school* Although he generally handles it well, he
has, in these poems, a tendency to become overly voluptuous -
not adequately balancing the appeal to the senses with an appeal
to the intellect. There is something remotely licentious in the
"nauseous minuteness of detail^ enhanced by the exotic rhetoric
used in describing a lady's breasts. One is troubled to see
Carew lavishing so much eloquence upon them, although
admittedly, this may be just a personal objection. Certainly
such imagery is conventional. Yet, when one turns to his
wedding celebrations where he describes sexual pleasures, the
same tendency continues. There is just the slightest suggestion
of it in "To ray Cousin (C.R.) marrying my L%dy (A.):
Happy Youth, that shalt possesse 
Such a spring-tyde of delight.
As the sated Appetite 
Shall enjoying such excesse.
Wish the flood of pleasure lesse:
When the Hymeneall Rite 
Is perform'd,...
It is more pronounced in "On the Mariage of T.K. and C.C. the
morning stormie":
...but ever sacrifice 
To that fayre hand that dry'de thy blubbred eyes.
That Ground thy head with Roses, and turn'd all 
The plagues of love into a cordiall.
When first it joyn'd her Virgin snow to thine.
Which when to day the Priest shall recombine.
1» Courthope, £p. cit., p. 245
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From the misterious holy touch such charmes 
Will flow, as shall unlock her wreathed armes.
And open a free passage to that fruit
Which thou hast toyl'd for with a long persuit....
So shalt thou relish all, enjoy the whole 
Delights of her faire body,...
Here it is the suggestion of voyeurism that troubles us -
the suggestion that pleasure is derived from the contemplation
of the sexual act. Surely such contemplation of the unions
of others is in questionable taste. Yet again, the undertone
of these works is still so slight that one might well dismiss
it as imagination, were it not for "A Rapture" where we find
the full culmination of this opulent rhetoric:
So will I rifle all the sweets, that dwell 
In my delicious Paradise, and swell 
My bagge with honey, drawne forth by the power 
Of fervent kisses, from each spicie flower.
I'le seize the Rose-buds in the perfum'd bed.
The Violet knots, like curious Mazes spread 
O're all the Garden, taste the ripned Cherry,
The warrae, firme Apple, tipt with corail berry:
Then will I visit, with a wandring kisse.
The vale of Lillies, and the Bower of blisse:
And where the beauteous Region doth divide 
Into two milkie wayes, my lips shall slide 
Downe those smooth Allies, wearing as I goe 
A tract for lovers on the printed snow;
Thence climbing o're the swelling Appenine,
Retire into thy grove of Eglantine;
Where I will all those ravisht sweets distill 
Through Loves Alimbique, and with Chimmique skill 
From the mixt masse, one soveraigne Balme derive. 
Then bring that great Elixar to thy hive.
11. 59-78
This work has been dismissed as obscene from the time it was 
written, but no critic has been particulan^ly definitive 
about his reasons for rejecting it as such, and there is no 
way to ascertain whether this objection was raised merely 
over the subject matter, or something else. It is, in fact, 
a monumental piece, excellently written with a splendid use
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of imagery, and is, indeed, truly "a rapture" - a frank 
celebration of sexual pleasure - and in raising an objection 
to it, it is certainly not one's intention to imply that sexual 
contact or discussion of sexual pleasure is obscene. (It 
must also be recognized that the work forms a serious attack 
on the laws of morality.) However, it does seem that the 
overly sensuous nature of the work tends to give way to 
sensuality, so that art here becomes pornography. On this 
there is a fairly general agreement, whereas with some of the 
other lyrics the degree of distaste felt may depend partly on 
one's personal standards and response. Certainly the 
"pleasurableness" of many of the lyrics comes from their 
sensuousness and lack of great demand upon the intellectual 
faculties; and, indeed, it might well be argued that "A Rapture" 
succeeds by raising pornography to the true level of art, 
that the very art of "A Rapture" lies in its pornography.
The erotic element in Carew's poetry may arise, as does 
the effeminate element, from suppression of personality, for 
one is not convinced that this element is always intentional.
In order to achieve a chivalric gallantry, Carew suppressed 
his own personality and emotion. Such suppression of healthy 
emotion could result in an unnatural release, and account 
for this slight eroticism. Psychologically this theory would 
make sense, but it would be dangerous to force such an 
interpretation upon the matter, for there are simply too many 
unknown factors. It might well be reasonable if one could 
assume that the extent of the suppression of personal emotion.
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seen in the lyrics, extended into his every-day life as a 
courtier, but there is insufficient evidence upon which to 
ground such an assumption. On the other hand, one might 
argue, as does Douglas Bush, that the strain of chivalry 
serves to partly conceal an essentially sensual or cynical coreï
"The Comparison" is technically a well written piece.
The high standard of execution is maintained, the work is 
smooth and polished. It equals "Vpon a Mole..."; "A flye..."; 
"On a Damaske rose..." and "Lips and Eyes" in lavishness, every 
image is something of superlative worth - gems, alabaster, 
nectar, whiteness exceeding Ledà's swan - but it lacks any 
great ingenuity to balance this. There is nothing of the 
fantasy or gaiety of spirit that we have seen in the other 
lyrics. As a result, the reader is satiated with the fantastic 
beauty of the woman, and dissatisfied to realize that the 
poem has nothing more to offer than slavish panegyrick.
Carew begins by saying that he will not compare her hair to 
gold, her lips to rubies, her eyes to diamonds, etc. - 
a list of outworn conventional comparisons, and we are led to 
believe that he will try to capture the true essence of her 
attractiveness and to deal realistically with her beauty* 
Instead, he goes on to describe her in terms yet more 
fantastic than those he has refused to use, and what ingenuity 
there is, is expended on these elaborate descriptions. Her 
tresses are not threads of gold, instead they are "rayes"
1. Bush, Douglas, English Literature in the Earlier 
Seventeenth Century, Oxford, 1945, pp. 116-17.
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rising from not one "sunne" but two, her eyes. Her lips 
are not rubies, but congealed nectar suitable for a deity*
She breathes no mere Arabian odours, but franki^ense for Jove. 
Each comparison is witty, laboriously so, but there is no 
general witticism encompassing the entire poem to balance the 
tedious list of superlatives. All Carew seems to be doing 
is rejecting conventional conceits and replacing them with his 
even more elaborate ones, and although the lyric is of some 
interest for its demonstration of the poet’s ability to 
render Petrarchan conventions into fresh new conceits, there 
is little of special interest in the lyric. Although one 
finds the process tiring, it is interesting to watch how 
Carew refuses to use the cliché conceits, and instead takes 
them, and through logical expansion, creates new images. The 
idea of teeth of ivory is outworn so Carew elaborates on this 
on a yet more grandiose scale, and arrives at teeth exceeding 
Leda's swan in whiteness. Thus, in this poem, Carew both 
describes and demonstrates an essential feature of his own 
approach to poetry.
A similar, but much more appealing performance can be 
found in "The Complement", the traditional catalogue of 
beauties for which one does not love his mistress, considering 
in isolation every part of her body from top to toe. Reading 
it, one is reminded of how Marvell in "To His Coy Mistress" 
despaired of sufficient time to properly praise each facet 
of the lady* s beauty, for here Carew, although compromising 
on the element of time, is doing just that.
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Although comprising a lengthy description of his 
mistress's beauty, there is nothing satiating about this 
lyric. It is delightful throughout. Again we find that there 
is no general ingenious thought encompassing the entire lyric, 
that the ingenuity is expended on each individual comparison, 
but this does not trouble us. In "The Comparison" the tone 
is serious, but here it is relaxed and teasing. The carefully 
exaggerated rhythm and rime help to achieve a marked sing-song 
quality which increases the delight of the work. There is a 
sense of humour throughout, a full-bodied sense of humour 
that one seldom sees in Carew. Carew's humour generally runs 
in the form of a witty pun, and even when he is playful, he 
takes himself quite seriously. The conceits used in 
"The Complement" follow the type of conceit Carew disdained 
to use in "The Comparison", and, indeed, a more elaborate 
polished rendition of every conceit used in this poem can 
be found in other Carew poems. Compare:
I doe not love thee for those soft.
Red corrall lips I've kist so oft;
Nor teeth of pearle,...
to :
and:
Thy lips congealed Nectar are,...
Thy teeth in white doe Leda's Swan exceede,
"The Comparison"
Whereat the lips, mou'd with delight and pleasure. 
Through a sweete smile vnlockt their pearlie treasure;
"Lips and Eyes"
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Compare :
0 then what Monarch would not think*t a grace, 
To leave his Regall throne to have thy place*
in "On a Damaske rose..." to :
and:
So rich that for the least of them, 
A King might leave his Diadem.
I doe not love thee for those flowers. 
Growing on thy cheeks (loves bowers)
Though such cunning them hath spread 
None can parte their whit and red: ^
to "On Mistris N. to the greene sicknesse". Instead of
elaborateness, we find simplicity, and instead of seriousness,
playfulness. Here, with a sense of relief, we have Carew
off duty for once and almost poking fun at all those
fantastic conceits, such as eyes shooting darts and having
the brilliance of the sun, hair that encircles the soul like
fetters, etc. that we have had to take so seriously, with
the result that he emerges as somewhat more human than he
appears in the bulk of his work. The humour is not
particularity sophisticated, but more importantly, it is
easy and natural. He seems to be writing with an affectionate
amused regard for the conceits he is using. He is more
detached and relaxed; there is less straining. Note the
ease of his lines:
I doe not love thee for those mountaines 
Hill'd with snow, whence milkey fountaines,
(Suger'd sweete, as sirropt berries)
Must one day run through pipes of cherries;
I doe not love thee for those thighes.
Whose Alabaster rocks doe rise 
So high and even that they stand 
Like Sea-markes to some happy land.
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Nor for thy pretty legge and foote,
Although it be the precious roote,
On which this goodly cedar growes,
constituting a quite witty variation of a common set of 
images. Especially humorous are the qualifications with 
which Carew counters his praise, with their naughty insinu­
ations. Speaking of thighs - alabaster rocks rising high 
and even like "sea-markes" to some happy land, he adds slyly:
Happy are those eyes have seene them.
More happy they that saile betweene them.
There is an ease to these lines which makes them funny. Far
too often, Carew*s insinuations are so strained that they
appear probably more obscene than intended.
The effectiveness of the easy relaxation of "The
Complement" is well demonstrated by comparison to "In praise
of his Mistris" where Carew uses several of the same basic
conceits. In this lyric however, the quality is strained
and the conceits seem overly stretched. Instead of writing
with amused detachment, Carew seems to be straining to endow
them with a significance they will not bear, and the result
is rather grotesque. Compare:
As fair Pillars under-stand
Statues two.
Whiter than the Silver swan
That swims in Poe;
If at any tyme they move her 
Every step begets a Lover.
to the similar rendition of the Marino motif in "The Complement".
It is the playfulness of the latter which enables one to
accept it without seriously questioning the nature of the
comparison between legs and pillars, for one accepts the
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fact that Carew is being sportive and witty. Yet in the 
former, Carew seems to be putting forward the description 
for serious consideration which it will not bear.
The quality of strain is enhanced by the lack of 
description. The thighs are not "like" pillars, but they 
are pillars; the lips are not "like" crimson tulips but are 
crimson tulips; each is represented metaphorically by that 
which is associated with it. Certainly there are many 
instances of metaphorical description in Carew, but he 
generally keeps the object of comparison closely at hand, 
instead of completely removing himself from it. In "The 
Complement", the breasts are spoken of as "mountaines/Hill'd 
with snow", but reference is finally made to the breasts 
in the line:
0 how much those breasts doe move me.
In this lyric, absolutely no mention is made of that which 
is compared to hills:
Hills of Milk with Azure mixd
Swell beneath.
Waving sweetly, yet still fixd.
It is assumed that the association is so engrained within
the reader that he will automatically understand precisely
to what the poet is referring. Rather than being strictly a
use of metaphorical description, this is a form of metonymy.
One does not feel that it is particularity effective, but
it demonstrates a process of logical extension through which
a poet can create fresh associations. By having the legs
become that which is closely associated with them, i.e.
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legs become pillars, the poet can exploit those things 
associated with pillars but not necessarily naturally 
associated with legs except through such an extension.
The starkness of the lyric also contributes to the 
strained quality. There is really very little sensuous appeal 
to the lines, and the imagery, although not ugly, is not 
particularity pretty. Instead of being too predominantly 
a voluptuous appeal, it is the opposite - too predominantly 
an intellectual appeal. One is supposed to appreciate the 
ingeniousness of the metonymy. Yet, it is of so little sig­
nificance that it does not seem worth the mental exercise, and 
very little pleasure is gleaned from it.
The rather difficult versification again detracts from
the lyric. Each stanza, with the exception of the first,
is consistent, but within the stanza, the number of trochaic
feet per line vary with frequent masculine endings, making a
difficult double stress which breaks up the flow of the meter.
/ u / u / u /  a 
/ u / b
/ u / u / u  / a 
u / u / b 
/ u / u / u / u  c 
/ u / u / u  / u c
On one hand, it is well used. The double stress occurs
simultaneously with the introduction of a new idea, or an
additional expansion of an idea, and those lines which constitute
a continuation of thought flow into one another. The rime
is fitted to the development of thought: the quatrain
describes a feature and the couplet describes its effect upon
a lover. In spite of this, however, one is not completely
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convinced that there is anything in the lyric of enough 
significance to justify the adjustment demanded of the reader.
Although there is none of this strained versification 
to be found in "A Looking-Glasse", there is the suggestion 
of deliberately cryptical intention, of Carew using a 
Petrarchan conceit in a somewhat metaphysical manner. It is 
a slightly difficult poem to follow; the logic which connects 
the six three-line epigrammatic stanzas does not flow easily. 
Each stanza introduces a separate thought and the relationship 
between the ideas does not readily emerge while reading it, 
although taken in its entirety, the logic is understandable. 
Carew likens the mirror into which the lady is gazing to 
the frozen "crystall cake" with which his tears have encircled 
her cold heart, and suggests that she will find her true 
image reflected, not in the glass which presents the danger 
of inflicting her killing gaze upon herself, but in his face 
where pale cheeks reflect not only her beauty but her cruelty. 
A complicated line of reasoning but appealing in its lack of 
transparency. Again, there is no purpose for this 
deliberate obscurity except for effect, for there is no 
obscure meaning to the lines, there is no hidden or new truth 
to be discovered. However, it does serve to call greater 
attention to the idea that a lady's beauty or true char&cter 
is reflected in the appearance of her lover, a notorious 
convention of amorous verse, but one, when pondered, when 
considered seriously instead of being merely lightly dismissed 
as convention, has rather powerful connotations. The glass
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only reflects the superficial outward appearance, it does 
not reflect the more important true worth of character and 
personality. These can only be seen in the objects they 
touch, such as the persons surrounding them.
Carew’s poem "On his Mistres lookeinge in a glasse" 
taken from manuscript for the Dunlap edition is identical 
in the first two stanzas and also incorporates the idea of 
the lady reflected in her lover's face, but introduces 
another note in the form of a threatening promise. If the 
lady will forsake her "disdainefull minde", the poet will 
immortalize her in verse and tell the world that she is 
"not more faire than kinde". Which version of the poem, 
the manuscript or the version published in the 1640 edition, 
was final or would have been preferred by Carew cannot be 
known. Both are identical in form - each have six triplet 
stanzas of iambic tetrameter, and both are equally smooth.
The manuscript version is more forthright and simple in its 
approach, and in that sense, is more typical of Carew. The 
meaning is perfectly obvious and the appearance is shallow - 
just another love poem, not particularity outstanding. The 
logic is better developed. The third stanza:
This glasse and shaddow seeme to say.
Like vs the beauties you suruay
Will quickly breake or fly away.
by referring back to the first by again mentioned both 
"glasse" and "shaddow" explains their meaning directly instead 
of just leaving it to implication, but, in doing so, the 
power of the connotative suggestion is lost. The same is
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true with the fourth stanza;
Since then my teares can onely show 
You your owne face, you cannot know 
How faire you are, but by my woe.
The meaning is explicit, but it is not nearly so appealing
as its equivalent in the published version:
Looke rather on my pale cheekes pin'de,
There view your beauties, there you'le finde 
A faire face, but a cruell minde.
Here, instead of being told that the lady can only find her
true reflection in the tears and woe of her lover, we are told
that she will find it in his pale cheeks, and are left to
surmise what has caused their paleness.
The manuscript version also places more emphasis on the 
power of the poet, his license to either immortalize the 
cruelty of her beauty or the kindness, and this changes the 
whole tone of the work, for, in the manuscript version, this 
is the most important point, while in the published version, 
it does not even enter into the argument. He merely tells 
the lady:
Be not for ever frozen, coy;
One beame of love, will soone destroy.
And melt that yce, to flouds of joy.
and the most important idea is that of the reflection* In
the published version, the lover is seen as defenseless,
whereas in the manuscript edition, he is empowered as a
poet. Yet, this "bargaining power" of the poet is
developed in several other works of Carew*s, more particularity
"Ingratefull beauty threatned", and far more successfully,
so as a treatise on the poetic power to immortalize beauty.
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this poem is not Carew*s most outstanding.
Comparison of the two poems shows the published version
to be the superior of the two:
A Looking-Glasse
That flattring Glasse, whose smooth face weares 
Your shadow, which a Sunne appeares,
Was once a river to my teares.
About your cold heart, they did make 
A circle, where the brinie lake 
Congeal'd, into a crystall cake.
Gaze no more on that killing eye.
For feare the native crueltie 
Doome you, as it doth all, to dye.
For feare lest the faire object move 
Your froward heart to fall in love,
Then you your selfe my rivall prove.
Looke rather on my pale cheekes pin’de.
There view your beauties, there you’le finde 
A faire face, but a cruell minde.
Be not for ever frozen, coy;
One beame of love, will soone destroy.
And melt that yce, to flouds of joy.
On his Mistres lookeinge in a glasse.
This flatteringe glasse whose smooth face weares
Your shaddow, which a sunne appeares
Was once a Riuer to my teares.
About your cold heart they did make 
A circle, where the brinie lake 
Congeal’d into a Christall cake.
This glasse and shaddow seeme to say.
Like vs the beauties you suruay 
Will quickly breake or fly away.
Since then my teares can onely show 
You your owne face, you cannot know 
How faire you are, but by ray woe.
Nor had the world else knowne your name 
But that my sad verse spread the fame 
Of thee most faire and cruell dame.
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Forsake but your disdainefull minde 
And in my songe the world shall finde 
That you are not more faire than kinde.
Change but your scorne, my verse shall chase 
Decay far from you, and your face 
Shall shine with an immortall grace.
Although the cryptic quality may be for effect, for one can
see how easily the meaning is clarified in the manuscript
version, this is justifiable, for the published version
retains the power of implication, of connotative suggestion,
which renders it far more appealing than its explicit
counterpart, and gives it an appearance of being more profound
and perhaps more sincere than the shallow sentiment warrants.
Certainly it is more convincing in its lack of transparency.
In Carew’s best works, instead of relying so heavily 
on decorative imagery and fantastic wit, he tones both of 
these down and lets a calm, persuasive reasoning voice 
emerge. He remains detached but not uninvolved, giving the 
appearance of mature manliness, not to be overpowered or 
controlled by a lady's wiles, nor foolish enough to be 
easily enraptured by her superfluous trimmings. The approach 
is calm and firm, persuasive in its steadiness, and perhaps 
more effective in gaining a lady's favour, for ladies 
disdain men who are too readily captivated, preferring 
stronger men whose lack of susceptibility offers a sense of 
security.
Carew says this much in "Boldnesse in love" in which 
he discovers an analogy between a lady and a marigold. As
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the marigold responds to the warmth of the noon-day sun, so 
a woman will respond to constancy, although as the marigold 
refuses to unfold to the "bashful morne" with its breezes 
and rain, so a woman will refuse a grief-struck lover.
Actually, this poem is a beautiful retelling of the fable 
of the north wind and the sun, skillfully adapted to apply 
directly to the lover. The word "boldness" in the title is 
perhaps poorly chosen as it connotes forwardness and direct 
pressure, whereas Carew is not advising the lover to demand 
rather than beg, but to be quietly and warmly persistent, 
thereby quelling the lady’s fear and creating an atmosphere 
of trust. The personification of the morning and the marigold, 
one bashful and the other amorous, with the gentleness of 
the assonance is delicate and attractive. The gentleness 
which Carew advises of the lover is extended into the work 
with the soft sounds, the softness of the floral imagery, 
and the tender warmth of the sun, not piercing heat, but 
gentle warmth. The choice of the marigold as the flower, 
despite its poetic commonplace of opening when the sun 
shines, is interesting, for the marigold is a more sturdy 
than delicate flower. Yet, in spite of its sturdiness, 
one is not as conscious of this as of its quaint common 
prettiness. It is like a woman in that it is a pretty flower 
yet sturdily and stubbornly determined. Had a more exotic 
delicate flower, such as the orchid, been used, it would not 
have been nearly so effective for such a flower is too 
delicate, too rare, and it would distract by overexaggerating
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the woman's loveliness. More important, however, is not the 
particular flower, but that it is a flower, with all of 
its beauty and fragility, that the woman is likened to.
Such a comparison comments favourably upon the lady's 
femininity. A woman's femininity is, perhaps, more important 
to her than lovely eyes or hair or legs, and this is what a 
woman most likes to be reassured of. This may account for 
some of our dissatisfaction with works in which individual 
features are laboriously complimented, for they are taken 
out of perspective of the total woman. Eyes, capable of 
killing lovers or bright as the sun, although complimentary 
to the beauty of the eyes, suggest a strength which contradicts 
the softness of femininity. Carew, of course, uses floral 
imagery frequently but mostly in singling out aspects of the 
woman's body, such as likening her lips to tulips or roses 
and the fragrance of her breath to flowers, rather than 
comparing the total woman to a flower.
In describing the marigold's response to the sun,
Carew writes:
But when the Planet of the day,
Approacheth with his powerfull ray,
Then she spreads, then she receives 
His warmer beames into her virgin leaves.
The word "virgin" gives the one tangible indication that
Carew is actually advising the lover how to seduce his
mistress. As the warmth of the sun penetrates the virgin
leaves of the marigold, so will such warmth achieve the
virginity of the lady. This is actually fairly clear from
the entire poem but the suggestion is so subtle that it is
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elusive. Outwardly the poem is perfectly chaste. Certainly 
it cannot be accused of being either obscene or even naughty. 
Although not a carpe diem poem, it incorporates the same 
deceptive tactic of implication. There is nothing out of 
order in the actual words, but the implication is definitely 
made. Hence the poem incorporates not only the gentleness 
but also the subtlety of approach that Carew advises the lover 
to use. It does seem somewhat of a cruel trick to play upon 
the woman, to deceive her in order to accomplish the lover's 
purpose, but it is realistic. A lady is not to be won by 
either bashfulness of obvious lack of sincerity; if sincerity 
of purpose is lacking, it must be feigned.
Carew asserts his poetic power in "Ingratefull beauty
threatned" as he did in "On his Mistres lookeinge in a glasse"
but without the sense of sadness found in that work. There
he admits his love and the suffering he has borne because of
it. There is none of this in "Ingratefull beauty threatned".
Instead he dispassionately reminds Celia that he knows her as
a mortal, and as :
Vise Poets that wrap't Truth in tales,
Knew her themselves, through all her vailes.
It was he, through his verse, who raised Celia above the crowd
of common beauties. All of the miraculous powers of her beauty
were given to her by his pen:
That killing power is none of thine,
I gave it to thy voyce, and eyes:
Thy sweets, thy graces, all are mine;
and she need not take them as literal truths, nor compliment
herself on them, nor think herself too precious for the poet.
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disdaining his advances, for he made her, and but for him, 
she would have:
...in the forgotten crowd 
Of common beauties, liv'd unknowne.
As it was within his power to exhale her name, to bring fame
to her beauty, it is also within his power to uncreate his
creation.
There is no touch of emotional threatening here. Rather 
it is just a reminding reprimand warning Celia of the likely 
consequences of her becoming too proud. Carew, as the speaker, 
seems totally in control of the situation, secure enough in 
his own role to remain perfectly calm, unthreatened by the 
idea of losing his mistress. This does not suggest a lack 
of caring but merely too much dignity to prostitute himself 
to feminine tortures. If Celia values his love, she will 
cease her nonsense; if not, it is not worth sustaining. The 
intent is not to wound but to simply state his position and 
he does this as kindly, although firmly, as possible with no 
malicious overtones. Indeed, the blow to her pride is 
cushioned by the soft tones of the words and the tacit 
recognition of her beauty and the esteem he bears for her:
Thou art my starre, shin'st in my skies;
He knows her in her mortal state and loves her for that, and 
because of this love used his poetic abilities to elevate her 
to the position of a goddess. Yet, it is not the goddess
Celia who is beloved, but the human Celia.
The element of awareness, of recognition of the role and 
power of the poet and the poetic license by which he
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exaggerates beauty or "wrap't Truth in tales" lends to the 
attractiveness of the poem and creates a realistic perspective 
which makes the sentiment more convincing. It is reassuring 
to know that Carew was so self-aware. At times, a tinge 
of doubt creeps into the reader's mind leading him to wonder 
to what extent Carew deceived himself by his own conceits, 
especially when one considers the type of fanciful world of 
self-deception in which Carew lived and his very limited 
experience outside its protection. Vhat with the numerous 
myths found even in modern society, it would be understandable 
were we to discover that Carew did not only help to create 
myths about love and feminine powers but laboured under 
them as well, but he dispels all doubt with:
Let fooles thy mystique formes adore.
Rather he sees himself as one of the:
Wise Poets that wrap't Truth in tales.
Knew her themselves, through all her vailes.
This closing statement, besides just analyzing the powers of 
the poet, also comments implicitly upon his elevated place 
in society with an attitude not unakin to Ben Jonson's, by 
suggesting that the poets are seers. It is for the poet 
to know the truth and to drape it in any way he sees fit, 
while it is for the mortals to find truth through the poets. 
Thus Carew removes himself, establishing himself as an 
objective observer of society rather than a participant in 
it. This may appear somewhat audacious, but forgiveable, 
especially since Carew demonstrates his ability to detach 
himself to achieve an objectiveness in the very poem.
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Although it cannot be justly claimed that there is any 
great depth to this work, it is definitely not as shallow as 
It at least captures and espouses a valid truth, which is more 
than such frivolities as "Lips and Eyes", "The Comparison" 
and works of that ilk can claim. This is not to suggest that 
poetry written for the purposes of complimenting or entertaining 
is not justifiable, nor is it to suggest that this poem, 
or poetry in general, is, or should be, didactic, but 
certainly there is a greater sense of worth about a poem which 
captures a truth while still maintaining gracefulness and 
beauty and not degenerating into a pedantic treatise. In this 
work, as in all of his better poems, Carew achieves the 
fine poetic balance between sound and sense.
"Disdaine returned" is an excellent companion piece to 
"Ingratefull beauty threatned" for it provides the culmination 
of the suggested consequence of Celia’s proudness - she is 
rejected, for the beauty of her face is unmatched by beauty 
of mind and heart. It is unlikely that the placing of these 
two together in the 1640 edition was purely accidental for 
not only are the themes compatible, but the general tone is 
the same. There is the same dispassionate detached sense 
with a consciousness of the proper perspective of love. On 
this occasion we are relieved to find that our poet recognizes 
the rightful value of beauty in relation to character. It 
is a theme which Carew touches upon in other poems but 
seldom so convincingly.
There is some question about the relation between the
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third stanza and the first two. It has been suggested 
that the third was written separately and added later) and, 
indeed, in many a printing of this poem, the third stanza is 
omitted. It is a valid argument for while the first two 
stanzas are superbly integrated with one another, the third 
is not. Although it is a logical continuation and essential 
if any sense is to be made from the title, it tends to 
distract from the beautiful simplicity of the non-specific 
comment made in stanzas one and two.
Carew is a master at balancing the elements of his poems. 
Ve have seen this in "Lips and Eyes"; "Red, and white Roses"; 
"Vpon a Ribband" but the perfect modulation found in the first 
two stanzas of this work is simply not to be equalled in any 
of his others. He begins by commenting on cheeks, lips and 
eyes. The rosiness of the cheeks is matched by the coral of 
the lips. By describing the eyes as stars, he brings in the 
suggestion of fire. There is a natural relation between the 
two, the eyes of stars are bright, burning and fire-like.
"As old Time makes these decay" introduces a note of 
transient beauty, decayed by time, to be further developed 
in the second stanza, where he introduces three other 
features to match the original three of cheeks, lips and eyes, 
which cannot be affected by the ravages of time:
...a smooth, and stedfast mind,
Gentle thoughts, and calme desires.
Fire is again mentioned, but here, instead of consuming,
it is never dying. Thus the image of fire and flame link the
1. Haslewood, Joseph, in Dunlap, op. cit., p. 222.
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two and the transience of the beauty mentioned in the first 
stanza is matcched by the non-transient beauty in the second. 
There is an element of contrast provided in that each stanza 
presents a man with differing values and analyzes the result 
of these values in terms of fire. For the first, his flames 
waste away those things he cherishes* For the second, his 
flames burn eternally for he cherishes that which cannot be 
affected by time. But the man is all one and the same, as 
Carew concludes:
Where these are not, 1 despise
Lovely cheekes, or lips, or eyes.
and with this conclusion goes right back to the beginning when 
he commented on lips, cheeks, and eyes, establishing his 
fondness for such beauty, but not at the sacrifice of the 
more important fineness of personality.
These two stanzas are so perfectly interrelated that there 
is nothing more to be developed. The statement is concluded 
within the twelve succinct lines. Thus any continuation must 
seem distracting and after-the-fact. Yet Carew manages to 
include another octave in which he brings the general statement 
of the first twelve lines to a specific purpose without 
appearing terribly incongruous. He makes no attempt to 
continue the images of the first two stanzas, rather he
develops his despising of "lovely cheekes, or lips, or eyes
where these (a smooth and stedfast mind, etc.) are not". He 
has searched Celia’s soul, (J^ oul" is an excellent choice of
word for the attributes he claims to value are those of the
soul.) and finds none of these, only pride and scorn. Thus
•lU'
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he must despise her, he must return her disdain. It could 
conceivably be argued that the difference between the first 
twelve lines and the remaining eight was deliberate, that 
Carew used the first two stanzas to develop a set of values 
which would explain his rationale for returning her disdain, ^  
and, as such, the first two stanzas need not interrelate with 
the more direct third stanza except as an explanation, and 
that the sharp departure of the third from its predecessors 
provides an attractive feature to the poem. It is likely, 
whether written at the same time or added later, that Carew 
included this third stanza to give a purpose to the first two. 
True, the sentiment of the first twelve lines is all-inclusive 
and needs no further development, and as an idea, it could 
well stand alone, but without the third stanza, the question 
of "why" arises, for what reason is Carew making this obser­
vation? It is lovely, delicate and aesthetic but purposeless 
in isolation with nothing to relate it to, and frustrating 
to the reader, who, acknowledging the beauty of both idea and 
execution, is perplexed as to what motivated Carew to pen it. 
Without the third stanza, we miss the suggestion of dramatic 
occasion, the relating of the general observation to a 
particular person or a particular relationship.
As in "Ingratefull beauty threatned" Carew’s address to 
Celia is calm but firm and totally non-malicious despite the 
fact that he is rejecting her. His voice is even a little 
tender as he says:
No teares, Celia, now shall win.
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Rather his love is dead, killed by her pride and scorn, and 
being dead can no longer be affected by her disdainful 
behaviour. So he speaks with an air of determined resignation 
with just the slightest hint of regret for what might have 
been.
Of technical interest is the meter. Each line has 
only seven beats to it, beginning with an initial stress,
/ u / u / u /
which serves, by breaking up the natural flow, to emphasize 
the separate ideas of each line. The initial stress gives a 
sense of strength, of subtle urgency to the lines which blends 
in very well with the idea, suggesting just how emphatic 
Carew is, both about his values and his disdain of Celia, 
without making an obvious display of it.
"The Spring" follows the ancient theme of the paradox 
between burgeoning spring and the unhappy lover. Spring 
being the first season of the cycle is symbolic of beginning, 
the time for the first tender advances of love, a time of such 
magnificent beauty that those without someone to enjoy it 
with are especially conscious of the pangs of loneliness.
Only six of the twenty-four lines comment on the paradox. 
The remainder are entirely descriptive, setting the scene, 
and doing it so effectively that the terse ending is especially 
poignant. Our emotions have been carefully manipulated so 
that we feel the lover's reaction to spring and his bitterness 
over the lady's coldness. We are emotionally affected by 
this work in that we actually empathize with the grief-struck 
lover.
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The spring is described in the most sensuous of terms.
Gone is the winter which is described in the coldest of 
terms with the colours of white and silver, crystal and 
icy cream, glitteringly beautiful but completely frigid.
From this winter wonderland, we are gently warmed with:
But the warme Sunne thawes the benummed Earth, 
in which we can almost feel the tender warmth creeping into 
our frozen bodies. The earth is made tender and fertile again 
bringing thoughts of the tendrils of green grass and the softness 
of the once frozen soil. This is followed by the gradual 
reawakening of birds and bees culminating in the triumphant 
glory of a full choir as the fullness of spring bursts upon 
us. The use of the word "sacred" to describe the rebirth 
of the swallow is richly suggestive. Dunlap notes that 
swallows were considered sacred by the ancients, but even if 
this were not so, it connotes the sacredness of birth 
giving it a significance that "second birth", as both Hazlitt 
and Ebsworth substituted, is devoid of) These descriptions 
are more artistic than strictly factual. No one with any 
rural experience would make the mistake of a hibernating 
cuckoo, or even a dead swallow, despite a belief that swallows 
remain in their nest all winter as though dead. Neither 
hibernate; both are migratory birds returning with warm 
weather. Yet, as a poet, Carew was not so concerned with the 
factual presentation of nature, even if he was well versed 
in its ways, which he probably was not, as with its artistic
1. Dunlap, p£. cit., p. 215.
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ordering, and certainly this constitute an artistic ordering* 
The idea of a cuckoo who hibernates and of swallows waking 
from death, being reborn each spring, is, if not more 
appealing than their actual natural habits, far more effective 
for the purpose of this verse. Carew is, after all, playing 
upon the idea of the world waking up, of the world being 
reborn. In a certain sense, this departure emphasizes the 
fact that Carew is not celebrating spring nor the wonders of 
nature, but merely using them as a vehicle to symbolize an 
idea, using the reader's joy in nature to create a favourable 
emotional response to the lover's plight. One receives the 
impression that the poet delights in spring but that he is 
not overwhelmed with exuberance, that he maintains his poise 
throughout. The full burst of spring is upon us in May, 
piped in and celebrated by a choir of chirping minstrels, 
touching all the earth, making all things smile. Right at 
the climax of pitched exultation, Carew introduces the one 
sober exception:
...onely my Love doth lowre:
Nor hath the scalding Noon-day-Sunne the power.
To melt that marble yce, which still doth hold 
Her heart congeald, and makes her pittie cold.
One marvels at a heart so cold. How wondrous it is that when
the whole world has responded to the power of spring, one
thing is so adamant that it remains untouched. Her heart must
be marble indeed. The fact that the reader has responded
sensuously to the sensuous imagery, to the power of spring,
makes us feel that this is even more remarkable. If he can
move his audience, it must be a frozen woman indeed who can
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withstand his advances. The pitch decreases as Carew 
introduces the idea of love:
...love no more is made 
By the fire side; but in the cooler shade 
Amyntas now doth with his Cloris sleepe 
Vnder a Sycamoure,
and it is abruptly brought up with the startling paradox:
...and all things keepe 
Time with the season, only shee doth carry 
lune in her eyes, in her heart lanuary.
The use of the months to describe her eyes and heart is
appropriate as Carew has used the changing seasons to develop
the idea. June is full upon us but not in her heart.
January brings us back to the beginning of the work and the
icy description of winter. The frigidity of winter remains
in her heart. Yet winter was described in beautiful terms
and as no less delightful than spring, so to describe her
heart as like January is almost to pay a compliment. This
is not the contradiction that it may appear for Carew’s
purpose is not to make any judgement upon the relative
beauties of the seasons - winter is no less attractive than
spring - but to emphasize how far Celia's heart is out of
keeping with the seasons.
The elements of frigidity and warmth are carefully 
juxtaposed. First the iciness of winter is presented, 
continued later with the suggestion that her heart is made 
of marble ice, and ultimately the two are combined - the 
heart of marble ice is January - the month of full winter.
All the rest is warm - the earth, the wood, the birds, and
even her smile, and again we have Carew polarizing the
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aspects of love into torrid and freezing. In "Mediocritie 
in love rejected. SONG" Carew merely demands one or the 
other. Here we have the perfect example of which things 
Carew associated with warmth and which with frigidity.
In spite of repeatedly seeking his mistress' favour,
Carew has only two works which can actually be called 
"carpe diem". One is "Song. Perswasions to enjoy" which is 
of little interest, and the other "To A.L. Perswasions to 
love" which anticipated Marvell's "To His Coy Mistress" 
and stands as one of the monumental "carpe diems" of the age.
The perplexing question is why physical pleasures should 
be denied to those who are young, in the height of their 
physical beauty and most capable of enjoying such delights 
to the fullest. Beauty and love are natural companions; 
why should they be unnaturally separated? To the classical 
enthusiasts surrounding Ben Jonson, there was no reason.
Youth should be enjoyed to its fullest extent. Such is the 
philosophy of the "carpe diem" - seize the day, enjoy youth 
when you are young, for youth fades and with it beauty. With 
the fading of beauty goes the fading of sexual attractiveness, 
and once gone, it can never be regained. For the coy, there 
is only regret for failing to seize opportunity when 
opportunity presented itself.
Such arguments may be fallacious but this is the appealing 
thing about a "carpe diem" which presents sophistries in 
such a persuasive logical way that they appear almost 
irrefutable. One must agree with the arguments. Beauty is
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sexually attractive; women wish to be attractive to men; 
beauty and youth fade with years; the younger the woman 
the more attractive she is and hence the reverse. If men 
are attracted to beautiful women, it is logical to assume 
that once beauty is gone, so is the power to attract lovers.
The flaw, of course, lies in the solution to the problem.
A false sense of urgency is created to make the lady 
afraid that perhaps this is her last opportunity, afraid 
that her beauty will suddenly vanish, instead of realistically 
assessing the situation. It is almost as if she is being
told that the world will end tomorrow, that she has only
twenty-four hours left. Yet lulled by this false sense of 
reasonable logic, it would be understandable that a woman 
might be convinced.
This is the charm of the "carpe diem" to a reader, 
seeing logic so aptly and sophisticatedly used to the 
advantage of the speaker. One marvels and delights at the 
cleverness with which the argument is built. It may bei^ 
true that in an every day situation, one might well be 
infuriated by the use of sophistry to gain advantage of 
naive people. Yet, in this context, since we are removed and 
not the person to whom the arguments are directed, we can 
relax and delight in their cleverness, and be amused at the 
ageless universality of the seducer's wiles.
One finds in "To A.L." the same detached confidence 
that was seen in "Ingratefull beauty threatned" and 
"Boldnesse in love". It appears almost condescending in its
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security, so totally certain that the arguments presented
will appear irrefutable to the lady, confident that she
will be unable to recognize the logical flaws, that she
will be deceived by the sense of concern for her well being.
Thinke not cause men flatt’ring say,
Y* are fresh as Aprill, sweet as May,
Bright as is the morning starre.
That you are so, or though you are 
Be not therefore proud, and deeme 
All men unworthy your esteeme.
reminds one of "Ingratefull beauty threatned" and even
"Good counsel to a young Maid. SONG" for all caution the
woman not to believe lovers' flattery too literatlly. Yet
here the caution against pride is simply because it detracts
from the pleasure of being fair, so the lady only hurts herself
by being too disdainful. With this thought introduced, it is
magnified with:
Did the thing for which I sue 
Onely concerne my selfe not you.
Were men so fram'd as they alone 
Reap'd all the pleasure, women none.
Then had you reason to be scant;
But 'twere a madnesse not to grant
That which affords (if you ..consent )
To you the giver, more content 
Then me the beggar;
This presents an idea rarely explored by Carew - that the lady
will herself receive bountiful pleasure from the act instead
of just the pleasure of being kind, of satisfying her lover.
It is rather uncommon to find such a pointed statement about
women enjoying sexual contact. This may be tacitly
acknowledged in many a work, but seldom so explicitly. So
the well-used argument "You are only denying/hurting yourself."
is brought into play, the lover assuming the altruistic
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attitude that he is thinking only of her and his own 
desires are entirely subordinated, but since the lady also 
receives pleasure, the lover is not subordinated to a mere 
beggar. He has an equal status and "bargaining power" thus 
enabling him to reason, to argue instead of just to beg,
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allowing himself to present himself more attractively as a 
reasoning man rather than a pleading boy. The standard 
argument of ravishing time is presented, (If the lady will 
but think, she will realize how ephemeral is beauty.) but 
to underscore a rather curious suggestion:
... be provident 
And thinke before the summers spent 
Of following winter; like the Ant 
In plenty hoord for time of scant*
Cull out amongst the multitude 
Of lovers, that seeke to intrude 
Into your favour, one that may
Love for an age, not for a day;
Only by physical enjoyment in youth, while beauty is at
its full bloom, will A.L. find a man who will continue to
love her:
...when the stormes of time have mou'd 
Waves on that cheeke which was belou'd,
When a faire Ladies face is pin'd
When yellow spred, where red once shin'd.
When beauty, youth, and all sweets leave her.
Lasting love must originate in youthful passion. Despite
the fact that it often does, the argument is fallacious,
but it does advantageously exploit the subconscious fears
of a beautiful woman who, recognizing that she is sought
because of her beauty, has difficulty ascertaining how
much of her appeal is her beauty alone. When these are gone,
will there be anything left, or will she be left alone, in
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need of love, but without a lover? Carew continues to 
comment on this very thing:
Love may returne, but lover never:
And old folkes say there are no paynes 
Like itch of love in aged vaines.
The arguments form a slight contradiction. If her finding
a man who will:
Love for an age, not for a day;
One that will quench your youthfull fires.
And feed in age your hot desires.
depends on her acting while she is still beautiful, and thus
upon her beauty, then she simply cannot hope to still be
loved when that is gone. This may be reason within itself
for enjoying herself while she can, but not in hope of
achieving love for an age. However, the argument does
function to sustain the aura of concern for the lady.
Afraid for her sake that she will be left alone and aged,
he magnanimously offers to serve:
...crop in time your beauties flower:
Urgency i^ introduced in the closing lines as the ^
full "carpe diem" theme emerges, beginning with:
Let us not loose this present minute:
and building with examples of rejuvenated beauty of a
snake's new skin, an eagle's new plumage, and the rose's
fresh tincture each spring, dramatically contrasted with:
But if your beauties once decay.
You never know a second May.
For other things there may be cycles, but not for mortal
lovers who all too soon will be annihilated by death.
For them there is not a minute to be spared; for them there
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is only one reasonable course of action - immediate surrender:
Oh, then be wise, and whilst your season
Affords you dayes for sport, doe reason;
Spend not in vaine your lives short houre.
But crop in time your beauties flower:
Which will away, and doth together 
Both bud, and fade, both blow and wither.
In spite of considering that some of the arguments 
brought forth by Carew are rather fallacious when subjected 
to cold scrutiny, one does not wish to appear unappreciative 
of their effectiveness, nor oblivious of the fact that, 
perhaps, much of the charm of the verse lies in these very 
arguments. Nor is it one's intention to imply that Carew
was, or even seems to be, a cold calculating seducer.
One simply cannot put too much credence in the 
suggestion that lasting love can only be achieved by physical 
enjoyment in youth, and one is perhaps a little cynical 
about the magnanimous generosity of the lover in offering 
to assist the lady to "crop her flower". Yet, at the same 
time, the whole appearance of the poem is one of complete 
sincerity. It is, as if, no matter how questionable some 
of the arguments may be, that Carew totally believed them. 
There does not appear to be any question in his mind at all; 
he seems to completely ^^cept the idea that lasting love 
must originate in youthful passion. Having accepted the 
idea, he does not use it in a calculated manner in order to 
achieve his desires, but with an almost naive sincerity.
The appearance is one of honourable altruism, of honest 
concern and real affection for the lady.
No one has identified A.L. but it is likely that she
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vas a real person, and the address to her has every appearance 
of being a personal address. Carew seems to be writing out 
of a deep affection. He does not merely advise her to be 
less coy, but seems to be pleading his own case. There is 
every indication that he identifies himself as the one who will: 
Love for an age, not for a day; 
and that he is not merely seeking her physically, but seeking 
for her total favour.
Much of the appeal of this work lies in its personal note
and its aura of simple sincerity. There is a tender quality
in the words, the quality of affection. While Carew does not
prostrate himself in his suit, he does not remove himself
completely either. Instead of either desperately pleading
or putting himself on the defensive, he simply and honestly
presents his case with a sweetness that is rare in his lyrics.
There is just the slightest touch of pathos in the lines,
beautifully achieved and highly effective:
Beautie’s sweet, but beautie’s fraile;
'Tis sooner past, 'tis sooiner done 
Then Summers raine, or winters Sun:
Most fleeting when it is most deare.
The simplicity of the lines contributes to the simplicity and
purity of the affection. There is a naturalness to the
couplets and to the total development of the argument, and
nothing of the strain that we sometimes find in his lines.
Indeed, the naturalness of the argument provides one of the
most appealing features of the v*rse. Through an argument
which seems completely uncalculated, acceptance is made, not
a matter of choice, but of necessity. In some respects, there
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is a resemblance to Jonson's "Come my Celia..." in Volnone*
This particular song has often been mistaken as Carew*s 
work. It is not difficult to understand why.
Three lyrics which certainly must be included among 
the finest of Carew*s achievement are actually songs. A 
large portion of Carew*s work was written to be accompanied 
by music. Approximately one-fifth of his total work is 
comprised of songs which were set to music by the eminent 
Henry Lawes and were undoubtedly performed at court. It 
is likely that the society of Whitehall was better acquainted 
with these twenty-four lyrics than with the rest of his work, 
for these were written expressly for their musical entertainment.
^arew’s talents were especially well suited for 
songs. Although one can become exasperated with the shallowness 
of his work, it must be recognized that songs are ill-fitted 
to convey profundity of thought. The sentiment must 
necessarily be simple for the listener has no opportunity 
to pour over the words analyzing subtle nuances. The object 
is to delight the listener at the moment of listening and 
only simplicity will achieve this. Perhaps Carew*s tendency 
to use rich floral imagery can be better understood if we 
take his interest in songs into account. For the same 
reason that the sentiment must be simple, the images must be 
striking, for they must be grasped instantly while listening.
To enhance the prettiness of the song, Carew used images of 
colours and gems, which, when subjected to careful reasoning, 
may appear absurd, but which, in the briefness of the song.
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conjure attractive images, delight, and leave the listener 
charmed with the loveliness of what he has heard.
The themes of Carew's songs are all either directly or 
indirectly developed in various lyrics not intended for 
musical settings. In these poems, they are developed to 
a greater fullness than the stark simplicity of the musical 
forms. Often, one finds, the songs are written in iambic 
tetrameter, whereas the lyrics may be written in iambic 
pentameter. All too often the themes cannot bear the 
additional embellishment and their delicacy is weighed 
down by the rich trappings. Yet, on the other hand, the 
songs, when taken out of their musical backgrounds, often 
appear totally hollow. This is understandable considering 
the nature of songs, but it creates a difficulty in trying 
to judge their poetic worth. In general they are dainty 
pretty little pieces, with tinkling sounds and images, like 
bits of bright glass, and one can easily imagine their quaint 
charm when sung to the clear accompaniment of such an 
instrument as the harpsiqbrd.
"Good counsel to a young Maid. SONG" is not only one 
of Carew's better songs but it is of additional academic 
interest for the identical theme is developed in a poem of 
the same title, "Good counsell to a young Maid" providing us 
with the opportunity to directly compare a song with a 
lyric poem. Both are good, but in this particular instance, 
the musical version, even apart from its accompaniment, is 
probably the superior of the two. Compare:
y
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Good counsel to a young Maid.
SONG
Gaze not on thy beauties pride,
Tender Maid, in the false tide.
That from Lovers eyes doth slide.
Let thy faithfull Crystall show.
How thy colours come, and goe:
Beautie takes a foyle from woe.
Love, that in those smooth streames lyes,
Vnder pitties faire disguise.
Will thy melting heart surprize.
Netts, of passions finest thred.
Snaring Poems, will be spred.
All, to catch thy maiden-head.
Then beware, for those that cure 
Loves disease, themselves endure 
For reward, a Calenture.
Rather let the Lover pine.
Then his pale cheeke, should assigne 
A perpetuall blush to thine.
Good counsell to a young Maid.
When you the Sun-burnt Pilgrim see
Fainting with thirst, hast to the springs, 
Marke how at first with bended knee
He courts the crystall Nimphe, and flings 
His body to the earth, where He 
Prostrate adores the flowing Deitie.
But when his sweaty face is drencht
In her coole waves, when from her sweet 
Bosome, his burning thirst in quencht;
Then marke how with disdainfull feet 
He kicks her banks, and from the place 
That thus refresht him, moves with sullen pace.
So shalt thou be despis'd, faire Maid,
When by the sated lover tasted;
What first he did with teares invade.
Shall afterwards with scorne be wasted;
When all thy Virgin-springs grow dry.
When no streames shall be left, but in thine eye
There is a light delicacy about the first which is not 
matched in the second, with the elaborate depiction of the
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thirsty Pilgrim prostrating himself for cool water and when 
refreshed, turning sullenly against that which moments before 
he adored. The second is more of a moral lecture, but even 
so, the strength of the argument does not match the gross 
exaggeration used, which is deliberately sexual and designed 
to illustrate the bestial callousness of a lustful man. It 
may be a questionable type of illustration for a lecture on 
chastity as it does not exactly stay within the bounds of 
strict chastity itself. Yet; on the other hand, the very 
brutality of its directness may be effective. Certainly its 
object is to frighten the girl with the consequences of love, 
and it must be admitted that Carew does paint a rather horrid 
picture of the unscrupulous lecherous man.
The song, on the other hand, is less of a lecture than 
a playful cautioning. Indeed, the concern seems less with 
the loss of virtue than with the resulting "Calenture".
The message of caution is as clearly made in one as the other, 
but it is less offensive in the song. This might make it 
the more effective of the two arguments for moral overtones 
sometimes result in the very opposite of the desired effect, 
simply because they are so offensive. Neither offers a 
sound argument for preserving virginity and it is questionable 
whether Carew is the person to offer one. The song is more 
in keeping with his style; he simply is not suited for moral 
preaching.
There is a lovely daintiness about this song. Of 
particular appeal is the fourth stanza:
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Netts, of passions finest thred.
Snaring Poems, will be spred,
All, to catch thy maiden-head.
Carew is fond of the image of ensnaring hair. Here he
reverses it by talking of nets and snaring poems which create
an image of enfettering hair especially with the clever
mention of "head". The fineness of a hair-net is just delicate
enough to be appropriate for capturing the delicacy of love.
This is, of course, intended; the sexual implications are
carefully and coyly toned down.
The "perpetuall blush" is one of Carew’s finest images.
The 1 and u sounds give it a melting softness in tone which 
matches the softness of the blush itself. One does not 
visualize it as a bright blush of red, but more of a gentle 
pink suitable for feminine modesty, attractive in its first 
flush, but not when perpetually assigned.
"Mediocritie in love rejected. SONG" follows a 
popular amorous theme but this rendition of it is perhaps 
the finest of the Caroline period. The poet demands of his 
mistress either extreme of love or hate, rather than 
tortuous teasing. Carew was fond of polarities and here we 
have the most extreme opposities to be found in his works.
The very nature of the extremities, both violent emotions, 
lends a sense of passion enhanced by the impassioned demand: 
Give me more love, or more disdaine; 
with its note of desperation, a line of rare strength for 
Carew. This line, with the one following:
The Torrid, or the frozen Zone, 
captures the whole feeling, beautifully and succinctly.
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Or love mee lesse, or love mee more
Godolphin, "Song"
Or Scorne, or pittie on me take,
Jonson, "The Dreame"
Divine Destroyer pitty me no more.
Or else more pitty me;
Give me more Love, Ah quickly give me more.
Or else more Cruelty!
Lovelace, "A La Bourbon"
all lack the exquisite perfection. This brings vivid images
of fire and ice. The note of violent passion is continued
in the refrain when Carew demands:
Give me a storme;...
No soft sign of one or the other is wanted; it must be the
full culmination of either love or hate. If the tempest be
love, he will swim in pleasure; if it be hate, his
Vulture-hopes will be devoured*
... if it be love,
Like Danae in that golden showre 
I swimme in pleasure;...
delicately captures the myth of Danae and Zeus, grasping the
sense of her being saturated by Zeus' love, the deluge of the
total release of his passion with its complete penetration.
The beauty of this is excellently contrasted with:
... if it prove
Disdaine, that torrent will devoure 
My Vulture-hopes;
The image of a vulture is actually rather hideous but this
is necessary in order to contrast with both the beauty and
the magnitude of the pleasure described in the preceding lines,
as well as to sustain the violent extremities he has
proposed. It is a very suggestive image. The idea of a
vulture fits in very well with the statement that his hopes
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will be devoured and tacitly acknowledges the strength of 
them. His passion is so strong, he wants to devour his 
love, make her totally part of him. It is also reminiscent 
of the story of Prometheus, which suggests that his hopes 
have been devouring him, eating his heart out, and thus 
creating the hell he later refers to « Thus, the torrent 
of disdain will devour devouring hopes. The emphatic tone 
with which he writes helps to convince us that these are true 
emotions. For all the likely lack of foundation in fact, 
yX ipL manages to persuade his listeners that this is a true 
burst of emotion.
Ve are led out of this aroused pitch with a touch of 
cynical humour:
...and he’s possest 
Of Heaven, that’s but from Hell releast:
and this truism convinces us of the wisdom of demanding
either fire or ice. He will not die from her disdain and:
Either extreame, of love, or hate.
Is sweeter than a calme estate.
The epigrammatic skill that we have seen in such lyrics 
as "Lips and Eyes" and "Disdaine returned" is again 
reflected in this song. Each of the two stanzas is 
carefully balanced with the other. Beginning with "Give me", 
Carew, in the first stanza, states his two alternatives — 
more love or more disdain* the second stanza amplifies 
these. The emphatic demanding tone is continued with the 
initial repetition of "Give me"» He demands a storm, 
which complements the extremity of either alternative, and 
then describes what his reaction will be, first to a storm
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of love and second to a storm of disdain. The extra 
couplet to the second stanza reinforces and succinctly 
summarizes the entire statement. By concluding with the 
same words with which he had begun:
Give me more love, or more disdaine; 
the impression of completeness and of the irrefutability 
of the argument is created. It gives the argument a 
circular shape* Although used in a different manner, this 
is also somewhat reminiscent of "To A.L. Perswasions to 
love" where Carew utilized rather fallacious logic in such 
a manner that it appears irrefutable. Indeed, the cleverness 
with which Carew employed logic to serve his own ends is one 
of the finest features of his verse.
Simply entitled "A Song, (Aske me no more...)" 
is not only among the most popular of Carew’s songs in 
his own day and ever since, nor just distinctly one of 
his finest works. It ranks among the outstanding works of 
the period, emb(^ying the finest characteristics of the 
Carolines. At their best, the Carolines managed to capture 
the delicacy of beauty in a way not to be matched by any 
other period, and this work does just that with words and 
sounds as light as what they are describing. With 
exquisite beauty, Carew begins each stanza with the 
refrain "Aske me no more..." posing the question of where 
some ephemeral beauty has fled to and always finding it 
established within his mistress; the perfect capturing of 
the uncapturable transient. He writes with a touch so
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light, so gentle that the mood is sustained throughout.
Despite the repetition in each stanza, the poem does not
degenerate, nor does one become satiated with the impossible
exaggeration of her beauty. Rather, one is enchanted from
the beginning and remains enchanted until the end. The soft
repetition, like a gentle whisper, of "Aske me no more..."
lulls us into this mood.
The opening stanza with all the suggestiveness of the
faded rose and the assonance of the o sounds is the best.
The rose is, of course, the most perfect of all flowers, the
symbol of both perfection and transience. This is one image
which has never been quite outworn. Instead, from long
usage, it is instantly associated with all the qualities it
was conventionally used to symbolize, and it is these which
come immediately to our mind when Carew mentions "rose"*
&
Edmund Waller's line "Go lovely rose..." is raowned as a
A
captivation of elusive beauty, although the work from whence
it comes is by no means comparable to this of Carew's. Waller
was later than Carew, but the similarities between the two,
in their smoothness and refinement of verse, has often been
commented on.
Ernest Rhys in Lyric Poetry wrote of this work:
...Indeed, when you have 
decided that his lute is 
only a toy, two lines start 
to life which speak of the 
fading rose and save the 
reproach -
"For in your beauty's orient deep, ^
These flowers, as in their causes, sleep."
lo Rhys, Ernest, Lyric Poetry, London, 1913, p. 210
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No where else in Carew do two lines capture such a wealth 
of rich suggestion.
Several early workings of this song exist in manuscript 
form} These versions are smooth and rather well done, but
they lack the perfection. One is impressed with Carew*s
careful polishing and reworking when reading these, for they
could have been so easily left as they were and still have
been quite satisfactory.
Aske me no more where Joue bestowes 
When June is past, the damaske Rose 
For on yo^ Cheekes and lips they bee 
Fresher then on anie tree.
Aske me no more where those starres light 
That downewards fall in darke of night.
For in yo^ Eyes they sitt and theare 
Fixed become, as in their spheare.
Aske mee no more where Nightingale 
When June is past puts forth her tale.
For in yo^ sweete deuidinge throate 
Shee winters and keepes warme her note.
Nor aske mee whether East or west,
The Phoenix builds her spiced nest 
For vnto yo^ shee allwaies flies.
And in yoT fragrant bosome lies.
Aske me noe more whither doth stray 
the golden atomes of the day 
for in pure loue the heauens prepare 
that powder to enrich thy haire.
Aske me noe more whither doth hast 
the nightingale when May is past 
for in thy sweet devideing throate 
she winters & keepes warme her note.
Aske me noe more where Joue bestowes 
when June is gone, the flameing rose 
for in thy beauties orient deepe 
all flowers as in their causes meete.
Aske me noe more where East or west 
the Phenix huilds her spicie nest 
for now to aged ashes growne 
she to thy haires is lately flowne 
And to preserve her race now runne 
craues there a shadow from the sunne.
1. Dunlap, op. cit., p. 263.
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Notice how carefully he works to find the perfect adjective 
to describe the rose, rejecting both "damaske" and "flameing", 
before settling upon "faded", and his experimenting with 
the arrangement of stanzas. He alters the nightingale 
stanza to use the month of May rather than repeating the use 
of June.
For in your beauties orient deepe.
These flowers as in their causes, sleepe.
was first:
For on yo^ Cheekes and lips they bee 
Fresher then on anie tree.
which is actually more characteristic of Carew, but happily
altered to his two most perfect lines, yet still reworked from:
for in thy beauties orient deepe 
all flowers as in their causes meete.
How much more suggestive is "these flowers", referring back
to the roses, than "all flowers"; and how much more
suggestive is "sleepe" than "meete", capitalizing upon "faded".
"Faded" suggests dying. Death, of course, is eternal sleep,
which perfectly complements "deepe" - the deep eternal sleep
of death, which the trans^ience of beauty so effectively
reminds one of - nothing but the cycle of birth and death
is eternal - all, like the rose, must fade and die. Yet
"sleepe", at the same time, suggests that there will be a
reawakening. Thus the suggestion of death is matched by the
suggestion of rebirth, which gives a slightly sacred aura to
the lines, and capturejthe sense of the cycle of nature and
beauty. In the orient deepe" of her beauty, the lady
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incorporates the very idea, the essence of flowers; in the 
lady's beauty, Carew sees the essence, the idea of roses.
The lyrics discussed in this chapter were selected 
to present an overall picture of Carew*s verse. They are, 
perhaps, more representative of his approach to poetry than 
the numerous other lyrics we have not mentioned, many of 
which are excellent pieces and some of which will be discussed 
in later chapters. Since Carew was such an even poet, 
discrimination between his lyrics is a difficult matter. At 
his worst, he is a "good" poet. At his best, he is an 
exquisite artist. Generally he was able to render conventional 
themes in a fresh manner simply through clever ingenuity, 
but in a few instances, he managed to transcend both wit 
and convention to achieve exquisite perfection.
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III. His Occasional Verse
In the love lyrics to which Carew generally confined 
himself, his concern was more for the artifice of execution, 
for providing delightful entertainment for his audience, than 
for a passionate expression of his state of mind or examination 
of the essence of his subject matter. His level of success 
in this is high; his lyrics, however hollow, are elegant and 
pretty.
While examination of his lyrics illuminates Carew*s 
response to conventional themes and types of amorous lyrics, 
abundantly displaying his ingenuity and art, examination of 
his occasional poems provides an insight into Carew*s 
reaction to various events where politeness demanded a 
poetic response. One discovers that the strict limitations 
imposed by occasions did not present any difficulty to Carew, 
and that, indeed, his fine sense of ingenious wit enabled 
him to respond often with greater individuality and imagination 
than one normally expects from such verse.
Approximately one-third of Carew*s work can properly be 
called occasional and falls into every category and style 
from compliment to verse-epistle. Several of the occasions 
adorned by Carew*s pen are of little significance and appear 
to have been immortalized simply because the occasion gave 
rise to a witty comment. Carew is not generally recognized
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for a sense of humour - the care with which he polished and
perfected his lyrics leads one to attribute to him more
seriousness than perhaps is warranted. One must recognize 
that the seriousness of Carew's approach to his execution 
does not necessarily imply a seriousness about the theme, 
and that there is no justification in the idea that humour 
must be careless. Carew was, by no means, a clown. His 
humour, instead of being relaxed, is highly sophisticated, 
more witty than comic, but it is still humorous and the manner 
in which Carew capitalized upon several events displays it
magnificently. One cannot know for certain if politeness
obliged Carew to offer condolences to Mistris N. during 
her sickness, but if it did, condolence was all that was 
required. Ve have already examined how brilliantly Carew 
capitalized on the nature of the illness to produce a 
monumental get-well verse. Certainly protocjàl did not demand ^ 
an immortalization of Sir John Finch, Baron Finch of 
Fordwich and Lord Chief Justice of Common Pleas's election 
of the Lady Anne Wentworth as his mistress, despite the 
the fact that Lady Anne was the niece of Carew's friend 
John Crofts, and her marriage of John Lovelace, second - *
Baron Lovelace of Hurley in 1638 was appropriately commemorated 
by Carew. Instead Carew saw the potential for a witty 
exposé on the combination of justice and beauty in love in 
the relationship between the aged justice and the beautiful 
young girl.- Anne Wentworth being only fifteen at the time of 
her marriage and this election taking place sometime before.
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sometime between 1635 when Finch was created Lord Chief 
Justice and 1638 when she was married.
The work, although not one of Carew's most outstanding, 
is well done. In perfect love, the souls of each become 
entwined as one representing the perfection of both, and 
yet remain two, each tempering the other to separate 
perfection. In this instance. Finch's soul representing 
justice and Wentworth's beauty, we have an added dimension. 
Tyrannical beauty's sword is matched by justice's balances* 
(scales) Love becomes just and wise, while justice grows
mildo Thus both are tempered into perfection by love,
/ N
and both reach their f u l ^  glory in the blending: (/y
The golden Age returnes,
.«.the fayre shall all be kind.
Who loves, shall be belov'd,...
The sobriety and sternness of legal justice is brought into
colourful contrast with the soft strains of love, illustrating
again Carew's skill in juxtaposing opposites. The opening
lines, with the imperative "Heare this" and the assumed
somber horrible tones of a justice addressing a traitor:
Heare this, and tremble all
Vsurping Beauties, that create 
A government Tyrannicall 
In Loves free state,
are slightly reminiscent of "On Mistris N. to the greene
sicknesse" and provide a rather dramatic introduction. One
really does feel that usurping beauties should rightfully
tremble at the bar of stern justice. The harshness of these
threatening words melts into the delightful description of how:
...his sage head lyes 
In Loves soft lap,...
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What could be more appealing than the personification of 
Justice as a stern bewigged justice sitting crowned in 
roses, heaving amorous sighs, while preparing fetters of silk 
and braided hair?:
Haxke how the sterne Law breathes 
Forth amorous sighs, and now prepares 
No fetters, but of silken wreathes.
And, braded hayres;
His dreadfull Rods and Axes are exil'd 
Whilst he sits crown'd with Roses: Love hath fil'de 
His native roughnesse. Justice is growne milde.
While the visualization of all of this in a court of law,
complete with wigs, robes and benches is amusing, it retains
a pervasive charm, the charm of unexpectedly realizing the
vulnerability of one thought of as immune to such influences;
the very incongruity of the situation makes it charming.
Verses by Carew adorned a number of weddin^/and deaths.
With the notable exception of "An Elegie vpon the death of 
the Deane of Pauls, D^. lohn Donne" which bears a closer 
resemblance to his verse-epistles than to his elegies, and 
will therefore be discussed with them, and "Epitaph on the 
Lady Mary Villers", they are of no exceptional interest. As 
with the two works heretofore mentioned, they do not generally 
deviate to any great extent from the tones and patterns of 
the lyrics, rather they are merely adapted to fit the 
special circumstances, and they do not, as do the verse-epistles, 
offer any new insight into either Carew's personality or 
ability. Happily, in most instances, they are general, and 
their charm does not depend on specifics that have long lost
y
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any significance and meaning to the reader.
Comparison of Carew's three wedding—songs reveals a
variety of his skills. Not bound up to any great extreme
with the occasions and personalities they celebrate, they are
simple celebrations of marriage, out of necessity occasional.
"To my Cousin (C.R.) marrying my Lady (A.)" is perhaps the
most appealing of all of them. It is completely impersonal
and could well have adorned any marriage instead of just that
of Carew Raleigh,,second son of Sir Walter Raleigh, and
distant cousin to Thomas Carew. The tone is joyful in
anticipation of the happiness of the nuptial bed:
Happy Youth, that shalt possesse 
Such a spring-tyde of delight.
As the sated Appetite 
Shall enjoying such excesse.
Wish the flood of pleasure lesse:
He toys with the conventional theme of invoking the night with
a clever bit of wit. Instead of staying off the sunrise in
order to just longer enjoy the pleasures of the night, he
adds a new reason:
Else (as Semele) the bright 
Deitier in her full might.
May the feeble soule oppresse.
Strong perfumes, and glaring light.
Oft destroy both smell, and sight.
The very harshness of these cryptic lines contrasts nicely to
the gentleness of:
...invoke the night.
That it may in shadowes dresse 
Thy too reall happiness;
and abruptly stops the lavishness of the opening which, if
continued, could rapidly satiate the reader as happens in
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"On the Mariage of T.K. and C.C. the morning stormie". In 
this piece, Carew exploits the stormy morning of the wedding 
for witty ends. Instead of regretting that the day is not fine 
for such a happy occasion, he wittily sets about to play upon 
the significance of it. The sun is hiding, not daring to rival 
his unequal beams with the shining radiance of the bride, 
and when he does peep out from behind a cloud, it is to spy, 
not to emulate - an excellent working of a tired conceit in • 
spite of the untold^^Kumber of times it has been used. He 
elaborates on the morning. The tempest, so often used to
symbolize the wrath of the fates, has a new significance on
this day:
Not to denounce ungentle Fates, but show
The cheerefull Bridegroome to the clouds and wind
Hath all his teares, and all his sighes assign'd.
He goes on to describe the pleasures in store for the
bridegroom but enjoins him to think now of the torments past
which he has suffered to obtain the prize, in order that he 
may appreciate and enjoy it more fully. The imagery is richly 
dramatic, speaking of masques, fates, tempests, and tears.
In general it is well handled, although it threatens to 
become too rich for easy digestion. One sees it moving toward 
a lasciviousness.
Turning to "An Hymeneall Song on the Nuptials of the 
Lady Ann Wentworth, and the Lord Louelace", we find an 
entirely different approach. There is no lavishness here, 
despite the elaborate images of suns, priests, and goddesses. 
Instead one finds a cool detachment. The logic of the conceit
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is so finely extended that it is almost cold. The iambic 
tetrameter meter and the rime scheme - aabccbddd, 
difficult and not mellifluous, appears to lend to the removed 
detached tone.
Once again we have the bride’s radiance contrasted with 
the sun, and once again Carew varies the conventional conceit 
to avoid cliché. On this occasion the conceit is extended 
into that of another conventional theme - that the bride shall 
replace the sun during the night:
...let the Sunne in Triumph ride.
Scattering his beamy light.
When she awakes, he shall resigne
His rayes: And she alone shall shine 
In glory all the night»
The outline of the bride’s activities from rising until
retiring, which forms an epithalamion in miniature, is almost
dully dispassionate. Her slumbers should not be broken too
early for it will not be until day returns again that she
will sleep. Yet she must arise for her lord is waiting, the
ladies have decorated the chapel, and the priest is at the
altar. To the altar she will be conveyed, then to the
wedding feast, and then to bed.
In the description of the nuptial bed, one is pleased 
to discover that unlike the other two wedding poems, the sense 
of orgiastic pleasure is absent. Instead their revels are 
esoterically described in terms of the cosmos, an approach 
which one finds more tasteful and less offensive than a 
voyeuristic contemplation of sexual intimacy, the appeal being 
less sensual than intellectual and a more sophisticated piece
Ill
of wit. Dunlap’s explanatory note on this passage notes:
The sphere of Venus was third of the 
eight concentric spheres on which the 
heavenly bodies were thought to move.
Each of these bodies had its
governing Intelligence, and each exerted
specific influence over human destiny....
Venus is said to command Fate. The order 
and concatenation of causes and effects in 
this sensible World, called Fate, depends 
on the order of the Intelligible World,
Providence. Hence Platonists place 
Providence, (the ordering of Ideas) in
the first Minde, depending upon God its
ultimate end, to which it leads all other 
things. Thus Venus being the order of 
those Ideas whereon Fate, the Worlds order, 
depends, commands it.
The conceit is beautifully worked in a careful logical
fashion. Our lovers shall be admitted to and rule "Love’s
sphere", uncontrolled by fate. Indeed, they shall spin that
wheel controlling the fates of love for lesser mortals.
Knowing no nights or days, minutes or hours, time will be
marked off by them by their kisses and embraces:
They know no night, nor glaring noone.
Measure no houres of Sunne or Moone,
Nor mark times restlesse Glasse:
Their kisses measure as they flow.
Minutes, and their embraces show 
The howers as they passe.
Thus an almanac can be made from their conjunctions:
Their Motions, the yeares Circle make.
And we from their conjunctions take 
Rules to make Love an Almanack.
This is a tremendous compliment and one of Carew’s best
tributes. Undoubtedly he had a special interest in Anne
Wentworth as she was the niece of one of his close friends,
John Crofts.
1. Dunlap, op. cit., pp. 270-1, from, in part, Pico della 
Mirandola, A Platonick Discourse upon Love. tr. Thomas Stanlnv. 
(1651) II. xvii.
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There is a notable lack of melancholic tones in cavalier 
elegies. Not only are the horrors of death glossed over, but 
often death itself is of secondary importance to the 
eulogizing of the subject’s virtues or discussion of life 
hereafter.
Draper notes that, in general, the "sons of Ben" were
too busy with living to give poetic utterance to the terrors
of death, and:
The Jonsonian elegy, indeed, seems
to make every effort to look the thing
it is not, smiles rather than weeps 
over its dead, and at the occasional 
risk of impropriety almost makes 
merry in the room they left?
Despite the ornateness of "Obsequies to the Lady Anne Hay"
and "To the Countesse of Anglesie", Carew's epitaphs retain
a type of Jonsonian simplicity. The attitude toward death
is not morbid or lavish, but one of resigned acceptance.
While they express regret, there is no feeling of sorrow.
They are more concerned with prettily complimenting the dead
than lamenting their loss. Indeed, except for "An other.
Siste Hospes sive Indigena...", we know none of the circumstances
of the individuals, and only the titles tell us to whom
they were applied.
"Epitaph on the Lady S. Wife of Sir W.S." written for 
Mary, first wife of Sir William Salter, elaborately compares
1. Draper, John W., The Funeral Elegy and the Rise of 
English Romanticism, New York, 1929, p. 33.
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her virtues to various gems, the worth of the gems representing
the preciousness of the departed, and their symbolic qualities
various attributes of her personality. In this sense, it
bears a distinct resemblance to "The Comparison":
Shee was a Cabinet 
Where all the choysest stones of price were set;... 
Whose rare and hidden vertues, did expresse 
Her inward beauties,...
The constant Diamond, the wise Chrysolite,
The devout Saphyre, Emrauld apt to write 
Records of Memory, cheerefull Agat, grave 
And serious Onyx, Tophaze, that doth save 
The braines calme temper, witty Amathist.
The compliment is a grandiose one. Although it is little other
than a list of virtues, all to'"general and exaggerated to
/
offer an honest insight into the woman, it is a gentle
attractive piece, richly emblematic, especially appropriate
in an age that loved emblems. The brightness of the gems
contras*^nicely with the "darke Vault" in which she is laid.
/ One visualizes a pirate chest of treasure, dank and cold on
the outside, but brimming with cold and glittering gems. The
closing couplet, in typical Carew fashion} cleverly culminates
the conceit with a logical extension of the metaphor:
One only Pearle was wanting in her store.
Which in her Saviours booke she found exprest.
To purchase that, she sold Death all the rest*
echoing one of the parables of Christ:
Again, the kingdom of heaven is like 
unto a merchant man, seeking goodly 
pearls:
Who, when he had found one pearl of
great price, went and sold all that he had,
and bought it.
Matthew XIII 45-6
1. Carew had a special talent for concluding his lyrics in 
clever twists of wit. Often they provide the most attractive 
feature of an individual work with their terse, almost abrupt, 
summations.
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In "Maria Wentworth,..," one finds an attractive and 
witty combination of metaphysical imagery with Jonsonian 
simplicity and restraint. While there is still elaborateness 
and care, there is a relaxed easiness which prevents the 
initial far-fetched conceit from seeming strained. In this
sense, it is not unakin to "The Complement". It emcompasses MX""
y
some of the gaiety found in similar works of Herrick's. The
six stanzas are epigrammatic and the iambic pentameter rime
scheme of aaa bbb ccc ddd eee fff has a lilting sing-song
quality. It commences with a pretty little conceit of a clay
body so fine that it betrayed the guest within, or, providing
an alternative to weakness of the structure, the greatness
of the soul cracked the shell, hatching a chérubin. The
mingling of dust and clay, a variation of the dust-to-dust
ashes-to-ashes theme, both in which she is laid and of which
her body is composed, is appealing. The paradox of chaste
polygamy and of being both virgin and bride is excellent:
So though a Virgin, yet a Bride 
To every Grace, she justifi'd 
A chaste Poligamie, and dy'd.
The suggestion of being wed to the graces, instead of merely
endowed with them, is especially delightful and adds an
attractive feature to the verse.
The mood of the verse is joyful; instead of bemoaning 
the dead, it celebrates the liberation of the soul from its 
mortal state. The soul has been reborn, and appropriately, 
images which suggest rebirth are used. The "hatching" of a 
chérubin is suggestive of the hatching of chicks and ducklings.
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joyous images of spring and the rebirth of the world from its 
winter death. It is, however, perhaps just a breath too light, 
too joyful for the occasion, detracting from the serious, in 
spite of joyful, nature of death and passing into another 
state-of-being. One misses any sense of the significance, 
the importance of the event, which is, after all, one of the 
three important rites of life - birth, marriage, and death.
The theme of inadequacy of the body to maintain the soul
is more perfectly presented in the second epitaph to Lady
Mary Villiers: "An other. (The purest Soule...". Here one
finds the exquisiteness of Carew's refinement in an extremely
fine piece of work. As in the first two stanzas of "Disdaine
returned", one finds that the twelve lines perfectly capture
and develop a single conceit, in true epigrammatic form.
Despite the capsulized form, one feels that the idea is fully
exploited, that to add anything further would be to overdo it.
The images maintain a delicate harmony, each complementing and
building upon the others. The subtle perfection of the
published version is well demonstrated by comparison to an
alternate version: >
The purest Soule that e're was sent 
Into a clayie tenement
Inform'd this dust, but the weake mold 
Could the great guest no longer hold.
The substance was too pure, the flame 
Too glorious that thither came:
Ten thousand Cupids brought along 
A Grace on each wing, that did throng 
For place there, till they all opprest 
The seat in which they sought for rest;
So the faire Modell broke, for want 
Of room to lodge th'Inhabitant.
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The purest Soule that e’re was sent 
Into a clayie tenement
Inform’d this dust, but the weake mold 
Could the great guest no longer hold.
The substance was too pure, the frame 
So glorious, that thether came 
Tenn thousand Cupids, bringing along 
A grace on Each winge, that did throng 
For place there, till they all opprest 
The seate in which they thought to rest.
So the faire Modell broke, for want 
Of roome to lodge th'Inhabitant.
Although the two versions are identical with the exception of
three phrases - the alternative version substitutes "frame
so glorious" for "flame too glorious"; "bringing along" for
"brought along"; and "thought to rest" for "sought to rest" -
this slight difference in the second is enough to destroy
the exquisiteness of the first. Unlike the two versions of
"A Looking-Glasse" where the same idea was developed in two
separate ways, the alternative version of "An other..."
seems to be either an earlier, less polished, rendition or
a careless transcription. Although one cannot know for sure,
one feels certain that the perfected polished version must
1 2have been preferred by Carew. Both C.L. Powell and Dunlap 
note that the introduction of "glorious frame" contradicts 
the basic idea of "weake clay". It is not the structure but 
the pure substance which attracts ten thousand cupids with a 
grace on each wing. "Glorious flame" complements and emphasizes 
the purity of a soul too great for the fragile body to contain, 
which is the crux of the entire conceit.
While the epitaph lacks the forthright open approach
1. Powell, C.L., "New Material on Thomas Carew", Modern 
Language Review, xi (1916) pp. 286-7»
2. Dunlap, o£. cit., p. 240.
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generally used by Carew, it is that very subtle cryptic 
suggestiveness which makes this charming. Were the idea 
developed in his typical expository fashion, while it might 
be more easily understood, the powerful impact of poetic 
connotation would be lost, and it is doubtful whether one 
would be so struck, so moved by it. Far from being critical, 
one is delighted to see Carew so skillfully manipulating 
exactly this ability which allows him to rise, in a few rare 
moments, to true poetic greatness, instead of remaining a 
good, but not exceptional, poet.
"Epitaph on the Lady Mary Villers" is a perfect gem 
of an epitaph, bearing a considerable resemblance to 
several of Ben Jonson’s, including "On my first Daughter". 
There is no extravagant conceit to be found here nor rich 
embellishments. Rather it laconically and almost monoto­
nously recites the particulars: Here lies Mary Villers.
The grief of her parents is not described, as if to convince 
incredulous readers of their grief at the loss of their 
daughter, but merely mentioned:
The Lady Mary Villers lyes
Vnder this stone; with weeping eyes
The Parents that first gave her birth.
And their sqd Friends, lay’d her in earth:
Instead of concocting an extravagant conceit to impress
upon us our great loss in this death, Carew appeals to the
natural emotion of parents at the loss of a child. Except
to parents and close relatives, the death of an infant is
more shocking than sorrowful, for infants are valued as the
children of friends rather than as individuals. Outsiders
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relate to the sorrow of the parents rather than to personal
loss. Realizing this, Carew enjoins all those who know the
members of the burial party to shed a tear, and appeals to
all parents to relate, as parents, to the grief of the Villiers:
Or if thyselfe possesse a gemme.
As deare to thee, as this to them.
Though a stranger in this place,
Bewayle in theirs, thine own hard case;
For thou perhaps at thy returne 
Mayest find thy Darling in an Vrne.
The cryptic harshness of "thy Darling in an Vrne" is most
effective as it is so startling. One is startled by being
forced to face the reality of death, the reality of how
easily one can lose a beloved child, and not just any child,
for these words force the reader to visualize his own precious
son or dughter. While the message is simple: "Take heed of
this death, this loss of a cherished child, for it could so
easily happen to you.", it is uncushioned by the delicate
tact with which possible death is generally approached, and
the point is driven sharply home. Death is universal and
touches all.
The power of this piece, as that of "On my first Daughter" 
by Jonson:
Here lyes, to each her parents ruth,
Mary, the daughter of their youth:
Yet, all heavens gifts, being heavens due.
It makes the father, lesse, to rue.
At sixe moneths end, shee parted hence 
With safetie of her innocence;
Whose soule heavens Queene, (whose name shee beares)
In comfort of her mother's teares.
Hath plac'd amongst her virgin-traine:
Where, while that sever'd doth remaine.
This grave partakes the fleshly birth.
Which cover lightly, gentle earth.
rests in the understatement. There is no attempt to either
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magnify or ignore the reality of death; while neither wallows 
in morbidity, neither attemptfto paint it for what it is not. 
Instead there is the stark realism of death, which, while 
resignedly accepted, is still horrible - a loved person is 
gone. There is no need to describe the death minutely, one 
simply assumes that grief naturally accompanies death. While 
a morbid piece can play upon emotion and make one recoil in 
horror, the real trauma of death is the feeling of great loss 
and emptiness, which is more effectively recreated by 
approaching death realistically, creating a natural empathy, 
than attempting to impress upon us a great loss that we do 
not feel. While one may not feel any grief at the death of 
Mary Villiers, one does not feel any grief in any of the 
other epitaphs either. These persons died centuries ago; 
there is no personal loss. Yet one cannot turn away from 
"Epitaph on Lady Mary Villers", as one can from the others, 
without being deeply moved and sobered by it, for it is a 
generalized statement which speaks directly to the reader. 
What it lacks in beauty of image and eloquence of expression 
is more than made up by the power of its simplicity, and it 
is all the better for this.
In both "Obsequies to the Lady ANNE HAY" and "To the 
Countesse of Anglesie...", one finds Carew glutting his 
sorrow in passionate outbursts of magnificently rich and 
colourful imagery, in a manner strangely not unlike 
"A Rapture". In "Obsequies..." especially, where Carew 
really outdoes himself, we find the culmination, the full
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development of the ornateness suggested in "Epitaph on the
Lady S....". Why this particular death brought forth such
a passionate response from Carew cannot be known. Carew
himself admits that he had no knowledge of her mortal state,
despite the fact that Anne Hay was a distant cousin of his.
Thus his response is not so much grief at a personal loss
as a shocked realization of the horrible significance of death,
dramatically demonstrated by its ruthless taking of a
beautiful young girl. One is almost inclined to believe
Carew when he writes that this is his first real encounter with
death, that never before had he so fully realized its terrible
significance and been so touched, so moved by it:
1 that ne're more of private sorrow knew 
Then from my Pen some froward Mistresse drew.
And for the publike woe, had my dull sense 
So sear'd with ever adverse influence.
As my invaders sword might have, unfelt.
Pierc'd my dead bosome, yet began to melt:
Griefe's strong instinct, did my blood suggest 
In the unknowne losse peculiar interest.
But when I heard, the noble Carlil's Gemme,
The fayrest branch of Dennye's ancient stemme
Was from that Casket stolne, from this Trunke tornj,
1 found just cause, why they, why 1 should mourne.
lo There is an echo of these lines in the work of the 
contemporary American poet, John Crowe Ransom, "Dead Boy".
(Ransom, John Crowe, Selected Poems, London, 1947, p. 3.)
The little cousin is dead, by foul subtraction,
A green bough from Virginia's aged tree.
And none of the country kin like the transaction 
Nor some of the world of outer dark, like me....
He was pale and little, the foolish neighbors say;
The first fruits, saith the Preacher, the Lord hath taken; 
But this was the old tree's branch wrenched away.
Grieving the sapless limbs, the shorn and shaken.
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It is certainly credible. One often has many encounters with 
death before the impact of its horrible meaning is finally 
felt, and death is most shocking, not when it takes the sick 
or the old, but when it unexpectedly takes the young — when 
the person who, seemingly just moments ago, was so vibrantly 
full of life is suddenly gone. Carew's other epitaphs and 
elegies are deceptive in their lack of grief. One recognizes 
that one's sorrow cannot be measured by outward response, and 
simply because grief is not apparent, we cannot say that it 
does not exist. Yet the fact that Carew does remain so 
detached in these encounters with death creates the possibility 
tha^the volunteered explanation in "Obsequies..." has some 
grounding in actual fact.
I Heard the Virgins sigh, I saw the sleeke
And polisht Courtier, channell his fresh cheeke
With reall teares;
provides a magnificent opening. The sigh of the virgins is 
captured in the onomatopoeia of the first five words, with 
the breathiness of the e and i sounds, and how artfully does 
Carew describe the courtier! The tears and cheeks assume 
the sleek polish of his exterior; the sleek glistening tears 
of his smooth almost polished cheeks are almost tangible. 
Although, by so pointedly stressing that these are "reall 
teares", Carew wryly comments on the insincerity of the 
courtiers, the purity of the glossy teardrop and the softness 
of the smooth cheek continues the sense of pure untainted 
feeling suggested by the virgins, appropriately adorning the 
death of a beautiful young girl.
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Alexander Pope adapted these lines in his elegy 
"On General Henry Withers", losing all their beauty and 
eloquence :
For thee the hardy Vet'ran drops a tear,
And the gay Courtier feels the sigh sincere#
One is enraged to see such magnificence so poorly used,
beauty so churlishly treated, especially by one so self-
righteously critical of Carew's school, and audaciously
assumptive of superiority.
The tone of innocent pure beauty set at the very 
beginning permeates the whole work and climaxes in full 
glory as the virgins perform the funeral rites, suggestive 
of the story of Jephthah's daughter. Lady Anne symbolizes 
the essence of truth:
Thou art the Theame of Truth, not Poetrie.
As such, the tribute of incense, tears, and black gard is 
vulgar. Instead:
...a tryall by thy Peeres,
Virgins of equall birth, or equall yeares,...
Shall draw thy picture, and record thy life....
...untill each beauteous line,
Drawne by her hand, in whom that part excells.
Meet in one Center, where all beautie dwells.
How simply and beautifully do the words:
...one Center, where all beauty dwells.
capture the suggestion that Lady Anne is the essence of beauty,
and thus, truth, for the two are equatable. The rich
suggestiveness of the word "center" with its nuances of
soul, essence, heart is exquisitely used. The perfection
of this is only matched by:
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For in your beauties orient deepe,
These flowers as in their causes, sleepe.
It would be difficult to decide which best suggests that the
essence, the idea of beauty resides within the lady.
Of Carew*s occasional works, it is the verse-epistles 
that are of the greatest interest. When one looks closely at 
them, one is surprised to discover that Carew is not as one­
sided as his lyrics might lead us to suspect. Careful 
examination of these discovers that Carew was more than just 
a clever skillful lyricist; he was also endowed with a sharp 
discerning intellect. They are of special interest, not 
only for their individual merit, but for the insight they 
provide into Carew and into his ability. Their objective 
is entirely different from that of the lyrics; no longer do 
we find that the message or subject is subordinated to 
artifice, but the reverse. This is not to suggest that 
the execution is careless, but that it is artfully designed 
to enhance what Carew is saying, which is of the utmost 
importance. Being verse-epistles, their tone is more colloquial 
than poetic, creating the impression of a speaking voice.
It might well be dangerous to assume that these represent 
Carew's speech patterns, or that his natural conversation was 
anything akin to these epistles, but, nevertheless, they do 
reveal more of Carew*s personality and human qualities than 
do the lyrics, in their natural air of relaxation. They 
provided an opportunity for Carew to poetically express his 
opinions on a variety of subjects, and maintain the appearance
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of sincerity, which, in all likelihood, is probably more 
than just appearance, for these were not written simply for 
entertainment, but as letters to be read by those to whom 
they were addressed. The difference between such works as 
"To Ben lohnson..." and "An Elegie upon the death of the 
Deane of Pauls, D^. lohn Donne" and the lyrics is enlightening 
These two pieces, strangely enough among the better known of 
his works} reveal seldom exploited capabilities of our poet*
It has been noted that the lines to Donne are actually 
an elegy rather than a verse-epistle, although they more 
closely resemble "To Ben lohnson..." in approach and style. 
Therefore, it is perhaps more appropriate to discuss them 
together, following the epitaphs and preceding discussion on 
Carew's less specific epistles.
Undoubtedly one of Carew's finest contributions to 
poetry, "An Elegie upon the death of the Deane of Pauls,
D^, lohn Donne" is a curious work. While one can recognize 
those characteristics most common in Carew, it departs from 
the typical elegy, and its strength lies in this departure. 
While it combines Carew's finest abilities, it suffers little, 
if at all, from his limitations. His wit, although amply
1. Considering the individual merit of these two 
poems, for both are outstanding, it is not strange that 
they rank among Carew's better known works. Nor is it 
strange to find considerable interest in them merely 
because of the two figures to whom they are directed, for 
regardless of their individual worth, they provide 
interesting and valuable commentary on Donne and Jonson 
from a contemporary poet. It is, however, somewhat ironic 
to find Carew best remembered for works so distinctly 
unrepresentative of the majority of his poetry.
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apparent, is unstrained and appropriate. Instead of 
running away from him, it enables him to comment astutely 
and perceptively on Donne's genius with phrases that perfectly 
grasp and articulate those elusive qualities one most 
admires in Donne's work. The imagery retains its strength 
and power, although avoiding becoming overly or unbearably 
beautiful. One tends to think of. Carew, especially in his 
lyrics, as "pretty". Here there is nothing "pretty" - 
indeed, the imagery is almost ugly with its talk of 
unkneaded dough, dust, dry sands, ashes, pedantic weeds, 
rifled fields, etc. almost anticipating the wasteland imagery 
of three centuries later. There is a cynical quality about 
the verse, elusive in the fact that there is nothing cynical 
about the sentiment. Rather, it appears to have been 
created for effect in an imitation of Donne's own style, 
the supreme compliment to Donne. While Carew obviously and 
frequently drew from Donne for his lyrics, he rarely 
achieved his unique tone. These lines demonstrate his 
ability to imitate Donne quite effectively, suggesting that 
it was choice, rather than inability, which led Carew to 
base his imitation of Donne in his lyrics on method - 
far-fetched conceits, and borrowed images - rather than tone.
In this work one finds a steady forthright tone, 
a colloquial speaking voice attempting to honestly evaluate 
and pay tribute to a literary and theological giant.
John Draper describes it as :
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a subtle posthumous compliment, 
very much in the style that Donne 
himself affected,...indeed an odd 
poetic obituary, combining literary 
criticism with the refinements of 
"metaphysical" eulogy.
There is a modern quality to it in so much as it attempts
to pay tribute by an honest evaluation of the dead. Instead
of merely exaggerating the virtues of Donne, a far greater
compliment is paid in the attempt to understand him and accord
him his rightful place as a poet. Although there is the
effect of impromptu colloquialism, it is a carefully studied
spontaneity. To appear careless without being careless,
the poet must exact painstaking care. This is no rapidly
dashed-off piece.
In lavishing praise upon a poet, it was, of course, 
conventional to lash out against public taste and "lesser 
poets" in an eloquent tirade. One finds Carew doing this in 
"To my worthy Friend, M. D'avenant,..." and chiding Jonson 
for doing so in "To Ben lohnson...." It was equally 
conventional to feign unworthiness, as he does both in 
"To my worthy friends Master Geo. Sands,..." and "In answer 
of an Elegiacall Letter...". Carew does both in "An Elegie 
upon the death of the Deane of Pauls,..." but in this verse, 
he manages to transcend the mere polite dimensions of these 
conventions and utilize them to develop a splendid contrast 
between Donne and his contemporaries; in spite of the obvious 
exaggerations characteristic of a eulogy, one is not overly 
conscious of them - one feels that through hyperbole, Carew 
has managed to capture the essence of Donne's genius.
1. Draper, oji. cit., p. 35.
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The impassioned note on which the poem begins helps 
to make the exaggeration credible. Strong dramatic 
exaggeration is characteristic of an impassioned outburst 
and as such, one accepts it, for one feels, in spite of all 
realization of the care with which this piece was written, 
that this really is an outburst of enraged indignation with 
powerful and colourful images pouring out in spontaneity.
How beautifully the drama builds up and with it the contrast 
between Donne and his fellow poets. There is almost a 
polarity created between Donne and other poets, and indeed, 
churchmen, he is so far removed, by Carew, from the ordinary.
The drama is created with true artistic skill; Carew 
poses the impassioned rhetorical questions creating a 
dramatic occasion, and then answers them himself. In logic, 
this would be called a "red herring". Nevertheless, it is 
effective and necessary - consider how flat the piece would 
be if the dramatic occasion was not created. One would sit 
in bewilderment, perhaps in agreement with the arguments, 
but wondering whatever caused such a tirade. This is, of course, 
a fundamental part of art, and we have already noticed how 
effectively Carew could create a sense of tension. Indeed, 
it is just this - the creation of dramatic occasion that the 
disputed third stanza of "Disdaine returned" provides. Yet, 
it is, perhaps, more easily demonstrated in this work.
In posing the general question: "Why has no elegy been 
written for Donne?", and suggesting that even "dowe-bak't 
prose would be better than nothing, Carew, by using a clergyman
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to illustrate his point, effectively creates a colourful 
contrast between ordinary churchmen and Donne, which he 
develops later on. His intention is to stress the life, 
the fire which Donne brought to religion, described as:
...the flame
Of thy brave Soule, (that shot such heat and light. 
As burnt our earth, and made our darknesse bright. 
Committed holy Rapes upon our Will,...
Must be desir'd for ever.
This is balanced against:
The Pulpit may her plaine,
And sober Christian precepts still retaine. 
Doctrines it may, and wholesome Uses frame.
Grave Homilies, and Lectures,
Yet one cannot help but visualize the churchman earlier
described:
...the uncisor'd Churchman from the flower
Of fading Rhétorique, short liv'd as his houre,
Dry as the sand that measures it.
The only description of the clergyman is "uncisor'd"
suggesting long hair or a beard, but in its connotation of
"untfimmed" suggests long-windedness. Yet, in spite of a
lack of concrete description, one distinctly visualizes him
in terms of the description of the hypothetical eulogy -
small, insignificant and faded, without personality, almost
pathetic in his well-intentioned attempts to fill a role for
which he is inadequate, indeed, the sterbtyped churchman.
'The contrast with Donne must strike a timeless chord in
anyone acquainted with the clergy or concerned with the
personality qualifications of p'pi'spective ministers. The 
picture created is certainly not very complimentary to the 
average churchman, but the contrast is complimentary to
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Donne, emphasizing his vibrancy as opposed to this faded 
boring preacher of "sober precepts" and "Grave Homilies".
It is also in keeping with the aura of barrenness, of waste 
land, which permeates the whole work.
By suggesting that Donne had expended all the sound and 
sense of the language, that any eulogy to Donne must seem 
inadequate in contrast to his works, Carew implies humbleness 
and apology on his part. How can he be expected to properly 
eulogize so mighty a figure? The only man who can properly 
do that is Donne himself* This is conventional, of course. 
There is a tradition for excusing one's efforts, in spite of 
realizing their superior quality. Even the most arrogant of 
men wish to appear modest and humble. On the other hand, 
taking upon himself the task for which he is unworthy implies 
a certain amount of audacity. This is artfully circumvented 
with the tacit suggestion that he undertakes the task out of 
sheer necessity. The task of eulogizing must be done, 
and if no one else will do it, he must. The sense of indig­
nation also contributes to mask any audacity on the part of 
Carew, for not only is it infectious, but it gives us a 
reason to excuse what otherwise might be viewed as arrogance.
By his own definition, the task he sets for himself is 
well-nigh impossible. If poetry is the perfect articulation, 
the perfect interpretation of an idea, any other interpretation 
of it must be basely inferior* For this reason, Carew's 
imitation of Donne's tone is especially important, for by 
this imitation, he partly captures and demonstrates that
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which he is trying to define. Yet, how artistically he 
does manage to describe the indefinable quality of Donne's 
verse with:
Did through the eye the melting heart distill;
And the deepe knowledge of darke truths so teach,
As sense might judge, what phansie could not reach;)
that quality which Dryden was later to describe as metaphysical*
In his analysis of how Donne achieved that now-quenched
fire, Carew borrows directly from Donne:
The Muses garden with Pedantique weedes 
O'r^spred, was purg'd by thee; The lazie seeds 
Of servile imitation throwne away;
And fresh invention planted,
is adapted from "To M^ Rowland Woodward":
So'affects my muse now, a chast fallownesse;
Since shee to few, yet to many'hath showne 
How love-song weeds, and Satyrique thornes are growne 
Where seeds of better Arts, were early sown.
(He had earlier borrowed the image "dowe-bak't" from
Donne's "A Letter To The Lady Carey and M^s Essex Riche,
from Amyens".) To this list he adds:
Thou didst pay 
The debts of our penurious bankrupt age;...
The subtle cheat 
Of slie Exchanges, and the jugling feat 
Of two-edg'd words,...
Thou hast redeem'd, and open'd Us a Mine 
Of rich and pregnant phansie,...
Selig suggests that in lauding Donne's fresh invention and
commenting ungraciously on poets indulging in servile
imitation, Carew was implicating himself} and certainly,
while he cannot be called pedantic, an argument for "the
1. Selig, E.I., The Flourishing Wreath; A Study of Thomas 
Carew's Poetry, New Hayen, 1958, p. 170.
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subtle cheat of slie Exchanges" against him could be 
justified. Yet there is no real foundation in the argument 
that Carew was naively submitting himself to self-condemnation. 
It is conventional to rage against "lesser poets". Besides, 
it is impossible to single out any characteristic of a man 
and call it "unique" without implying that you, yourself, 
lack it, which is precisely how the suggestion of self- 
criticism arises, which certainly was not Carew's intention. 
While he has no pretensions to being equal to Donne, he 
prides himself on being a student, a part of the new spirit 
and life Donne brought to poetry. Carew accords Donne, 
as Jonson did Shakespeare, a place among classical writers, 
recognizing Donne as a true genius. The very fact of the 
recognition places him apart from those he speaks so 
contemptuously of. He did not equate himself with those who 
indiscriminately worshiped the ancients:
...all the ancient Brood 
Our superstitious fooles admire, and hold 
Their lead more precious, then thy burnish't Gold,
It must be recognized that Carew was neither condemning
imitation nor crediting Donne with vast originality* His
very awareness of Donne's differences from both predecessors
and contemporaries indicates his equally keen awareness of
similarities. If Carew implicated himself by speaking
contemptuously of imitation, he also implicated the man he
was praising. Carew's comments instead are directed to
those poets who imitate without having anything to say,
writers possessed "of Pindar's fury, not their own":
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Licentious thefts, that make poétique rage 
A Mimique fury, when our soules must bee 
Possest, or with Anacreons Extasie,
Of Pindars, not their owne;
Imitation is implicit as long as there are standards by
which art is judged and which artists seek to achieve,
and eminently justifiable. Carew was disgusted by blind
imitation and persons who, while having the audacity to
parade as poets, had so little appreciation of their medium
that they could not distinguisl^etween Donne's gold and
classical lead. He lashes out justly against licentious
thefts of poets, not proper imitation, but the wholesale
copying and debasement of stolen goods, behaviour which he
decidedly and rightfully does not equate with himself*
Starting with the disadvantages of such an age, Donne
bended the stubborn language to fit his wit:
Yet thou maist claime 
From so great disadvantage greater fame.
Since to the awe of thy imperious wit 
Our stubborne language bends, made only fit 
With her tough-thick-rib'd hoopes to gird about 
Thy Giant phansie, which had prov'd too stout 
For their soft melting Phrases....
The comparison of Donne's molding of the language to a
sturdy blacksmith bending hoops of iron is particularity
appealing. There is something essentially masculine about
this picture which relates very well to an earlier statement:
Thou hast redeem'd, and open'd Us a Mine 
Of rich and pregnant phansie, drawne a line 
Of masculine expression,...
and provides the nub of the comparison. It is Carew's
ultimate intent to place Donne among the classical greats.
To do so, he must prove that Donne's achievement is equal to
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that of the classical writers. According to Carew, as the 
writers of old made Latin and Greek poetic, so Donne has made 
English poetic, and his was the far more difficult task. Each 
has made the same equal contribution to his respective 
language. This passage beautifully analyzes the difficulty 
of achieving the harmonic simplicity of Latin in English.
By basing poetic standards upon the ancients, English poets 
set themselves a difficult task. So much of what is admired 
in Latin verse was based upon the language,itself* According 
to Carew, Donne created something uniquely English; instead 
of molding the language to fit the poetry, he molded the 
poetry to fit the language, refining English poetry to a 
standard equal to that of the classics. Only the "tough- 
thick-rib'd hoopes" of English would fit about his stout wit.
Apologizing for his poor elegy, Carew closes with the
hope that this first impulsive force:
So doth the swiftly turning wheele not stand 
In th'instant we withdraw the moving hand.
But some small time maintaine a faint weake course 
By vertue of the first impulsive force:
will encourage other poets, so far reluctant to eulogize
Donne, to do so. He declines to list all of Donne's
perfections wishing not to draw the envy of other poets
by being all encompassing or to deny them the opportunity
to share in the lament for his death:
1 will not draw the envy to engrosse 
All thy perfections, or weepe all our losse;
Those are too numerous for an Elegie, ^
And this too great, to be express'd by mee. /
Though every pen should share a distinct part.
Yet art though Theme enough to tyre all Art;7/
These last two lines are quite similar to lines in "Obsequies
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to the Lady ANNE HAY" which were noted in discussion of that 
work. More than being an artist, Donne is the theme, the 
essence of art.
The work is closed with a brief epitaph, summarizing
Carew's feelings on Donne's achievement, and recognizing
both Donne's profane and sacred writings:
Here lies a King, that rul'd as he thought fit 
The universal! Monarchy of wit; &  f
Here lie two Flamens, and both those, the best, 
Apollo's first, at last, the true Gods Priest.
Carew's development of theme is smooth and logical; the 
ideas build and flow into one another. Beginning with the 
impassioned question of "Why have there been no elegies for 
Donne?" he builds with other rhetorical questions to a dramatic 
pitch, and then provides his own answers. Note how smoothly 
he moves from:
Did'st thou dispense 
Through all our language, both the words and sense?
to :
'Tis a sad truth;...
moving into a description of what Donne brought to poetry.
The movement from "what" to "how" is a gentle one and it is
almost impossible to distinguish where one ends and the other
begins, for one simply melts into the other. Discussing
the "what", Carew speaks of how:
Thou hast redeem'd, and open'd Us a Mine  ^!
Of rich and pregn^ phansie,... j
/ ...which had good 
Old Orpheus seene. Or all the ancient Brood 
Our superstitious fooles admire,...
Thou hadst beene their Exchequer,...
which opens the way for his later comparison of Donne's
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achievement to classical achievement, and his ultimate 
according to Donne a place among the geniuses of all times.
Having analyzed both the "what" and "how", the rest of 
the verse is all falling action. He speaks of what will 
happen now that Donne is gone, which well complement^his 
opening words and statementtabout how Donne had expended all 
the words and sense of the language. Having gone back to the 
beginning, the movement back to a discussion of Donne's eulogy 
is a natural one* He cleverly describes his own elegy:
A loud Elegie,
That did proclaime in a dumbe eloquence 
The death ofy^the Arts, whose influence ^
Growne feeble', in these panting numbers lies ^
Gasping short winded Accents, and so dies:
and lets it do just this* With the brief hope that others
will take up where he has left off, and the acknowledgement
that he has neglected much, Carew closes with his brief epitaph
The imagery of "An Elegie upon the death of the Deane
of Pauls,..." is of special interest. While one can recognize
the Carew touch in it, it differs substantially from what
one generally associates with him.
The terms in which Donne's achievement are described
are largely sexual. Certainly we have already noticed
Carew's use of images with sexual overtones, but there is a
distinct difference between this and them. While the images
are undeniably sexual, there is nothing sensual at all about
them. The images are vivid, bright, and vibrant, and
perhaps, in the finer sense of the word are sensuous - .
appealing to the senses, but they lack that voluptuous quality
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thqt one associates with the sensuous.
The very strength of the work rests largely in the 
sexual images. Witness the power of:
But the flame 
Of thy brave Soule, (that shot such heat and light.
As burnt our earth,...
Committed holy Rapes upon our Will.
Carew wished to stress the way in which Donne's words ravished
the listener; how they forced themselves upon him, evoking
a strong emotional response and leaving him drained, and
how could this better be described than as rape? The power
and the brute force of this lends very well to the analogy
between Donne and a blacksmith. As a blacksmith, with sheer
muscular strength, bends iron into hoops, Donne bended the
language. As the congregation was raped by Donne's sermons,
the iron-language became placid in his hands.
The "garden" imagery is especially attractive. Witness
how effectively Carew creates the impression of barrenness
of all but weeds, (Strangely enough, one does not visualize
these weeds as lush and green, but grey and withered, almost
as the churchman is faded and dry.) of Ceres lamenting the
loss of her daughter, or of vast plains plagued with drought
with crops withering under the sun:
The Muses garden with Pedantique weedes 
O'rspred, was purg'd by thee; The lazie seeds 
Of servile imitation throwne away;
And fresh invention planted,...
As in time
They had the start, so did they cull the prime 
Buds of invention many a hundred yeare.
And left the rifled fields, besides the feare
To touch their Harvest, yet from those bare lands
Of what is purely thine, thy only hands
(And that thy smallest worke) have gleaned more
Then all those times, and tongues could reape before;
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Now nicely the word "purg'd" relates to the earlier use of
the word "rape", and adds to the suggestion of being
emotionally drained by Donne, as well as just being ravished,
"Rifled fields", in spite of being rifled by those who came
before, also continues this suggestion. Paradoxically,
perhaps, Donne both rapes and purges and at the same time
plants. The sexual suggestion continues with the idea of
Donne impregnating the earth. The implication of this is
strengthened by the lines:
Thou hast redeem'd, and open'd Us a Mine 
Of rich and pregnant phansie, drawne a line 
Of masculine expression,...
The very barrenness of the "rifled fields" and the fact that 
Donne managed to sow a rich harvest in them creates the sug­
gestion of potent virility in Donne. Not virility in the 
lesser sense of being a great lover, but in the sense of 
impregnating all that he touched. We have already noticed 
how these lines relate to the description of the blacksmith, 
and how he is essentially a very masculine figure. How well 
his masculinity contrasts with the faded insignificant 
churchman. One visualizes him as a hugh brawny man from 
the lines:
With her tough-thick-rib'd hoopes to gird about 
Thy Giant phansie, which had prov'd too stout
The suggestion is of physical massiveness, stout but not
fat, so giant that he can only be girded by giant hoops of
iron. One can hardly help but think of Longfellow's
blacksmith. The fact that the fields have been "rifled"
also complements the idea of "Licentious thefts", for what
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is rifling but theft, and the "subtle cheat of slie Exchanges" 
by which more was taken out of the soil than was returned.
The field (poetry) has been debased. The "Mine" also leads 
into the suggestion that:
•..had good
Old Orpheus seene. Or all the ancient Brood 
Our superstitious fooles admire, and hold 
Their lead more precious, then thy burnish't Gold, 
Thou hadst beene their Exchequer, and no more 
They each in others dust, had rak'd for Ore.
And how nicely the word "dust" relates back to the idea of
"rifled fields".
Yet another image which is well worth noticing is that
of Prometheus:
So the fire.
That fills with spirit and heat the Delphique quire. 
Which kindled first by thy Promethean breath.
Glow'd here a while, lies quench't now in thy death;
On one hand, the flames are bright and glorious and relate,
in their strength, to:
...the flame 
Of thy brave Soule,...
which:
Committed holy Rapes upon our Will,
How well both Christian and pagan elements are used here.
The same fire that heats the "Delphique quire" commits 
"holy Rapes". On the other hand, instead of being a bright 
active fire, there is the suggestion of the mere tiny flame 
being nurtured by Prometheus, the bright glowing sparks and 
minute flame which would die instantly but for the gentle 
breath keeping them alive. This relates again to Donne's 
careful nurturing of "rifled fields". Upon both is lavished
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the loving care which finally results in a vast flame and a
rich harvest. Ve have the sense of his breathing life into
poetry, impregnating the fields.
The lack of sensuousness in this imagery is well
displayed in contrast to another work, "To my friend G.N.
from Wrest". In this work the "garden" imagery is of a
voluptuous nature. Par from barren fields, one finds rich
pregnant earth, lush and green. Far from having to be
carefully nurtured, the fruits of the earth simply pour forth
in lavish abundance. Here one thinks of Ceres celebrating the
return of her daughter rather than lamenting her departure.
Ben Jonson's The New Inne performed on January 19, 1629
proved to be a disastrous failure. Jonson, infuriated by
the fiasco, petulantly blamed the actors and audience,
lacking the humility to acknowle^e any responsibility for the
A
failure. The New Inne. although amusing, is not an outstanding
play and certainly not one of Jonson’s masterpieces. Yet
the old man took the criticism personally and lashed out with
impassioned arrogance in his "Ode to Himselfe":
Come leave the loathed Stage,
And the more loathsome Age,
Where pride and impudence in faction knit.
Usurpe the Chaire of wit:
Inditing and arraigning every day.
Something they call a Play.
Let their fastidious vaine 
Commission of the braine,
Runne on, and rage, sweat, censure, and condemn.
They were not made for thee, lesse thou for them.
These lines were affixed to the end of the publication of
The New Inne in 1631, a publication whose title page read:
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The New Inne. Or, The Light Heart*
A Comoedy. As it was neuer acted, 
but most negligently play'd, by some, 
the Kings Seruants. And more squemishly 
beheld, and censÆd by others, 
the Kings Subiects. 1629. Now, at last 
set at liberty to the Readers, his 
Seruants, and Subiects, to be judg'd.
1631. By the Author, B. lonson.
The arrogance with which Jonson lashed out against the 
actors and audience for their gross injustice towards him and 
his play was unforgivable. Such lack of humility from a man 
generally acknowledged to be the literary monarch of the age 
was unbecoming to say the least. Yet his temperament was 
renowned and Carew was not unaware of Ben’s self-gratulatory 
nature. He had even commented on it at a dinner party.
The "Ode" was received with a mixture of responses. Some 
were satirical and insulting over the lashing they had taken, 
and little wonder considering the language of the piece.
Others hastened to reassure Jonson of their esteem. Carew 
met Jonson squarely with an unflinching discriminating 
attitude, one in which Jonson would probably have delighted 
were the circumstances different, and while assuring Ben of 
his rightful esteem as literary dictator, sharply rebuked 
him for his most undignified conduct.
Here we have a display of Carew's argumentative ability. 
The tone is one of open frank discussion with just the 
slightest hint of condescension in its loving chastisement. 
This is probably more the result of the nature of the address 
than deliberate intention. The imagery is not so much for 
aesthetic or complimentary effect but to aid in persuasion, 
and the work provides an excellent example of argument through
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image. Gone is the highly polished effect of the lyrics and 
the concise precision of imagery, in spite of their being 
marvelously well chosen for the purpose of the argument.  ^
This absence enhances the power of the speaking voice, 
but there remains what Selig calls an "impromptu eloquence"} 
befitting an address to such a powerful literary figure as 
Jonson. Undoubtedly the effect is a studied one. The 
very subtlety of the argument is carefully worked out. Jonson
a
reacted violently to criticism, and if one was to be foolhardy 
enough to attempt such a liberty, it was well that he took 
care to gently cushion the criticism in praise. Beyond that, 
a conscious poet would not deliberately display hasty work 
to so formidable a critic. The form and effect is studied 
and displays a considerable degree of poetic flexibility, 
the ability to adapt the style to fit the purpose of the 
poem. This is a verse-epistle. Carew is speaking directly 
to Jonson and the speaking voice is one of prose. Thus, 
lofty flights of poetic fancy would not be fitting. The 
genre demands a colloquial tone, achieved by the use of 
run-on sentences, "natural" pauses, and a colourful flamboyance 
of imagery characteristic of verbal address.
Compliment and criticism are carefully juxtaposed, 
each tempering one another. The poem begins by gently 
attesting to Jonson his chastizing influence upon poetry, 
but counters this sharply with a reminder that his comic 
muse has declined from her zenith. He argues persuasively
1. Selig, pp. cit., p. 155.
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that surely he (Jonson) must admit that one can distinguish 
between his works, and that to call the one less than the ' 
other, does not imply that the lesser is not yet greater than 
ordinary. With this as an introduction, Carew continues to 
chide Jonson gently, but directly, for his outburst. Admitting 
that the age is dull, he questions whether the follies of 
such a dull age should cause such an immodest fury. It is 
unseemly to praise one's self, suggesting, by such a thirst, 
a drought;
Why should the follies then of this dull age 
Draw from thy Pen such an immodest rage 
As seemes to blast thy (else-immortall) Bayes,
When thine own tongue proclaimes the ytch of praise? 
Such thirst will argue drouth.
This is, of course, the entire crux of Carew's address.
He is completely unconcerned with The New Inne except as it
relates to Jonson’s ’’Ode..."* Rather, he is more concerned
with Jonson's breach of "ethics", maintaining that no man, ^
not even Jonson, can be excused for such immodest behaviour,
and that, indeed, more is expected from a man of Jonson's
position and learning. Carew suggests that Jonson ignore
the malicious insults and compose himself in the knowledge
of his superiority, and with Jonson's own principles, consoles
him. The address is ended with what Selig calls "a supreme
compliment and a supreme rebuke":^
the quarrell lyes 
Within thine owne Virge, then let this suffice.
The wiser world doth greater Thee confesse 
Then all men else, then Thy selfe onely lesse.
Jonson is greater than all men, but is less than himself; by
1. Selig, pp. cit., p. 156.
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such behaviour as he displayed in his "Ode...", he is untrue 
to his best self.
Carew’s knowledge of Jonson’s opinions both of himself 
and the poverty of true appreciation of the age is extensive 
and amply apparent, for he plays on these throughout the work, 
speaking of the popularity of the vulgar abortive offspring 
of haste, cackling geese, etc. and catering to Jonson’s 
belief that he was far greater than these. As a reply to 
Jonson’s "Ode...", it certainly ranks among the most 
discriminating, although Jonson’s wounded pride probably gleaned 
little satisfaction from it, not only because it was critical, 
but because he wanted so desperately to be properly recognized 
and esteemed in his life time. Thoughts of proper appreciation 
in times to come, definitely after death, for, as Carew so 
pointedly reminded him, he was aging, could not have been 
entirely consoling. Beyond being perhaps the most discrimi­
nating reply to Jonson’s "Ode...", it is also perhaps 
the most discriminating of Carew’s addresses to other poets, 
for the situation required that Carew define himself minutely.
He could and did brandish opinion, often capitalizing upon 
various occasions to give vent to his ideas. Here, however, 
he was forced, not merely to state opinion, but to apply it 
to a given situation, thus demanding a good deal of 
clarification. On other occasions, he could speak lightly of 
popular taste, but here he was forced to put it into 
perspective and admit that it is not always wrong, that 
The New Inne is a lesser work than The Alchemist, and to
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reconcile the two. He could not merely take The New Inne 
in isolation and say that it was a work of art, but he had 
to consider it in relation to all of Jonson’s works, admitting 
that even when all are considered equal, distinctions can 
yet be made.
As in "An Elegie...", one finds the argument carefully 
constructed, with a magnificent inferential development. Each 
idea is developed from an earlier suggestion and appears 
totally smooth and natural. It is a paragraphical development 
and one moves from one to the other almost without noticing, 
so skillful is the use of conjunctions. The verse is 
again written in iambic pentameter couplets, but one is almost 
unconscious of them for the caesuras. The rime forms a 
chiming in the background but it is not at all obvious.
There is almost a cacophony of rich flamboyant images, 
but they are somewhat different from the lavish rich images 
he so often used. Rather than having the sense of embellish­
ment, they seem to be just pouring forth in spontaneity, as 
one might empty out a chest of brightly painted children’s 
toys. One is more impressed with their flamboyant colours 
than with their richness. The analogies seem to just roll 
off his tongue. Attempting to persuade Ben that distinctions 
could be made between his works, the argument builds with 
analogy after analogy, beginning with a comparison to eaglets. 
¥e find another usage of this image, which has a classical 
precedent in "SONG. To a Lady not yet enjoy’d by her Husband". 
It was thought that eagles tested the legitimacy of their
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young by forcing them to gaze steadily at the sun, and 
those eaglets who did not pass the test were forced from the 
nest. Hence:
(since all thy Eaglets may 
Endure the Sunnie tryall)
While this is to stress that all of Jonson’s works can stand
comparison with The Alchemist. making all arguments about
their merit merely academic, the suggestion of legitimacy,
created by the mere mentioning of the eagles’ trial, is
especially important, for it is capitalized upon throughout
the work. Referring to his works as eaglets also implies
that Jonson himself is the eagle, the greatest of all birds,
powerful and magnificent, and we must remember that his
offspring are eaglets, which places them above the offspring
of others. The underlying pun is really quite amusing.
What a humorous caricature could be drawn of this! Ben
Jonson, as an eagle, perched on his nest with most of the
other poets of the age as eaglets, and appropriate too,
remembering Jonson’s paternalism. From the eagle, we move on
to swans and geese. The swan complements the eagle. While
it lacks the mighty strength of the monarch eagle, it is
the most graceful and beautiful of all birds. Both are
majestic in their own ways and Jonson comprises both the
strength of the eagle with the beauty of the swan. This, too,
is particularity appropriate, recalling the contrast between
Jonson’s physical appearance and the sweetness of his lyrics.
How nicely "cackling Geese" is balanced with "tun’d quire
of Swans":
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Who hath his flock of cackling Geese compar’d 
With thy tun'd quire of Swans?
"Cackling Geese" is a marvelous image, well suited as a
derogatory comment on the host of men endeavoring to call
themselves poets. Indeed, it sounds very much like something
Jonson might have written himself. The statement is, of course,
adapted from the proverbial expression "All my geese are
swans." and as such, is appropriate to the colloquial sound
of the argument.
...or else who dar'd 
To call thy births deformed?
cleverly serves to expand the idea of audacity and refers back
to the eaglets - children, offspring, or works, but subtl^y
gives a human form to these offspring implying again the
double meaning of both Jonson's works and his "Sons", and
also recalling the idea of legitimacy. No one would be
foolhardy enough to call Jonson's births-works deformed,
but had he not done the same himself (births-"Sons") by
denouncing the entire age? What with the human element in
full play, the inferential movement is to courts-of-law.
If Jonson wants to bind himself to a legal attitude
("Gavell kind" This refers to courts which recognized all
children as equal heirs.) and insist that each work is equal,
one can distinguish between the sex and place of the individuals,
all children of God, all created by one hand, yet all
different. There is just the slightest suggestion that
Jonson’s relation to his offspring and his "Sons" is
comparable to the relation between God and mankind - just the
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slightest innuendo, not pointed enough to be either 
blasphemous or insulting.
There is a ghostly aspect to:
To theft the blood of martyr'd Authors, spilt
Into thy inke, whilst thou growest pale with guilt.
Once again we see Carew's talent in working with the colours 
of white and red. The blood contrasts vividly with the paleness, 
and one thinks not only of his paleness but the paleness 
of a bloodless corpse. The idea of "martyr'd Authors" is 
full of connotations. One remembers the Protestant martyrs 
in the reign of Bloody Mary. The description has a
grotesque element, especially with the suggestion that Jonson's
ink is blood. In this, it relates very well to the preceding 
line :
Suckt by thy watchfull Lampe, that hath betray'd 
almost as if Jonson sucked the life blood from other authors.
The flickering light of the lamp, and the flame of the tapers 
which are later spoken of, helps to make this almost the 
stei^^yped description of witchcraft in practice, the j
performance of grotesque cultish rites in a witches' cavern 
dimly lit with flickering candles. The picture created is 
so vividly grotesque that one almost questions its use in a 
defense of Jonson against criticism for his lack of 
originality.CdH^ excuses and justifies Jonson's practice, 
but paints it in terms of lurid crime. Yet, in its 
"criminal" aspects, it relates very well to the earlier 
suggestion of courts, and in its "bloodiness" to all the 
suggestions of abortive births.
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Repine not at the Tapers thriftie waste 
That sleekes thy terser Poems,
contributes to this with the tapers, and the word "sleekes"
reminds one of the earlier mention of "oyle". One visualizes
the candles as sleek and glossy from the fat that went into
their making. The alliteration and assonance of these lines
is really quite excellent, with the t and e sounds carried
continuously throughout them, as is the thought provoking
oxymoron "thriftie waste". Of course, it is eminently
appropriate that it was Carew who used this to console
Jonson, for in defending Jonson's care, he defended his own.
Continuously through the work, we have Carew balancing 
legitimacy with illegitimacy, referring to works, but 
personified into human terms, with the underlying witty 
reference to his "Sons". It is, perhaps, not unusual to 
personify one’s works as children, but it is apparent 
that Carew deliberately did this to play upon Jonson's 
relation to his "Sons". Donne emerges from Carew’s description 
as a brawny masculine figure, potent and virile. Jonson 
emerges as the great father-figure, somewhat akin to God.
There is something rather grotesque about abortive births, 
but it lends well to the grotesqueness of Jonson writing in 
the blood of martyrs, and it lends both strength and colour 
to the work. Of course, there was a tradition for such 
strong terms in the conventional tirade against "lesser poets", 
and in proper fashion, Carew does not mince his words. Indeed, 
the strength of his images almost matches those used by 
Jonson in "Ode to Himselfe". Beginning with the eagles
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trial which proves the legitimacy of all of Jonson’s works,
this moves on to the suggestion of deformed births, which has
already been spoken of. Later Carew refers back to these in
speaking of the works of "lesser poets":
Thy labour’d workes shall live, as Time devoures 
Th’abortive off-spring of their hastie houres.
"Houres" being pronounced the same as "whores", there is a
clever underlying pun to these words, as there is to the
word "labour’d". Carew refers to Jonson’s careful laboring
over his verse, but it also suggests the labour of birth.
The vulgarity of abortive birth complements the earlier
description of how:
...others glut on the extorted praise 
Of vulgar breath,...
in its essential baseness.
Although one finds in this work several lines of
polished eloquence worthy of Carew’s lyrics:
...foretells a red 
And blushing evening, when she goes to bed.
Yet such, as shall out-shine the glimmering light 
With which all stars shall guide the following night
and:
Repine not at the Tapers thriftie waste.
That sleekes thy terser Poems,
by and large, the voice is more colloquial than poetic. One
simply does not find such things as "cackling Geese",
"births deformed", "Gavell-kind", "ytch of praise", "vulgar
breath", "labour’d workes", "abortive off-spring", etc. in
the lyrics. One does not find that careful artistic ordering
of nature or the appealing pictures that one associates with
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with the Renaissance lyric, and yet, perhaps, Carew has 
just as artfully ordered this, as the best of his lyrics.- 
For the same reason that we would not find such imagery in 
his lyrics, we find it in this verse-epistle. Certainly 
the description of the blood of martyred authors spilled 
into Jonson's ink is as artfully created as anything one 
could find in Carew's lyrics, and probably surpasses anything 
we can find in Carew in vivid strength.
"In answer of an Elegiacall Letter upon the death of 
the King of Sweden..." is a curious combination of both 
elegy and epistle. Although Carew declines the invitation 
to write on the subject, he very effectively manages to 
comment on the merits of Gustavus Adolphus by feigning 
unworthiness to profane the "Majesticke Hearse" with the 
low verse of his "Lyrique feet", declaring that even the 
combined efforts of Virgil, Lucan, Tasso, and Donne could not 
do justice to this subject. His actions speak for themselves, 
poetry cannot raise them any higher. Nevertheless, Carew 
goes on to poetically list those very actions. It is a 
typical device - creating the aura of a humbleness which 
simply does not exist.
From his evaluation of Donne and Jonson, one can deduce 
some of Carew's opinions and values on poetry. Additional 
insight is to be gleaned from his advice to Townsend. It 
has been noted that Carew was lulled by the deceptive sense 
of security surrounding Charles I's court. Basking securely 
in the notion that all was right with the world, that
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England had achieved a state of true peace and happiness:
But let us that in myrtle bowers sit 
Vnder secure shades, use the benefit 
Of peace and plenty, which the blessed hand 
Of our good King gives this obdurate Land,
he believed that the proper role of poetry was singing of
beauty and love. During war, perhaps this would be impossible
and poetry should turn to more immediate matters, but with
peace achieved, there is no such need and the muse can be
properly dedicated to beauty. To these subjects Carew turned
his own muse and advised Aurelian Townsend to do the same.
His very epistle displays what he advises with its soft beauty:
Let us of Revels sing, and let thy breath
...gently inspire
Thy past'rail pipe,...
But when the Queene of Beautie did inspire 
The ayre with perfumes, and our hearts with fire. 
Breathing from her celestiall Organ sweet 
Harmonious notes, our soules fell at her feet.
And did with humble reverend dutie, more 
Her rare perfections, that high state adore.
These harmlesse Pastimes let my Townsend sing 
To furall tunes;...
But these are subjects proper to our clyme*
Tourneyes, Masques, Theatres, better become
Our Halcyon dayes;...
It must be recognized that this is not an argument for idle
indulgence, nor is beauty recommended merely for enjoyment.
Beauty is the object of love, suggested or inherent in the
beloved. To become one with that which is loved is to become
one with the ideal. In becoming one with the ideal, the
lover is ennobled. Love is the act, the being of nobility.
When one loves, he dies to himself by losing his soul - the
operation of the soul being thought and all thought is of
the beloved. If the beloved loves in return, the souls are
exchanged, each become one with the other, and with thought
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being the function of the soul, since lovers think alike, 
they become one-in-two. Carew*s advice reflecting the 
Renaissance love theory upon which courtly manners and amorous 
verse was based, although perhaps not specifically defined, 
actually has a noble purpose. Becoming one with divine 
beauty is to reach the highest potential of mankind, to 
achieve divinity, the closest relationship of man with God.
Entirely different in quality from the preceding works 
is "To ray worthy friend Master Geo. Sands, on his translation 
of the Psalraes". Instead of the metaphysical roughness of 
"An Elegie..." or the colloquial power of "To Ben lohnson...", 
we have a reverential mood and a softer more mellifluous 
quality.
Popular belief has it that Carew grew repentant as he 
approached death. The piety exhibited in this piece might 
well have encouraged that belief, for it was published in 
1638 (Although it was possibly written as early as 1636.) 
toward the end of Carew*s life. However, despite his 
speculations on renunciation of profane verse, there is nothing 
to suggest that this was anything more than reflective 
fantasizing. To rashly assume, as did Howarth, that from 
this time onward Carew concentrated on his own translation 
of the psalms, would be hasty indeed, forcing a preconceived 
notion upon three facts - repentance, a speculation on 
renunciation of profane verse, and the existance of /
translations of psalms - which probably have no bearing upon  ^
one another. Such an interpretation bears a tacit implication 
that the motives for writing profane and divine verse are
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entirely irreconcilable, and that one cannot, with integrity, 
pen both, which further implies a moral judgement upon both 
the verse and the poet, that profane verse is less worthy 
than divine and that the poet's motives for writing such are 
subject to question. To carelessly arrive at conclusions 
which bear such dangerous volatile harmful implications is 
simply neither justifiable nor forgivable, especially in this 
modern age. One can witness the damage done by treating 
profane and divine works as irreconcilable by exploring, 
as does H.R. Swardson in his Fountain of Light, the sense of 
guilt felt by seventeeth/century poets for their profane 
verse. Donne, when he entered the church, actually attempted 
to destroy his. Fortunately their wide circulation in 
manuscript prevented him from being successful.
The profane muse finds its inspiration in the Greek gods, 
pagan figures, while the divine muse finds its inspiration 
in the Christian God. The two are not easily reconcilable. 
Christianity, over the centuries, was never able to completely 
expel the pagan figures, and indeed, they became curiously 
entwined in Christian tradition. The church, as grand, 
inspiring, and beautiful as it was in itself, was oppressive 
in that it inspired only reverence to God. The joys of life 
and living, of beauty, of humanness could not be felt here, 
for the Christian God is an epitome of a stern disciplined 
figure, all mighty, all powerful, all good, not a figure to 
be excited by flowers and spring and beautiful women despite 
the fact that he created them. The irreconcilability of the
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profane and divine was perhaps felt more greatly in this
age, as opposed to earlier ones when both co-existed quite
happily, because of the religious ferment and questioning.
Science was busily uprooting sacred traditions of belief;
the Puritans were decrying the corruptness of the age and
the established church itself, with their austere ideas
and disapproval of the more joyful aspects of life. Hence
the poets were consciously aware of and deeply troubled
by their blasphemy in worshipping other gods, unable to be
inspired by the austerity of Christianity, and made to feel
guilty because they were not. Coleridge commented on this
in Biographia Literaria;
Yet when the torch of ancient learning 
was rekindled, so cheering were its 
beams, that our eldest poets, cut off 
by Christianity from all accredited 
machinery, and deprived of the 
acknowledged guardians and symbols 
of the great objects of nature, were 
naturally induced to adopt, as a poetic 
language, those fabulous personages, 
those forms of the supernatural in nature, 
which had given them such dear delight 
in the poems of their great masters.
Carew*s approach to writing a prefatory verse for 
George Sandys* translation of the psalms is an interesting 
one. How easily he could have merely heaped pretty praise 
upon the work with a piece which could have been as easily 
and readily forgotten as the work to which it was attached. 
Little more than careless abundant praise is expected from 
such a verse. Yet, instead, Carew honoured the occasion 
with a work of exceptional merit, probably far superior
lo Coleridge, Samuel T., Biographia Literaria
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to the actual contents of the publication, refusing to 
bore the readers with a tedious list of the exaggerated 
merits of Sandys* translation, utilizing instead the 
particulars of the occasion to give rise to a personal 
reflective expression of his own feelings about writing 
divine verse, revealing a half-regret that he had not 
dedicated himself to it. It is interesting to note that at 
no time does he specifically praise the translation but 
instead maintains a sense of integrity, refusing to compromise 
himself with typical, non-critical, ingratiating praise.
The compliment is deceptive in its ambiguity, for while he 
does not specifically praise, he allows praise to be implied, 
so one cannot know exactly what he honestly felt. The idea 
of not polluting the holy place with unwashed feet, etc. 
implies praise, but it is also a witty comment arising from 
the fact that this is a prefatory verse. Yet, the fact that 
Sandys* work inspired such an exceptional verse could be 
interpreted as the highest of compliments indeed.
The charm of this work arises from the light delicate 
wit which differs to some degree from what we have already 
seen in Carew. Underneath its playful veneer is the 
slightest suggestion of a more serious meaning, yet too 
elusive to pin definite meaning or intent to. Carew teases 
us with implications of praise for the translations, personal 
piety, regret for his profane verse, but refuses us any 
concrete statement to hinge these implications on. His 
line of wit generally is not this sprightly; while it may
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maintain a double meaning, it is generally quite obvious.
Yet somehow, the dainty playfulness and the "perhaps" of the 
hypothesis enables us to more readily accept it as 
credible and sincere. Had Carew penned an impassioned 
condemnation of his profane muse, or a sober pious testimony 
of religious belief, one would be likely to dismiss it as 
feigned, or as only a momentary burst.
Carew commences by stating that he cannot pollute the 
holy choir with unhallowed feet and unwashed muse. There 
is a substantial amount of subtle wit in these lines. "Feet" 
implies both real and poetic feet. "Unwasht" brings to 
mind instances of the ceremonious washing of feet in the 
New Testament. The idea of not entering in to mix profane 
notes with divine, to instead sit humbly on the porch 
listening, again has a double meaning, the more obvious 
pious one and the playful witty one arising from the 
situation of these being commendatory lines to prefix the 
edition. Carew*s lyric feet shall "dance before the arke", 
an especially delightful line, repeating the idea of 
preceding the psalms in the publication. The "arke", of 
course, suggests the holy ark of the Old Testament.
Dancing before the arke, who knows but that a flame of 
divine power will be shot into her breast, and she will be 
made dissatisfied with the pursuit of mortal beauty. This 
is a very dramatic suggestion. Ve have noted Carew*s use 
of flame to suggest purity in his second epitaph on 
Lady Mary Villiers, reminiscent of the flame from off 
God's altar in the vision of Isaiah. Having the flame
k
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shot into her breast adds just the slightest suggestion of 
Cupid*s arrows. Carew manages to avoid the oppressive 
overtones of Christianity, and creates a very secular quality 
from his careful selection and blending of both Biblical and 
profane images. His personified muse remains constantly 
pagan, in spite of her dancing before the holy ark of God. 
Through this, although perhaps unconsciously, Carew demonstrates 
how beautifully and effectively the profane can adorn the 
divine, that they are not irreconcilable, and can indeed, 
very happily, walk hand-in-hand.
It is the Christian myth, the suggestion that one can 
find a meaning to life, bringing security and tranquillity 
into it by turning to religion, that Carew explores in his 
hypothesis: What if a pure flame of religion is shot into 
the breast of his muse? Perhaps his restless spirit would 
find contentment; perhaps the unquenchable thirst would be 
quenched; perhaps immortal love would be discovered; and 
perhaps :
... no more 
In moulds of clay will I my God adore;
One doubts, despite the obvious suggestion of dissatisfaction
with life, that Carew was truly unhappy. Rather this
expresses a realization of the human spirit which is basically
restless and which keeps mankind constantly striving in a
never-ended search for meaning. The human spirit has never
found contentment, yet we all seek for it; we all day-dream,
as Carew does here, of a utopian state of peace of soul.
Having not found it in his courtier life, he wonders - Would
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I find it in religion?
To some degree, Carew’s pondering reflects a questioning 
of that advice he had given earlier to Aurelian Townsend. 
Certainly it implies that he had not achieved the nirvana- 
state of being one with beauty, and the subsequent tranquillity. 
Yet it is that same contentment of soul upon which Carew 
muses. His musings reflect neither rejection of the pursuit 
of beauty as a means to perfect happiness, nor conviction 
that he would find it in religion; they only reveal that 
he, Carew, had not discovered true tranquillity in his way 
of life.
Carew has several other verses also written as prefatory 
material or merely for the occasion of the publication of 
some contemporary, none of which are of great individual 
interest nor of the merit of "To my worthy friend Master Geo. 
Sands,...". However, examination of them reveals that 
certain characteristics noted in the works to Jonson, Donne 
and Sandys are not isolated. In all, there is the same easy 
speaking quality of "To Ben lohnson...". Both "To my 
Honoured friend. Master Thomas May,..." and "To the Reader 
of Master William Davenant's Play" have the light fanciful 
quality of "To my worthy friend Master Geo. Sands,..."*
"To my worthy Friend, M. D'avenant,..." bears some resemblance 
to "To Ben lohnson...". Both verses were inspired by the 
failure of a play written by the addressee and offer 
thoughtfully critical words of condolence.
"To my Honoured friend. Master Thomas May, upon his 
Comedie, The Heire" was the first verse of Carew's to be
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published. The delights in store for the reader are
previewed in a relaxed verse, easy and pleasurable to read.
Nothing strained about the wit, it capitalizes, in the most
natural way, upon the title of the play, poetic feet, and
the placement of the verse in the publication, in much
the same way as^h^&ater responded to George Sandys' work.
The first presentation of The Heire, its subsequent
performances and final publication are personified as the
birth of a child and its first few years of development:
The Heire being borne, was in his tender age 
Rockt in the Cradle of a private Stage,
Where lifted up by many a willing hand.
The child did from the first day fairely stand. 
Since having gather'd strength, he dares preferre 
His steps into the publike Theatre 
The World:...
and this verse is but his "Vsher".
"To the Reader of Master William Davenant's Play",
while maintaining the same easy tone, does not relate to
the publication or draw its wit from it at all. Rather,
prefacing a play, Carew merely uses the occasion to vent the
conventional opinion on public taste. It lacks, however,
the strong tone of a tirade which is often found in this
type of address, and which we find in "To my worthy Friend,
MÔ D'avenant,...", but the tone of the address is perhaps
better suited for the function of the verse. Addressed to
the readers of the play, it serves to lecture them on taste:
It hath beene said of old, that Playes are Feasts, 
Poets the Cookes, and the Spectators Guests,
The Actors Waitors:...
Taken from Horace, the idea was frequently paraphrased in
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the early seventeenth century. Ben Jonson used it on at
least three occasions, and these lines of Carew’s most
closely resemble his in Epicoene:
Our wishes, like to those (make publike feasts)
Are not to please the Cookes tastes but the guests.... 
For, to present all Custard, or all Tart,
And have no other meats, to beare a part.
Or to want bread, and salt, were but coarse art.
Prologue 11 8-9, 16-18
It is with this that Carew takes exception:
...From this Similie,
Some have deriv'd an unsafe libertie
To use their Judgements as their Tastes, which chuse 
Without controule, this Dish, and that refuse:
He goes on to elaborate the relation of taste to judgement:
But Wit allowes not this large Privilege,
Either you must confesse, or feele it's edge;...
Things are distinct, and must the same appeare 
To every piercing Eye, or well-tun'd Eare.
Though sweets with yours, sharps best with my tast meet 
Both must agree, this meat's, or sharpe or sweet:
It is not a question of whether one prefers sharp or sweet»
Even if one dislikes the sweet, he must still be able to
recognize it as such. While people may differ over whether
a scent is pleasant or unpleasant, they should all be in
agreement that there is a scent. Not being able to smell
anything at all only indicates imperfect olfactory sense.
Related as this statement is, specifically to The Witts,
upon which Carew has feasted his epicurean appetite, while
the reader need not be as enthusiastic as Carew, he cannot
find it bad or insipid. Should he do so, the fault will
rest with himself, and his bold pronouncement will reflect
only his indiscriminate judgement:
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o..your bold Tongue 
May doe it's Master, not the Author wrong;
For Men of better Pallat will by it 
Take the just elevation of your Vit.
Carew's words reflect his careful schooling by
Ben Jonson, and, as Dunlap remarks:
The fastidiousness which made 
Carew reject this common attitude 
is a strong element in all his 
writings.
It is an attractive prefatory piece. Although there 
is nothing original in Carew's argument, he does argue his 
point well. Indeed, he very cleverly turns the argument, 
making it impossible to agree with him and yet dislike 
Davenant's play. It is, of course, the standard: "If you 
are not with us, you are against us; if you dislike this 
play, you have no taste." fallacious generalization, but 
skillfully done. Indeed, with such an argument, so dis­
agreeable is the alternative for not liking the play, 
that one would be apt to grudgingly accede its merits - 
being far less disagreeable to agree with Carew than to 
proclaim utter lack of palate. The verse is an excellent 
example of use of analogy, of argument through image. One 
found the same in "To Ben lohnson..." although that work 
was more multi-faceted with overlapping analogies, while 
this plays upon one simple comparison throughout - that of 
a gourmet's palate to artistic taste.
When Davenant's The Just Italian met failure on the 
stage, Carew applied his opinions on taste as opposed to
1. Dunlap, £p. cit., p. 261.
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critical judgement in an attack on popular taste which is 
reminiscent of Jonson:
...the sullen Age 
...What starre guides the soule
Of these our froward times, that dare controule,
Yet dare not learne to judge?
While not as colourful as his address "To Ben lohnson...",
the colloquial style is the same and often we find the same
images :
Repine not Thou then, since this churlish fate 
Rules not the stage alone;...
sounds very much like:
Repine not at the Tapers thriftie waste,
and "sullen Age" sounds like "sotted Age", and again we find
such words as "churlish", "terser", "sullen", "rabble", etc.
The condolence offered to Davenant is again similar to that
offered to Jonson. Popular taste is fickle, depending on
palate rather than judgement. One must recognize this and
not seek for popular acclaim or be disappointed if it does
not come. Even if it is achieved, it means nothing more
than that a work has appealed to the public. Valuable
criticism and judgement can only come from more discriminate
artists who can recognize worth regardless of appeal:
Repine not Thou then, since this churlish fate 
Rules not the stage alone; perhaps the State 
Hath felt this rancour, where men great and good. 
Have by the Rabble beene misunderstood.
So was thy Play; whose cleere, yet loftie straine, 
Wisemen, that governe Fate, shall entertaine.
The tone is one of lofty wounded pride. His friend not
having found public acceptance, he removes himself from
the "Rabble", nursing his wounds with the feeling that he has
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been grossly misunderstood. This is, of course, effective 
for it gives the feeling of empathy on the part of Carew 
for Davenant, and indignation that his friend has been so 
outrageously mistreated. It is almost as if he would be 
willing to join his friend in withdrawal from the public 
sphere, and because of this, there is a strong element of 
the loyalty of friendship, and, indeed, a very attractive one.
While one, of course, must recognize the merit and 
validity of the opinions expressed in "To the Reader..." and
"To ray worthy Friend, ", one must also be aware of their
absurdity if carried to extremes. Public opinion and taste 
can no more be totally ignored than they can be taken 
seriously, and to arrogantly assume that public criticism 
stems from ignorance is dangerous indeed. Ben Jonson's contempt 
of public opinion only served to warp his powers of self­
judgement, and he made a fool of himself in several public 
displays. Carew's analogy to the state, although true - 
great men have been misunderstood - reflects the arrogance 
of Charles I for which he paid the price of a severed head.
These lines, as well as the description of the masses as 
"obdurate" in "In answer of an Elegiacall Letter..." do 
indicate some consciousness on the part of Carew of public 
discontent, but also demonstrate how lightly he dismissed it.
Carew's occasional poems provide additional insight into 
both his ability and his personality. Many of the character­
istics that we have noticed in his lyrics can also be found
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in these works. One finds the same cultivated detachment, 
the same careful approach to writing, the same ingéniés wit. 
Viewing these in application to non-lyric verse, one discovers 
the extent to which these characteristics are Carew*s own, 
and not merely those of his type of amorous verse. One 
finds that the skill which enabled him to pen such exquisite 
lyrics enabled him to also pen verse-epistles of rather 
exceptional quality; that as an artist, Carew could as 
successfully achieve a colourful colloquial quality as he could 
achieve a detached elegance. His ingenious wit and his 
talent for exploiting the witty potential of various occasions 
resulted in works of far greater imagination and individual 
merit than one normally expects to find in this type of verse.
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IV. His Sources
One can find numerous influences upon Carew's poetry 
for, as it has been noted, he borrowed extensively from 
such sources as the classics, Petrarch, the Italian school 
and his contemporary English poets. Carew's originality, 
such as it was, concentrated itself in his artifice, rather 
than in his imagery or ideas. The most predominant 
influences upon his lyrics come from Donne, Jonson, and 
Marino, although it cannot be said that he was a close 
imitator of any of them. Indeed, Carew maintained a style 
of his own, in spite of the various influences and his 
extensive borrowing. The examples of Carew's borrowing 
from other poets to be cited in this chapter have mostly 
been noted before; it is my purpose, however, to discuss 
their significance in greater detail than has yet been done.
The influence of Donne and Jonson upon Carew was 
practically unavoidable, their being the two most renowned 
poets of his era, colouring the works of all their 
contemporaries. It is, however, difficult to ascertain the 
extent of personal influence from that attributed to them 
merely as epitomizing the spirit of Jacobean/Caroline 
poetry. Certain similarities probably emanate more from 
their being his contemporaries, than from Carew actually 
imitating them. Similarities are to be expected of poets 
of the same era and school. This is particularily true
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of the Donne influence. It is not to be denied that Carew
borrowed phrases from Doo.i^ e, but one is not convinced that,
/ / 
had Donne never existed, Carew's lyrics would have been
substantially different.
Although it is a convenient proceeding to lump Carew 
into the grouping of "metaphysical" or "school of Donne", 
it is an unfortunate one, which puts Carew to a great 
disadvantage, leading readers to set Carew by Donne, and 
judge him accordingly. To rack Carew on the Procrustean 
bed of Donne is to do him a great injustice, failing to 
recognize that although Carew did borrow phrases from Donne, 
although Carew held Donne in high esteem, and although 
some similarity may be found in their respective wits, Carew 
was not a close imitator of Donne. Their respective 
approaches and purposes are distinctly different, and 
even their "witty phrases", which bear some superficial 
similarity, emanate from entirely different sources and are 
used in different manners. One admits that Carew was not so 
great a poet as Donne, but he does have an individual merit 
to be recognized and appreciated without beclouding the 
issue with comparison to Donne.
In "An Elegie upon the death of the Deane of Pauls,...", 
Carew successfully analyzed Donne's genius, commenting on 
various strengths in Donne which are almost completely 
lacking in his own verse. One feels that with a perception 
as keen as exhibited, Carew could not have been unaware of 
the achievement of his own lyrics. He lauds Donne because 
he did;
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...the deepe knowledge of darke truths so teach,
As sense might judge, what phansie could not reach;)
and yet rarely achieves this himself. He must have been
conscious of this, yet in spite of this consciousness, he
did not make any serious attempt to imitate or achieve that
which he admired, which suggests a deliberate difference of
intent. He was not so interested in unveiling dark truths
as he was in luxuriating in exquisite inconsequence. Perhaps
he was incapable of Donne’s magnitude. Certainly this is
likely, but totally irrelevant, as he made no serious
attempt to achieve it, there being a vast difference between
attempting goals beyond reach and not attempting them at all.
As an extremely skillful imit&tor, Carew was capable 
of approximating Donne's tone, if not his depth of perception. 
He demonstrates this ability in such works as ’’Vpon a
9*
Ribband", "A Looking-Glasse", and "Elegie upon the death...",
A
all of which sound very much like Donne, although the 
quality tends to be for superficial effect, captivating the 
sound but not the sense. Yet these demonstrate the capability 
and reinforce the suggestion that Carew chose not to 
closely imitate Donne.
Practically all of Carew's lyrics bear some resemblance 
to works of other poets, either in general sentiment of 
distinctly borrowed imagery, for he wrote in a definite 
tradition, and certain works are close imitations of other 
poets. Among his lyrics, we can find close imitations of 
Donne, Jonson, Lord Herbert, Tasso, Marino, etc. Yet his 
choiee of models was so varied, he cannot be called a
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follower of any, with perhaps the exception of Jonson, whose
principles he followed more closely than his individual
style. From this multi-various imitation, Carew evolved
his own style which emerges as one views his lyrics in total
as opposed to individual scrutiny. Taken all together, his
lyrics more closely resemble each other than the works of
any other poet. Carew commented disparagingly on "servile
imitation" in his "An Elegie upon the death..." and a modicum •
of further evidence exists to suggest that Carew did indeed
maintain well-defined principles on this subject. In relation
to Donne, one notes that where Carew chooses to imitate
Donne's tone or sound, he does not borrow extensively from
Donne's imagery; where he borrows phrases from Donne, he
uses them in a different manner from their original usage;
and where he achieves a true "metaphysical" quality - a
subtle fusion of thought, emotion, and image perfectly
capturing an elliptical truth, he hardly resembles Donne at
all; all of which suggest a deliberate sense of integrity on
the part of our poet}
Aside from actual imitation, there are certain
resemblances between Donne and Carew, arising not out of one's
influence upon the other, but from their contemporary
situation. Both wrote in the same tradition. Carew does
qualify for the Johnsonian definition of metaphysical:
...a kind of discordia concors; a combination 
of dissimilar images, or discovery of occult 
resemblances in things apparently unlike?
1. His approach to Marino was somewhat different, but with 
Marino, Carew tended to translate as opposed to imitate.
2. Johnson, Samuel, "Abraham Cowley", T ^  Lives of the Poets, 1779
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Yet, as Dunlap comments, Carew's wit arises from skillful 
hyperbole, and logically extended metaphor, as opposed to. 
the establishment of new and pregnant relationships within 
the world of experience} Carew is seldom metaphysical in the 
true sense of the word and his resemblance to Donne has little 
to do with the quality in Donne described by Dryden as 
"affecting the metaphysics in his arguments'.' The term is 
poorly used in application to far-fetched conceits and bears 
the unfortunate implication that there is a unique form of 
conceit which can be called "metaphysical". It is well nigh 
impossible to separate conceits into neat little classifications 
of Petrarchan and metaphysical for there is no substantial 
difference. A conceit is a conceit. Therefore, the term 
"metaphysical conceit" means little more than those conceits 
found in the works of that group of poets termed metaphysical. 
Although Johnson referred specifically to the earlier 
seventeenth^century poets in his disparaging remarks, he could 
have found numerous other instances of other poets doing the 
same thing.
As it has been repeatedly pointed out, Carew wrote largely 
for the purpose of entertainment, and while saying little of 
anything, said it with exquisite style. He was not so 
interested in probing into the essence or nature of his subject 
with reflective metaphysical questioning, but with being 
clever, although never degenerating into a mere punster.
Instead of being reflective, he was sportive and gay. Even
1. Dunlap, op. cit., pp. liv-lv.
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where he borrows some of Donne’s most poignant, most 
metaphysical imagery, one feels that he was more interested 
in its potential cleverness than its metaphysical power.
While he could affect Donne's cynical sardonic tone on 
occasion, these instances lack the sense of commitment, the 
sense of personal intensity which gives pi^r to Donne. One 
constantly has the feeling that the sentiment expressed, no 
matter what its potential for significance, is secondary to 
the artifice, and whilehds lyrics can afford great pleasure 
to the reader, they are seldom moving. At times, what could 
be gold assumes the cheap glitter of costume jewelry. In 
other instances, the blatant lack of personal feeling creates 
an irritating artificiality. While one is not the slightest 
bit concerned whether a given lyric is a personal expression 
or even intended for the purpose it purports, and while one 
looks instead for wit, if a lyric is too obviously insincere 
or without feeling, it is barely credible whether pretty or 
not. Certainly not all of Carew's lyrics are glitteringly 
artificial, but he does, in general, lack the power to 
convince. Donne's profane lyrics concentrate on the same 
basic themes of love and beauty as do Carew's. Donne, however, 
leaves an impression of magnificent insight which is almost 
totally lacking in Carew. One just is not convinced that 
Carew had any real understanding of love, or the true nature 
of the relationship between a man and a woman. He seldom 
manages to transcend the superficial fairy-tale aspects of 
love and even when he does mention the more durable values
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such as in "Disdaine returned", or touches upon the spiritual 
unification of man and woman, these are just so many pretty 
words. While he has a mental or intellectual rejaization, 
none of it is incorporated into a spiritual or experiential 
one.
Written in the same Ovidian tradition as Donne's "The 
Indifferent" is Carew's "The tinder". One undoubtedly notices 
the resemblance to Donne because this particular lyric is so 
well known, but it would be unfair to claim that "The tinder" 
follows "The Indifferent" any more closely than any of the 
numerous lyrics of other poets which were also written in the 
same tradition, and dangerous to even suppose that one might 
have a bearing upon the other.
While both lyrics comment on inconstancy, the approach
to the theme is entirely different. Donne boldly asserts:
I can love both faire and browne,
but Carew reveals his capacity to be inflamed by numerous
women in a complaint against feminine cruelty and his own
vulnerable nature. He admits:
That no woman can come neere me 
Faire, but her I court to heare me?
in what is to be a generalization on feminine power. Finding
that despite his first devastating experience with love:
Sure that mistris to whose beauty 
First I paid a lovers duty.
Burnt in rage my heart to tinder,
he is no less vulnerable, and continues to be inflamed by
feminine power in repeated experiences:
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But where ever 1 doe turne me,
Every sparke let fall doth burne me.
he concludes, rather cynically:
Women since you thus inflame me,
Flint and steele II'e ever name yee.
Although Donne says:
1 can love...
one is not impressed by his vulnerability, but his indifference.
His only qualification is :
...she be not true.
As long as a woman will share his bed and not expect fidelity,
he can love her. Although both lyrics speak of inconstant
attachments, there is a vast difference between the two,
Carew exhibits an affectionate nature, although fickle, while
Donne is brutally hard. Carew maintains an adoring esteem for
his beautiful Venus and openly likes women. Donne, instead,
appears to despise them, seeing them only as objects for
sexual exploitation. Carew almost suggests that were a woman
less cruel, he would remain faithful, but no amount of a woman's
favour will hold Donne.
^arew confines himself to a brief comment on his fickle
heart and lets it remain at that. His mild cynicism, with
its slight touch of pathetic bitterness:
Of what mould did nature frame me?
Or was it her intent to shame me,
almost wondering what is wrong with himself, seems gentle
when placed beside "The Indifferent". Ironically, while one
should like Carew's presentation of himself better than Donne's
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self-presentation]' it is this very brutality which makes 
"The Indifferent" come alive. Données bold irreverence, 
with statements such as:
Vil it not serve your turn to do, as did your mothers? 
gives him a rather appealing independence from women, and 
in comparison, Carew appears to be a bit of a milquetoast, 
hesitant perhaps because of feminine domination. Admittedly 
this is unfair for there is no reason that "The Indifferent" 
should be a model for poems in this tradition, but certainly 
Carew, by placing value on love, represents himself as 
dependent on women, while Donne, scorning the importance of 
love, represents himself as independent. Here his need for 
women is purely sexual and even that is independent of the 
caprices of a coy lady for she has an abundance of less 
scrupulous sisters.
While the general comment is the whole purpose of 
"The tinder" and his own inconstancy the single theme,
"The Indifferent" is ostensibly an harangue to a reluctant 
mistress, and the theme woman's inconstancy is the basic 
point and his own only secondary. Although the dramatic 
situation may have been created to give rise to the general­
izations, it gives a sense of immediate purpose, and also 
provides a more extensive base from which to work. Little 
more could be added to Carew, but the assumed dramatic 
situation allows Donne to be multi—dimensional. The poem 
stands as an harangue as well as a comment on indifference,
1. This is not to suggest that either are viewed as 
personal or rpflect the true personalities and opinions of 
the poets.
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personal inconstancy, women's inconstancy, inconstancy in 
general, in addition to several snide comments on womanhood* 
Purporting to be a verbal address, it easily takes on the 
colourful aspects of speech as well as its intonations. Carew 
almost never used the speaking voice in his lyrics, and when 
used in his verse-epistles, it never quite approximates the 
speaking voice of Donne. It is a poetic voice which emerges 
from "The tinder",
A difference in purpose can also be observed from the 
titles. While Donne does not actually speak on indifference, 
the quality of indifference permeates the whole work. He 
demonstrates his theme rather than comments on it. This 
ability is almost absent in Carew which possiblp accounts 4 /  
for the lack of ability of his words to convince. He talks 
about themes while very carefully excluding any personal 
emotion, or, indeed, any emotion at all, never demonstrating 
the feelings he writes so glibly about. Donne uses the 
occasion to communicate the aura of indifference through the 
intonation of his words, while Carew is concerned with making 
a clever analogy between women and tinder. Although his 
purpose may not be of the same magnitude as Donne's, he 
accomplishes it every bit as successfully. The conclusion 
is clever and logical, and, if perhaps inconsequential, amusing. 
One is impressed with the neatness with which he counter­
balances the elements of heat and coldness. The flames 
engendered by beauty, hot as they are, have nothing to do with 
responsiveness. Indeed, paradoxically, they are closer akin
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to ice. In making the analogy between women and tinder,
Carew could easily have used chips of wood or paper as 
examples of tinder and the comment would still have been witty* 
The use of flint and steel is more richly connotative though. 
While they are not actually "cold", they are hard and unflinch­
ing, symbolic of woman’s cruelty, equally often described in 
terms of iciness so that the terms are mutually interchangeable 
The use of flint and steel as opposed to wood is consistent 
with Carew's close discrimination between images which 
symbolize responsiveness and those which symbolize rejection, 
And he is quite careful to distinguish that these are the
/
hot sparks of unrequited love. ^
Carew's "The protestation, a Sonnet" and Donne's
"The Baite" are also of the same tradition, but start from
opposite points. Donne exaggerates the eventualities of the
lady becoming his love, while Carew exaggerates the
eventualities of ever forsaking Celia. In both, nature will
forsake its course, acting completely contrary to its
principles. Donne tells the lady that if she will be his:
Each fish, which every channell hath,
Will amorously to thee swimme,
Gladder to catch thee, than thou him.
while if Carew should forsake Celia, streams will run uphill,
the sun refuse to shows its light, and day be turned into
night, etc., both stressing the miraculous strength of their
love. The fantasy elements of both are appealing. One is
reminded of the imaginary delights outlined in the song
"Big Bock Candy Mountain". Donne's position is somewhat more
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playful in anticipating the happiness of acquiring love, and 
he confines himself to the single conceit of bait. Should 
the lady be his, she will be bait to the fishes. (This is 
less appealing when so simplified than in actual presentation.) 
Since Carew reflects on the possibility of forsaking Celia, 
there is a slightly more somber quality, probably merely 
because of the less happy circumstance, and underlying the 
fantasy is the serious element of a serious avowal of love.
Not content with a single aberration of nature in the 
improbable event, he presents twenty of them, a virtual 
catalogue of natural impossibilities. None in separation is 
any more far-fetched than Donne's fish, but, taken all 
together, the magnitude of his exaggeration is far more 
grandiose* Since both are clearly hypothetical fantasized 
situations, one is not the slightest bit concerned with how 
far-fetched the conceits are, indeed, that quality enhances 
their attractiveness.
Both Carew and Donne addressed general lines to persons 
who wanted to know their respective secret mistresses but 
aside from this, "SONG. To one that desired to know my Mistris" 
and "The Curse" have very little in common. Each developed 
his address in a distinctly different manner. The differences 
are somewhat akin to those seW  between "The tinder" and /y/
"The Indifferent" - Carew is poetic and gentle while Donne /
uses a vindictive speaking voice*
In each there is the suggestion that "to know" connotes 
physical knowledge instead of acquaintance. When one desired
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to know his mistress, Carew replied with the advice not to 
bother:
Seeke not to know my love, for shee 
Hath vow'd her constant faith to me;
If one was to discover his mistress, instead of the mild
beautiful aspects she reveals to Carew, he would only find a
stormy brow and:
(But) when thou burn'st, she will not spare 
One gentle breath to coole the ayre;
It would be much wiser for him to content himself with
discovering treasures of nature or unrevealed arts than to
seek out the concealed mistress.
Ostensibly an address, Carew uses the occasion to make 
an affirmation of steadfast faith in his lady's constancy, 
and more importantly, blended with it is the subtle comment 
on opposite natures incorporated in one person. To the poet, 
she is soft and kind and the source of poetic inspiration. 
Others, although impassioned with her beauty, will find her 
unyielding ^nd unmerciful. To each, she is a different 
creature. There is the tacit assumption that the supposed 
person wishes acquaintance in order to understand, to know 
the person who so moves and inspired his friend, and perhaps 
to find similar inspiration from her, as Aurelian Townsend 
penned:
I loue thy Celia if shee did infuse ^
That fire into thee which begott thy Muse,
Although he speaks of physical knowledge, the fact that the
supposed person cannot gain this is of less importance than
1."Aurelian Tounsend to Tho: Carew vpon the death of the 
King of Sweden", 11. 11-12.
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the fact that, because he cannot have this knowledge, he 
will be unable to understand what Carew finds in her. Thus, 
since the purpose of the desired acquaintance cannot be 
realized, it would be better to:
...let my Mistris live conceal'd;
Though men by knowledge wiser grow,
Yet here 'tis wisdome not to know.
The paradox of wisdom without knowledge is effective and 
deeply suggestive in its terse cryptical manner. Fancy comes 
closer to truth than reality. Through imagination, the person 
might come to some understanding of what Celia is to the poet, 
but the cold reception he would find should be actually 
encounter her would destroy even this. To successfully 
understand that which the poet gleans from his relationship 
with this secret woman, the person should find an equatable 
relationship for himself. Knowledge of the particular woman 
is irrelevant and even harmful.
Donne uses the same occasion to pen a magnificent 
curse, although the reason for it is rather obscure. Why 
the person:
Who ever guesses, thinks, or dreames he knowes
Who is my mistris,...
should be subjected to the horrors that Donne outlines for 
him, or what terrible sin he has committed for idly supposing 
he might know who this secret lady is, is almost inexplicable. 
It is this sordid rage which suggests that knowing connotes 
physical knowledge, for, if such were the situation, the 
curse would be a natural outburst. Yet, nothing in Donne's 
words actually imply more than acquaintanceship. One almost
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suspects that Donne was so intent on developing his superb 
curse that he negligently just pinned it on this supposed 
occasion with little thought of its logical appropriateness.
He certainly succeeds in his more immediate purpose of penning 
a marvelous curse, complete with intonations of vast rage, 
but gives the reader little understanding of the reason for it 
However, the very obscurity of purpose does suggest a type 
of divinity about the secret lady, of a quality so sacred that 
even to reflect upon it is to commit sacrilege, almost like 
the refusal of the ancient Hebrews to utter the name of their 
Godo
The similarities between "Vpon a Ribband" and "The 
Funerall" and "The Relique", already noted, are probably 
more striking than actual, although certainly there is a 
greater resemblance between these than the lyrics heretofore 
considered. As between "The tinder" and "The Indifferent", 
one suspects that the resemblance is made more notable by 
the fact that these lyrics of Donne's are so well known and 
admired. Hair and ribbon bracelets were common tokens of 
favour in this era and poetic references to them were not 
uncommon. Carew uses the emblem again in "A Pastorall 
Dialogue. (As Celia rested in the shade...)". In describing 
the token as :
This silken wreath, which circles in mine arme,
Carew echoes:
That subtile wreathe of haire, which crowns my arme;
The Funerall
In general, the verse more closely resembles "The Funerall"
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than "The Relique" for in the former, Donne chooses to 
concentrate on the symbolic quality of the bracelet, while 
in the latter, he merely uses it to suggest a continuing 
theme developed from a suggestion in the former.
Once again we find that while Donne stages a dramatic 
situation from which to develop his theme, there is none of 
this in "Vpon a Ribband". Carew chooses simply to discuss 
the symbolic qualities of the token; he states the subject at 
the very beginning and proceeds on to expand upon it. Yet, 
it is he who captures the mystical quality that the token 
represents in his words, for he is enamored and excited 
by it.
Each poet values the token differently. Both call it a 
relique, but only Carew gives it a sacred quality. Indeed, 
he engages upon the feared idolatry mentioned by Donne:
For since 1 am 
Loves martyr, it might breed idolâtrie.
If into others hands these Reliques came;
While he clearly establishes that the ribband is only a
symbol, he just as clearly establishes that what it is the
symbol of is sacred; he even gives that love religious
attributes. It is not quite idolatry, as it is not the
ribband that he worships, but the ribband does assume the
dimensions of the cross as the holy symbol.
Although Donne calls himself "Loves martyr", he refuses 
to prostrate himself upon the altar. Whatsoever it 
might represent:
For’tis my outward Soule, 
it is only a "subtile wreathe of haire". His statement of
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what might happen should it fall into the wrong hands 
insinuates that he does not view it in that sense. This does 
not presume that he viewed the token as less but that he displays 
a greater consciousness of what it is and what it symbolizes, 
and by valuing it truly, as opposed to endowing it with 
sacred qualities, perhaps he values it more. He obviously 
respects what the bracelet represents and finds it extremely 
meaningful, so personally meaningful that it should be buried 
with him, never tainted by the stain of common hands. By not 
worshipping it, Donne again represents himself as more 
independent and self-controlled than Carew, indeed, he controls 
the symbolism. One does not worship that which he controls 
and by the same token, he is apt to worship that which he does 
not, which dominates him. This is the position that Carew, 
the speaker, puts himself into; by worshipping, he represents 
himself as dependent upon, dominated by, the object he worships.
In "Secrecie protested", Carew borrows a conceit from 
"The Dampe", yet, characteristically, he varies its usage from 
the original, and it assumes an entirely different dimension.
•Donne writes:
When I am dead. And Doctors know not why,
. And my friends curiositie 
Will have me cut up to survay each part.
When they shall finde your Picture in my heart,
and Carew echoes:
If when I dye. Physicians doubt
What caus’d my death, and there to view
Of all their judgements which was true.
Rip up my heart, 0 then 1 feare 
The world will see thy picture there.
but in Carew, it is a purely hypothetical possibility, an "if".
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which loses the vivid strength of Donne's glum certainty 
that doctors will be baffled by his death and his friends 
morbidly curious. Yet, in spite of this, Donne's intonations 
would be entirely inappropriate in Carew's setting. Donne 
is petulantly addressing his hard-hearted mistress, accusing
/
her of Murdering him, while Carew is protesting his secrecy.
He writes:
Feare not (deare Love) that I'le reveale 
Those heures of pleasure we two steale;
His supposed death has nothing to do with the lady at all.
He is, instead, protesting that he will carry their secret
to the grave, and the only chance of it being revealed would
be in the event that doctors were doubtful of the cause of
death and opened up the body. Should such a thing happen,
he could sustain the secret no longer, for her picture is
imprinted on his heart. Carew uses the conceit to stress
the impossibility of ever breaking faith and the speculated
autopsy is deliberately extremely remote, the most far-fetched
of possibilities, and thus, Donne's intonations of certainty,
which bring the conceit alive in "The Dampe", just would
not be appropriate. There is no place for the strength of
Donne's image or its impact of shock here, for this is a
gentle situation, a hushed vow of secrecy.
"To Celia, upon Love's Vbiquity" bears a marked
resemblance to "A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning" both
in general theme and in its central imagery. Compare:
My whole life is bout you, the Center starre.
But a perpetuall Motion Circular:
I am the dyalls hand, still walking round.
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You are the Compassé, and I never sound 
Beyond your Circle, neyther can 1 shew 
Ought, hut what first expressed is in you:
to :
Our two soules therefore, which are one.
Though I must goe, endure not yet 
A breach, but an expansion.
Like gold to avery thinnesse beate.
If they are two, they are two so 
As stiffe twin compasses are two,
Thy soule the fixt foot, makes no show 
To move, but doth, if the’other doe.
And'though it in the center sit.
Yet when the other far doth rome.
It leanes, and hearkens after it.
And growes erect, as that comes home.
Carew*s imagery is ambiguous: it is not quite clear if 
his compass is an arithmetical or mariner's compass. However, 
this is not of great significance in this comparison, for the 
nature exploited by both poets is shared by both types of 
compass. While both stress the mystical powers of love in 
separation, there is a slight difference between the two. 
Donne's point is that by transcending the mere physical union, 
spiritually the two souls are one and thus, cannot be 
separated; instead of a breach, there is an expansion. If, 
by remote chance, the two souls are two, they are as the 
"stiffe twin compasses" are two, separate but integral to 
one another, with a central point of union. It is the 
spiritual union of souls that prevents separation in Donne, 
while it is the ubiquity of love which prevents separation in 
Carew. The two are not quite the same. In Carew there is no 
sense of the two-in-one relation, only of the two-in-two, 
yet bound together. Donne's essential point is the union, 
while Carew's is the inability to separate. Try as he will.
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he cannot escape the powerful emotion which binds him 
to Celia:
Goe I to Holland, Prance, or furthest Inde,
I change but onely Countreys not my mind;
Instead of being unified by love, he is dominated by it,
and like the free moving hand of a compass, he can only
travel in a circle, almost a vicious circle, never gaining
independency, free, but still bound. His is almost a complaint*
There is no satisfaction in staying or leaving:
Say I stay with you, presence is to me 
Nought but a light, to shew my raiserie.
And partings are as Rackes, to plague love on.
The further stretchd, the more affliction.
The conceit is well used on both occasions, although
perhaps more appealing in Donne, but that is because he uses
it to signify what is truly beautiful in a relationship between
a man and a woman, rather than to signify the traumatic
frustrated pains of love, the dilemma of finding satisfaction
in none of the alternatives. Donne’s use of the conceit
serves to convince us of the spiritual unification of the
two lovers. Carew’s use of the conceit convinces us of
the opposite, that he has not achieved unification of the
soul. Donne’s lines almost illuminate a suggestion found
in another of Carew’s verses: "An Hymeneall Song on the
Nuptials of the Lady Anne Wentworth, and the Lord Louelace".
The nature of the relationship described by Donne:
Dull sublunary lovers love
(Whose soule is sense) cannot admit 
Absence, because it doth remove 
Those things which elemented it.
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But we be a love, so much refin'd.
That our selves know not what it is.
Inter-assured of the mind.
Care lesse, eyes, lips, and hands to misse.
is that which Carew says Lady Anne and Lord Louelace will share
To revell in Loves spheare;
To rule as chiefe Intelligence 
That Orbe, and happy times dispence
To wretched Lovers here*
For the're exalted farre above
All hope, feare, chance, or they do move
The wheele that spins the fates of Love.
Perhaps Carew was thinking of Donne's lines when he penned it.
These lyrics best demonstrate Carew’s poetic relationship 
with Donne and well establish the fact that he was not an 
idle or slavish imitator, and that what he did borrow, he 
used with integrity. Had he wished to emulate Donne, he would 
have approached him differently. Obviously, he would have 
imposed a sense of dramatic occasion on his lyrics and 
adopted a speaking voice instead of his soft poetic one.
Instead of concentrating upon the modulation of imagery, the 
harmony and balance of his words, he would have applied his 
greatest discrimination to the actual sentiment of his lines. 
Yet, in Carew, this is inconsequential. The theme is only 
the base upon which poetry is built, the meaning tends to 
support the imagery rather than the imagery actually enhancing 
and defining the essential reality being described. Of the 
two, Carew is perhaps the finer as a lyric poet, especially 
in the ancient context of lyric as meaning song, for he is 
sonorous and gentle with his themes softly flowing out of 
the imagery, as in a lullaby or serenade.
There are, of course, numerous other instances of Donne's
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conceits sprinkled through Carew*s poetry, a few of which
are interesting to see in comparison. Carew was obviously
fond of "Of the Progresse of The Soule - The Second
Anniversary" for on no less than four occasions do we find
its images echoed. The pretty little image of the soul too
great for its home in "Maria Wentworth,...":
Else the soule grew so fast within,
It broke the outward shell of sinne,
is adapted from:
This to thy Soule allow,
Thinke thy shell broke, thinke thy Soule hatch’d but now.
11. 183-4
Comforting the Countess of Anglesie who was immoderately
lamenting the death of her husband, Carew wrotë:
Looke up, and meet their beames, and you from thence 
May chance derive a chearfull influence.
11. 81-2
taken from:
Look upward; that’s towards her, whose happy state 
We now lament not, but congratulate.
11. 65-6
and the:
White innocence that now lies spread
in "To M^is Katherine Nevill on her greene sicknesse" echoes:
They reinvest thee in white innocence.
1. 114
Although, admittedly, "white innocence" is such a simple
apparent image that to argue whether it was actually borrowed
or not would be pointless.
To lead, or Brasse, or some such bad 
Mettall, a Princes stamp may adde
in "To T.H. a Lady resembling my Mistresse" is somewhat similar to :
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...she whose rich beauty lent 
Mintage to other beauties,
in "The Second Anniversary", but was probably adopted from
"Elegie X. The Dreame":
Image of her whom I love, more than she.
Whose faire impression in my faithfull heart,
Makes mee her Medall, and makes her love mee.
As Kings do coynes, to which their stamps impart
One might expect Carew to borrow from "The Extasie" in
"A Rapture" but he does not. The only instance of a borrowed
conceit from "The Extasie" is in "SONG. To a Lady not yet
enjoy’d her her Husband":
Shall a pure wreathe of eye-beames twine,
Our loving hearts together knitting;
comes from:
Our eye-beames twisted, and did thred 
Our eyes, upon one double string;
although the usage is entirely different. Yet Carew does
draw from Donne in "A Rapture". There is a distinct
resemblance to "Elegie XIX. To His Mistris Going to Bed"
and some five conceits bear direct resemblance to those in
various lyrics of Donne’s.
The Gyant, Honour, that keepes cowards out,
I. 3
comes from:
First kill th’enormous Gyant, your Disdaine,
And let th’enchantresse Honor, next be slaine,
in "The Dampe", a work from which Carew borrowed on another
occasion.
the grim Swisse denies 
Only tame fooles a passage,
II. 10-11
Was probably suggested by a similar image in "Elegie IV. The Perfume":
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The grim-eight-foot-high iron-bound serving-man, 
That oft names God in oathes, but onely then,
He that to barre the first gate, doth as wide 
As the great Rhodian Colossus stride,
11. 31-4
Although revised:
Through Loves Alimbique, and with Chimmique skill 
From the mixt masse, one soveraigne Balrae derive,
11. 75-6
is a derivation of:
Then like the Chyraicks masculine equall fire,
Which in the Lymbecks warme wombe doth inspire 
Into th*earths worthlesse durt a soule of gold,
11. 35-8
in "Elegie VIll. The Comparison". When Carew wrote:
Should fetter your soft sex with Chastitie,
Which Nature made unapt for abstinence;
11. 152-3
he was probably thinking of Donne’s description of woman's
sexual nature in "Elegie III. Change.":
Women are made for men, not him, nor mee.
Foxes and goats; all beasts change when they please.
Shall women, more hot, wily, wild than these.
Be bound to one man, and did Nature then 
Idly make them apter to'endure than men?
11. 10-14
just as he had probably been thinking of Donne's serving man 
when he wrote "the grim Swisse...".
Although far too lengthy and not precise enough to quote, 
Carew's description of his love making, his travels over 
the body of Celia, mimic "Elegie XVIII. Loves Progress" 
where Donne described the progress of love making, beginning 
both from the face and from the foot. "A Rapture" is far 
more expansive than this piece of Donne's, but certainly
this element of the work follows it. It is most apparent
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in lines 79-90 where Carew uses, as did Donne, nautical
imagery, but Carew uses it to describe the actual sexual '
intercourse, while Donne likens the total progress of
love-making to a ship on the ocean:
...the streight Hellespont betweene 
The Sestos and Abydos of her breasts,...
And Sailing towards her India, in that way 
Shall at her fair Atlantick Navell stay;
Though thence the Current be thy Pilot made.
Yet ere thou be where thou wouldst be embay'd.
Thou shalt upon another Forest set.
Where many Shipwrack, and no further get.
11. 60-70
Also from this work, Carew borrows the figure "Loves Exchequer":
Pay into Loves Exchequer double rent,
I. 146
is taken from:
Rich Nature hath in women wisely made 
Two purses, and their mouths aversely laid:
They then, which to the lower tribute owe.
That way which that Exchequer looks, must goe:
II. 91-4
The influence of Jonson upon Carew's lyrics was of a 
different nature than the influence of Donne. It was only 
on rare occasions that Carew adapted Jonson's conceits and 
only two works can be said to have been modelled upon any 
particular work of Jonson. Yet, the Jonsonian influence 
pervades all of Carew's lyrics, for he taught him those 
principles which govern his art. Indeed, as Douglas Bush 
noted:
...(that) without Donne Carew's best 
poems would have lost much but (that)
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without Jonson he' would not have 
been a poet at alll
In this sense, Jonson's influence upon the poets of his age
was far more extensive and more important than Donne's, a
fact regrettably sometimes ignored by metaphysical enthusiasts,
perhaps because it is more difficult to isolate.
The most obvious debt of Carew to Jonson was that of
his perfectionism. Jonson had abundant faith in careful
writing. It was not so much the belief, that Dunlap cites,
that things written with labour deserve to be read and will 
2
last, for, out of context, this appears to only emphasize 
labour. Rather, it was a belief in artistic perfection, a 
belief that art would withstand transient taste, and the 
knowledge that perfection can rarely be achieved without 
exactly labour. It was this that he stressed to his "Sons", 
that if they wished to be poets, they had to apply themselves 
diligently and practice at length, writing their lyrics over 
and over, polishing until perfect. Carelessness infuriated 
Jonson, particularily if on the part of a talented artist, 
such as Shakespeare or Donne.
One cannot read Carew winout being impressed by theA
extent to which he was a craftsman artist, and the pains­
taking care with which he wrote. This is not to imply that 
his lines appear labored, for they do not, in spite of the 
sometimes laborious detail. (in such instances, we are 
troubled, not so much by the effect of labour, but with the
1. Bush, p2" cit., p. 116.
2. Dunlap, £p. cit., p. Ivii.
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exacting minuteness of minuscule detail.) Rather, Carew’s 
labours are inferred bÿ his perfection. His lyrics are - 
like a finely woven tapestry. Each image is carefully
balanced and counterbalanced by another, complementing each 
other. Conceits may be extravagant and even far-fetched, 
if considered in isolation, but they arise gently and 
smoothly from the subtleties of logical inference, and not 
from the violent yoking of dissimilar images together} to 
borrow Dr. Johnson’s description. Meter, almost always 
perfect, is carefully designed to give texture and to suit 
the appropriate mood. He achieves a beautiful multi-dimensional 
congeniality of all elements in an extremely fine 
epigrammatic style. His imagery tends to be sensuous, 
utilizing the potentials of sound and texture and colour, 
as well as meaning, creating both an emotional sensuous 
response as well as an intellectual one. In spite of his 
extravagant conceits and love for the baroque richness of 
the Italian lyrics, underneath this ornamentation is a 
beautiful classic harmonious simplicity, which marks the 
influence of Jonson. In all fairness, it must be recognized 
that the influence is ultimately classical, but it comes 
filtered through Jonson whose artistic standards were grounded 
on classical style.
There is a strong element of fancifulness in Jonson 
that we see reflected in Carew. Jonson certainly had the 
broader scope and imagination, but both had a magnificent
1. Johnson, loc. cit.
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sense of congeniality of image and idea* Ve have noted that 
Carew’s wit, instead of being philosophic or exploratory, . 
trying to discover new relationships, was logical, which 
partly accounts for the lack of impact of his conceits, for 
we are very gently le^d into them. There is nothing illogical 
about Donne's compass image in "A Valediction: Forbidding 
Mourning". If there were, we would not be able to accept it* 
Yet, Donne throws the conceit at us suddenly, without bothering 
to gradually build us up to it, and does so deliberately in 
order to capitalize on the impact. Thus we have an element 
of surprise, of a sudden exciting new thought, and, as we 
must furnish the logic ourselves, there is the sensation of 
discovering something new, of personal discovery. Carew, 
on the other hand, leads us into an almost identical conceit 
and it does not startle us. Instead we are simply pleased 
with the logical cleverness, and the beauty with which it is 
developed. The far-fetched quality of some of his conceits 
is the result of elaborately exaggerating something which 
was already elaborately exaggerated, building conceit on 
conceit, although one must recognize that his contemporary 
audience may not have been so conscious of the initial 
hyperbole. When one becomes accustomed to a hyperbole, he 
tends to think along those hyperbolic terms, almost oblivious 
of the exaggeration. Or, alternatively, our very lack of 
familiarity with the original association may make what would 
seem logically natural to his contemporary audience, far-fetched 
to the modern reader. In this sense of logical fancifulness, 
Carew and Jonson are very much the same. Deductive reasoning
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can discover nothing new; it simply illuminates and calls 
attention to what should be, although it often is not, 
the obvious. Neither is particularily concerned with 
discovering new ideas, but rather with taking an idea or 
theme and reflecting it under a new light, considering it 
from a different vantage point; a fanciful toying with ideas, 
almost as one might twist a diamond to view each facet, or 
examine colour under bright light and dull.
Most of those works in which Carew borrows from Jonson 
have already been commented on. Ve have noted that:
Give me more love, or more disdaine; 
in "Mediocritie in love rejected SONG" sounds very much like: 
Or Scorne, or pittie on me take, 
in "The Dreame", although aside from this adaptation, there 
is little else alike in the two.
When Carew addressed the readers of Will Davenant’s
play, he stated:
It hath beene said of old, that Playes are Feasts, 
Poets the Cookes, and the Spectators Guests,
The Actors Vaitors: From this Similie,
Some have deriv'd an unsafe libertie
To use their Judgements as their Tastes, which chuse 
Without controule, this Dish, and that refuse:
which is reminiscent of lines in the Prologue to Epicoene,
where Jonson penned:
Our wishes, like to those (make publike feasts)
Are not to please the Cookes taste but the guests... 
For, to present all Custard, or all Tart,
And have no other meats to beare a part,
Or to want bread, and salt, were but coarse art.
Prologue 11. 8-9, 16-18
but the analogy is used by both for distinctly different
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purposes. Jonson states that he hopes to please his audience, 
as the aim.I of a cook is to please his guests. His is a 
compact theory of art - that a work of art must be comprised 
of a balance of elements, just as a feast is comprised of a 
variety of foods. It cannot be all froth, but it cannot be 
all serious either. Each is good in itself, but too much of 
one thing, instead of pleasing, sickens. Jonson is definitely 
not suggesting that he has subordinated himself to popular 
taste. He is the gourmet chef who has labored to produce his 
finest dishes to display his culinary talent, and who 
naturally hopes his guests will be pleased, not the hired chef 
who produces only those dishes ordered, cooked to the 
specifications of his employer. And it is not this with^which 
Carew takes exception at all, but with those who misinterpret 
the nature of the simile to use their tastes as judgements, 
to say that this is good because 1 like it and this is bad 
because 1 do not.
However, in general theme and diction, this work is 
reminiscent of another piece of Jonson's "Epigram CXXXI.
To the Same", although one finds that the development of the 
logic, and the consistency with which the original simile 
is carried throughout the work is far superior in Carew:
When we doe give, ALPHONSO, to the light,
A worke of ours, we part with our owne right;
For, then, all mouthes will judge, and their owne way: 
The learn'd have no more priviledge, then the lay.
And though we could all men, all censures heare.
We ought not give them taste, we had an eare.
For, if the hum'rous world will talke at large.
They should be fooles, for me, at their owne charge.
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Say, this, or that men they to thee preferre;
Even those for whom they doe this, know they erre:
And would (being ask’d the truth) ashamed say, - 
They were not to be nam’d on the same day.
Then stand unto thy selfe, not seeke without
For fame, with breath soone kindled, soone blowne out
Similarily Carew’s description of the spectator in
"To my worthy Friend, M. D ’AVENANT, Vpon his Excellent Play,
The lust Italian" is reminiscent of Valentino’s description
of audiences in Utopia, in The Case is Altered, where he
humorously tells how:
...the rankest sankard of them all will ^
take upon himself...(to judge) as if he J 
had writ himself in ’artibus magister’.
II viii
and the tone of lofty contempt and the choice of words,
particularily "Rabble" sound very much like Jonson.
Ve have already discussed "To Celia, upon Love's Vbiquity"
in relation to "A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning".
Actually, it bears a great resemblance to a conceit used
by Jonson in "An Epistle to Master John Selden". In praising
Selden’s knowledge, gained by close observation of men and
manners, Jonson uses the analogy of a compass:
you that have beene 
Ever at home: yet, have all Countries seene:
And like a Compassé keeping one foot still 
Upon your Center, doe your Circle fill 
Of generall knowledge; watch'd men, manners too.
Heard what times past have said, seene what ours doe:
11. 29-34
In his use of the simile, Carew is closer to Donne, but the 
actual conceit seems to have come from Jonson. Carew speaks 
of traveling to other countries, which Donne only implies, 
and how he is tied at home by love's ubiquity:
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My whole life is bout you, the Center starre.
But a perpetuall Motion Circular:
I am the dyalls hand, still walking round.
You are the Compassé, and I never sound 
Beyond your Circle,
Both Carew and Jonson emphasize the circle around a center
point, a center star. Donne does also, but in a different
context. In Carew and Jonson, one is more impressed with the
idea of the one constant root to which each is tied, although
in Carew, there is a sense of frustration in it, while Jonson
marvels at how, from one safe anchorage, a man can broaden
his circle of experience. In this sense, Jonson and Donne
are more alike, for, although for different reasons, each
sees the tie as wonderfully miraculous, something to be glad
of, instead of as an unwanted fetter. For Donne, of course,
it is the spiritual unification, the invisable bond which
neither separation nor death can sever. For Jonson, it is
somewhat the sense of being true to yourself, broadened and
matured perhaps by experience, but still essentially
unchanged by it, raising a very fine point of observation of
human behaviour. The insecure person with little sense of
self-identity tends to be directed by the influences
surrounding him. Although he may change with each experience,
it is more an exchange of one set of influences for another,
in which there is no advantage or gain. Or, he may come
to identify strongly with a set of external criteria and
cling tenaciously to it, repelling anything which might
undermine it, threatened by new knowledge. But the person
with a strong ego and a well defined sense of identity is
mellowed and matured by knowledge, enriched with each new
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experience. Such a person, according to Jonson, was John 
Selden, and he praises him highly for that part of his 
personality. In both Carew and Jonson, there is a greater 
emphasis placed on the actual movement of the free compass 
foot, and, indeed, the significance of its circular travels 
is of equal importance to the significance of the bond.
In his address to Aurelian Townsend, Carew advised him
to ignore the religious strife in Europe with words that are
somewhat similar to those used by Jonson for the exactly
opposite purpose in his satirical "An Epistle to a Friend,
To perswade him to the Warres". Indeed, Carew*s lines could
almost be taken as a reply to Jonson*s. Compare:
Vake, friend from forth thy Lethargie: the Drum 
Beates brave, and loude in Europe, and bids come 
All that dare rowse: or are not loth to quit 
Their vitious ease, and be o ’rewhelm'd with it.
11. 1-4
to :
...what though the German Drum 
Bellow for freedome and revenge, the noyse 
Concernes not us, nor should divert our joyes;
11. 96-8
In both, the sound of the drum comes across quite dramatically, 
There is something about the beating drum which arouses 
people, a strange haunting sense of rousal permeated through 
the senses, wakening a type of primitive spirit within us 
into an almost nervous excitement* It is the effect of the 
cacophony, the disharmony, as contrasted with the sweet 
melodious tones of other instruments which lull and calm us. 
These tones are caught in both works. The resonant sound 
of "drum" is balanced against, in Carew, such soft words as
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"Halcyon", "sweet Ayres", and "tun’d Violins", and, in Jonson, 
the soft sibilance of "ease". It is ironically amusing 
to witness the alternative points of view, and how the 
vicious ease of Jonson becomes extolled by Carew, and instead 
of being morally weakening, it is the state of being that 
all most desire to achieve; indeed, the very end which 
strife moves toward.
Carew's three verses to ladies suffering from illness
all bear some resemblance to Jonson's "An Epigram. To the
Small Poxe":
Envious and foule Disease, could there not be 
One beautie in an Age, and free from thee?
What did she worth thy spight? were there not store 
Of those that set by their false faces more 
Then this did by her true, she never sought 
Quarrell with Nature, or in ballance brought 
Art her false servant; Not, for Sir Hugh Plat,
Vas drawne to practice other hue, then that 
Her owne bloud gave her: Shee ne're had, nor hath 
Any beliefe, in Madam Baud-bees bath,
Or Turners oyle of Talck. Nor ever got
Spanish receipt, to make her teeth to rot.
Vhat was the cause then? Thought'st thou in disgrace 
Of Beautie, so to nullifie a face,
That heaven should make no more; or should amisse.
Make all hereafter, had’st thou ruin'd this?
I, that thy Ayme was; but her fate prevail'd:
And scorn'd, thou'ast showne thy malice, but hast fail'd
The questioning reminds one of "Vpon the sicknesse of (E.S.)"
although Carew is far more sensuous than Jonson. The tone,
however, recalls "On Mistris N. to the greene sicknesse".
Jonson addresses the illness while Carew addresses the blood,
both with a sense of indignant rage, although, in Carew,
this is feigned in playfulness, while, in Jonson, one senses
a real frustration at the inequity of small pox attacking
such a natural beauty. The satirical element in Jonson*s
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piece on painted beauty as opposed to natural beauty is 
somewhat like Carew's playfulness. Carew's words, however, 
have a "harmlessness" to them, while Jonson's words have a 
stinging bite.
Jenson's magnificent address "To Penshurst", the stately 
home where he enjoyed warm hospitality, based on Martial, served 
as the model upon which both "ÿo Saxham" and "To my friend 
G.N. from Wrest" were written. They also bear close resemblance 
to Jonson's address "To Sir Robert Wroth".
The central point of attraction in all these works is 
the capturing of feeling surrounding the estate, the sense of 
personal warmth and hospitality of the actual household. One 
does not enjoy visiting a home just for its stately 
architectural beautie or scenic grounds, but for the total 
environment. When good company and generous welcome are 
found in ample and beautiful surroundings, perfection is 
reached. In these works, each estate assumes the dimensions 
of calm tranquillity, the happiness and contentment felt by 
Jonson and Carew during their visits. One feels that in these 
places, one could find perfect contentment and could stop 
there forever, never yearning for anything different, almost 
the state of nirvana in which one can be suspended for 
eternity, and one almost aches to be embraced, secure and 
warm, by the spirits which emanate from these homes. Of course, 
each strikes a universal chord, for it is a basic principle 
of human nature to seek for spiritual tranquillity. In 
"To my worthy friend Master Geo. Sands....", Carew mused:
Perhaps in religion I would find true peace of soul. In
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"To Saxham" and "To my friend G.N. from VrestV, he has found 
it. Therefore, he creates in the reader the same sense of - 
yearning, of painful consciousness of the inadequacy of life, 
that he was feeling when he read Sandys’ translations of the 
psalms. Carew’s two works suffer somewhat in being so 
obviously patterned upon "To Penshurst" for it is difficult 
to view them as isolated entities, and in neither does he 
quite match the expansiveness of Jonson. Instead, in each, 
he concentrates his imitation on one facet of "To Penshurst".
In form "To Saxham" more closely resembles "To Penshurst" 
than does "To my friend G.N. from Wrest", for it is an 
actual address to the estate, while the latter is an address
or verse-epistle to a second person describing Wrest. Carew
speaks directly to Saxham as Jonson speaks directly to Penshurst 
Yet Carew does not personalize his address as does Jonson.
He tells what each might find at* Saxham and not how he, 
individually, is received, although, of course, the implication 
is there.
It is in the description of willing game that "To Saxham"
most closely parallels "To Penshurst". Compare:
The Pheasant, Partiridge, and the Larke,
Flew to thy house, as to the Arke.
The willing Oxe, of himselfe came
Home to the slaughter, with the Lambe,
And every beast did thither bring 
Himselfe, to be an offering.
The scalie herd, more pleasure tooke.
Bath'd in thy dish, then in the brooke:
11. 21-8
to :
The painted partrich lyes in every field,
And, for thy messe, is willing to be kill’d.
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And if the high swolne Medway faile thy dish,
Thou hast thy ponds, that pay thee tribute fish,
Pat, aged carps, that runne into thy net.
And pikes, now weary their owne kinde to eat.
As loth, the second draught, or cast to stay. 
Officiously, at first, themselves betray.
Bright eeles, that emulate them, and leape on land. 
Before the fisher, or into his hand.
11. 29-38
There is a neo-classical diction to both, which, although
far removed from the real, the natural countryside, creates
the flavor of aristocratic gentility. Jonson certainly has
the greater sense of colour, but his purpose in this
description was different from Carew's. Jonson is stressing
the abundance of Penshurst, while Carew is stressing the
hospitality of Saxham. All are drawn to Saxham. Saxham
assumes a type of sacredness, and has the aura of being a
sacrificial altar upon which it is a rare privilege to be
sacrificed, a privilege for which the animals clamber. The ^
fact that the ; animals are to be eaten, although readily
admitted, is of lesser importance than the willingness with
which they are sacrificed. This reminds one very much of
the descriptions of animal sacrifices in the Old Testament.
Although the fact is seldom mentioned, these animals too were
to be eaten by the high priests. Jonson almost licks his
lips thinking of the delicate dishes, and goes on to comment:
Here no man tells my cups; nor, standing by,
A waiter doth my gluttony envy:
11. 67-8
One appreciates the light humour in this as Jonson's 
enormous appetite and weight are famous. Carew again imitates 
this with:
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There's none observes (much lesse repines)
How often this man sups or dines.
11. 47-8
which is impersonalized and lacks the amusing proportion of
its model, but again, the important thing to Carew is the
generosity and welcome of Saxham, of which this is symbolic.
To him, it is a place where all will find welcome and gracious
hospitality, embodying the true spirit of Christianity. It
is not the food which is of importance, but the spirit with
which it is given. Jonson, on the other hand, distinctly
enjoys the food, and, although he praises the generosity, one
has the impression that the spirit would impress him little
if there was not an abundance to give. His descriptions of
the game and fruit are tangible; one can almost taste them:
The earely cherry, with the later plum,
Fig, grape, and quince, each in his time doth come: 
The blushing apricot, and the woolly peach
Hang on thy walls, that every child may reach.
11. 41-4
capturing the rich abundance of a Bacchanalian feast. In 
this aspect, Jonson is more basic than Carew. Both appeal 
to the senses, but Carew only to the finer emotions, while 
Jonson includes an appeal so common as appetite. The tone 
of Carew is more melodious; each image contributes to the 
general feeling he wishes to create in his reader, and one 
does not notice particular images. On the other hand, 
individual images start to life in Jonson and tend to break 
up the total flow. While Carew, perhaps, lacks the hearty 
full-bodied tone of Jonson which puts one in mind of sporting 
Bacchus, he does have a very appealing ethereal quality. One 
likes the simple delicate tone of "To Saxham" with the gentleness
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of its imagery which almost lulls the reader. How exquisite 
is the opening conceit!
Though frost, and snow, lockt from mine eyes 
That beautie which without dore lyes;
Thy gardens, orchards, walkes, that so 
I might not all thy pleasures know;
Yet (Saxham) thou within thy gate.
Art of thyselfe so delicate;
So full of native sweets, that blesse 
Thy roofe with inward happinesse;
As neither from, nor to thy store 
Winter takes ought, or Spring addes more.
11. 1-10
In addressing Saxham in much the same way as he would address 
his mistress, the home assumes the dimension of analogy to 
the perfect woman, which acts to reinforce the feeling of 
perfection of Saxham. Indeed, Saxham is very much like the 
idealized woman, soft, generous, attractive, and warm. One 
cannot help but think of Donne's "The Baite" when Carew 
describes how willingly the animals come to Saxham. While he 
lacks the playful tone of Donne's conceit, he uses it for the 
same purpose - to stress the magnanimity of spirit.
In "To my friend G.N. from Wrest", Carew stresses the 
rich abundance of Wrest, in much the same way as Jonson had 
depicted Penshurst. Here we have tables groaning under the 
weight of food and can almost taste the juicy fruit. Yet, 
instead of the Jonsonian simplicity, we have a lavish volupt­
uousness. Compare Jonson's passage on the fruits of Penshurst to
Amalthea's Horne 
Of plentie is not in Effigie worne 
Without the gate, but she within the dore 
Empties her free and unexhausted store.
Nor, croun'd with wheaten wreathes, does Ceres stand 
In stone, with a crook'd sickle in her hand:
Nor, on a Marble Tunne, his face besmear'd 
With grapes, is curl'd uncizard Bacchus rear'd.
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We offer not in Emblems to the eyes,
But to the taste those usefull Deities.
Wee presse the juycie God, and quaffe his blood.
And grinde the Yeallow Goddesse into food.
11. 57-68
To some extent, we are more impressed with the splendour
and rich scents than we are with the actual appetite with
which it will be eaten. Certainly there is a sense of
generous hospitality, but the material generosity is more
emphasized than the loving welcome. Yet, Carew is writing
from a different purpose here. He is not addressing Wrest,
but describing it to his friend, contrasting it with their
late experience. How different from:
...the cold nights out by the bankes of Tweed,
On the bleake Mountains, where fierce tempests breed. 
And everlasting Winter dwells;
11. 3-5
of the expedition north in the First Bishops War:
Where I...with raging stormes opprest,
Weare the cold nights out...
11. 2-3
is the "temperate ayre of Wrest" where :
...steep'd in balmie dew, the'pregnant Earth 
Sends from her teeming wombe a flowrie birth.
And cherisht with the warme Suns quickning heate.
Her porous bosome doth rich odours sweate;
Whose perfumes through the Ambient ayre diffuse 
Such native Aromatiques,
11. 9-14
The rich abundance of Wrest, although largely its own, 
takes on an even greater voluptuousness when seen in contrast 
to the bleak north of Britain:
where milde 
Favonius, and the Vernall windes exilde.
Did never spread their wings: but the wilde North 
Brings sterill Fearne, Thistles, and Brambles forth.
11. 5-8
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and this contrast is the focal point of the entire work.
Carew's description of the actual mansion is reminiscent
of Jonson's description of the Penshurst mansion.
This Mansion with an uaefull comelinesse,
Devoide of Art, for here the Architect 
Did not with curious skill a Pile erect 
Of carved Marble, Touch, or Porpherie,
But built a house for hospitaiitie;
No sumptuous Chimmey-peece of shining stone... 
NorDorique nor Corinthian Pillars grace 
With Imagery this structures naked face,
11. 20-5, 29-30
seems to have been written with the following passage in mind:
Thou art not, PENSHURST, built to envious show.
Of touch, or marble; nor canst boast a row 
Of polish'd pillars, or a roofe of gold;...
Thou joy'st in better markes, of soyle, of ayre.
Of wood, of water : therein thou art faire.
11. 1-3, 7-8
although similar lines mentioning marble, touch and porpherie 
can be found among other lyrics of the age.
In describing the river, Carew likens its winding channel 
to a snake:
...for where the neighbour sourse 
Powers forth her waters she directs their course.
And entertaines the flowing streames in deepe 
And spacious channells, where they slowly creepe 
In snakie windings,...^^ 73-7
as Jonson spoke of the river in "To Sir Richard Wroth" as 
a serpent:
Along'st the curled woods, and painted meades. 
Through which a serpent river leades 
To some coole, courteous shade,...
11. 17-19
although Carew is certainly more luxuriant.
Carew's four line conclusion echoes the sentiment he 
expressed in "In answer of an Elegiacall Letter upon the death 
of the King of Sweden from Aurelian Townsend", although in not
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quite such a pointed manner:
Thus I enjoy my selfe, and taste the fruit 
Of this blest Peace, whilst toyl'd in the pursuit
Of Bucks, and Stags, th'embleme of warre, you strive
To keepe the memory of our Armes alive.
11. 107-10
Here, instead of the outrageous lack of sympathy for the 
religious strife on the continent, Carew demonstrates a simple
distaste for war. This is made credible by his recent
participation in the expedition north. Even the emblems of 
war, the pursuit of game, hold no interest; he prefers to 
bask luxuriously in the lavish peace of Wrest.
In Jonson there is simply a sense of great abundance,
while Carew pervades his poem with the suggestion of fertility.
He speaks of the pregnant earth with her teeming womb and goes
on to describe her fruitfulness, returning at length to the
idea of impregnation with:
This God of Wine,did his plumpe clusters bring,...
Or else disguis'd in watery Robes did swim 
To Ceres bed, and make her big of Him,
Begetting so himselfe on her; for know 
Our Vintage here in March doth nothing owe 
To theirs in Autumne, but our fire boyles here 
As lustie liquour as the Sun makes there.
11. 99, 101-6
with fertility images of "bounty", "embracing", "barren" and 
"fertile", etc. scattered throughout. As a result, what 
was a Bacchanalian feast in Jonson assumes the dimension of 
a Bacchanalian orgy. Bacchus does not simply drink lustily 
but his face is smeared with grapes.
Carew's imagery here is again parallel to that which 
he uses in his love songs, although not quite the same as in 
"To Saxham". It sounds very much like such works as "A flye..."
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and "Vpon a Mole..." where the rich ornateness of Celia’s 
beauty is emphasized in baroque terms. Sometimes Celia is 
portrayed as a type of a treasure chest, containing untold 
we^h, just overflowing with gems. In such works, there 
is a subtle suggestion, from the very volup'^us sensuousness, 
of hot passion underneath a cool exterior boiling to be 
released. Wrest is portrayed in such imagery, and, along with 
the suggestions of orgy and fertility, comes the suggestion 
of hot passion. Wrest is the woman of pleasure, eagerly 
pouring forth her gifts. Each of the homes is akin to one 
of Carew*s two types of responsive women. Wrest is an 
Aphrodite; Saxham, an Artemis.
There is a marked resemblance between Carew's two 
pastoral dialogues and Jonson’s "The Musicall strife; In 
a Pastorall Dialogue". Thematically they are all different, 
but all three have the same light delicacy, the same 
crystalline simplicity. How prettily the lovers playfully 
banter back and forth, complimenting each other, whispering 
sweet endearments, and how much more charming is the light 
sylvan fancy of these Renaissance pastorals than the later 
romantic ones. A sense of purity pervades all of these 
pastorals which arises, not so much from the imagery, as 
from the metric simplicity and the clarity of sound. The 
rime, rather than lilting, tinkles as it alternates back and 
forth, like a tiny bell, or like a tapping on crystal.
"A Pastorall Dialogue. (As Celia rested in the shade)" 
is perhaps closer to Jonson as both are arranged in the same
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manner - a dialogue between two lovers, while "A Pastorall 
Dialogue (This mossie bank...)" incorporates, in addition 
to the loving couple, a chorus. As in Jonson, the lack of 
passion in the love serves to emphasize the purity. Rather 
than a sense of the physical, there is an ethereal quality. 
While Carew’s lovers speak of embraces, there is a lack of 
sensuality in them, which contributes to the sense of 
purity. The romance arises from the loving dialogue - in 
Carew, the pledge of eternal love sealed with an exchange 
of hair bracelets, the unchanging hue of the wreaths 
symbolizing the constancy of love, and, in Jonson, a blend 
of musical voices which could drive the angels from heaven. 
Indeed, this pastoral of Carew’s is one of his most 
delightful works, and is probably superior to Jonson's 
dialogue.
In discussing Carew’s obituary pieces, the influence 
of Jonson was commented on. In both, one finds a type of 
fancifulness and subdued grief. While "Maria Wentworth,..." 
bears resemblance to Donne in its wit and metaphysical 
imagery, its simple form seems to have come from Jonson. The 
three epitaphs written for Lady Mary Villiers all bear some 
resemblance to Jonson, but the first is especially Jonsonian. 
Parallels between it and any number of Jonson's epitaphs 
can be discovered. We have already considered it in relation 
to Jonson's "On my First Daughter", noticing the similarities 
in tone and understatement. Two other epitaphs which it 
bears resemblance to are: "An Epitaph on Master PhilZip Gray":
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READER stay,
And if I had no more to say.
But here doth lie till the last Day,
All that is left of PHILIP GRAY,
It might thy patience richly pay:
For, if such men as he could die,
Vhat suretie of life have thou, and I?
and the first few lines of "To the memorye...of Jane,...
Countesse of Shrewsbury":
I could begin with that grave forme. Here lies. 
And pray thee Reader, bring thy weepinge Eyes 
To see who* it is?
Notice how effectively both Carew and Jonson capitalize on
the natural fears and doubts about death in the reader, and
how they address him directly. Carew reminds him of how
easily he, too, could love a beloved child; Jonson reminds
him of his own precarious mortality.
Carew is, perhaps, more like Marino than he is like 
either Donne or Jonson, especially in his precieux-like
f-
approach to poetry and in his baroque elaborateness. Dunlap 
notes Carew*s impressive success in his actual translations 
of Marino. Although his translations are not completely 
faithful to the originals, he manages to capture their 
spirit and musical sonority, and create the sounds and 
baroque richness of the Italian originals in the English 
language. In this sense, he manages to capture the most 
important aspects of Marino, to whom, like Carew, the beauty 
of expression was everything. According Duùlap, AS es to 
adaptors from of Or ë i gn rs our c e s, Carew* s^oiily contemporary
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peers were Stanley and Crashaw and he exceeded them both in
• 1 1 musical sense.
This ability, however, should not be surprising when
one notes how closely Carew approximates Marino in his
total approach to amorous verse. Like Marino’s, the lyrics
of Carew tended to center themselves around the activities
of one woman who is manifested in numerous guises from urbane
to pastoral. As the universal woman, she is never personalized
and manifests every variety of personality. Sometimes she
is unmerciful and cold; sometimes she is passionate; sometimes
hesitant; sometimes chaste. For Carew, she is the mystical
Celia; for Marino, she is simply Donna, or, sometimes, Lila.
The poets concern themselves poetically about all of her
movements, sometimes concentrating on such Alexandrian trivia
as her beauty spots, and sometimes concentrating on her
ethereal nature. Marino meditates on such activities as
her washing her feet, playing tennis, sewing, etc. Carew
is not generally so diverse, although he does write on Celia
looking into a glass and singing. Yet, none of this is
much different from any of the poets writing in the tradition
of courtly love. More important is the similarity in
decorative imagery. Mirollo notes the preponderance of
metaphors in Marino drawn from:
...gems, minerals, and precious metals: 
ruby, pearl, amber, sapphire, crystal, 
silver, and gold. From nature too comes 
flowers (especially the rose and the lily), 
birds, fire, snow, the seasons, the sea.
1. Dunlap, £p. cit., p. Iv
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and, above all, sun and stars. From animals 
and men: milk, ivory, parturition, the arts 
and sciences...
and one cannot help but recognize Carew's fondness for the
same. Both are quite repetitive in their use of these images,
deploying them throughout the lyrics in varying contexts,
and also remaining consistent in their usage. Indeed, by
following these images throughout the lyrics, a definite
pattern emerges of images consistently symbolizing the same
aspects over and over, and it is this consistency of
imagery which spins the invisible thread which binds the
lyrics together.
Carew’s habit of building conceit upon conceit, and his 
extension of traditional metaphor has been heretofore noted.
In this respect, he again resembles Marino who tended to 
exploit traditional metaphor by building another hyperbole 
upon it, and extending it by concentrating on qualities and 
associations not already thoroughly exhausted. In both, 
the extension is a logical one, and obscurity is rarely 
intentional. Some lyrics may not be completely straight 
forward, but the idea is generally yielded by the context or 
familiarity with the tradition. In such a way did both 
Carew and Marino create fresh conceits within conventional 
themes.
Carew*s "Lips and Eyes" is a very successful translation 
of Marino's "Lite delgi occhi e della bocca". Compare:
1. Mirollo, James V., The Poet of the Marvelous, 
Giambattista Marino, New York, 1963, p. 153.
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Avean lite di pregio e di bellezza, 
in quel volto gentil, gli occhi e la bocca.
—  Da noi-gli occhi dicean-priraier si scocca 
I'acuto stral, ch'ogni diamante spezza. —
La bocca poi: — Da me I ’alto dolcezza 
del parlar, del baciar piove e trabocca. —  
Allor gli occhi, piangendo:-E da noi fiocca 
di vive perle oriental ricchezza.—
Rise la bocca, e, disserrando quelle 
porte d*un bel rubino in duo diviso, 
disse ridente a I ’umidette stelle:
— Or sia giudice Amor, dove il bel viso 
discopra al paragon perle piû belle: 
ne le lagrime vostre o nel mio riso? —
Poesie varie, 1913, p. 84
to :
In Celia's face a question did arise
Which were more beautifull, her lips or eyes:
Ve (said the eyes,) send forth those poynted darts 
Which pierce the hardest adamantine hearts.
Prom us (replyd the lips,) proceed those blisses 
Which louers reape by kind words and sweet kisses.
Then wept the eyes, and from their springs did powre 
Of liquid oriental! pearle a shower.
Whereat the lips, mou'd with delight and pleasure. 
Through a sweete smile vnlockt their pearlie treasure; 
And bad Love judge, whether did adde more grace: 
Weeping or smiling pearles to Celia's face.
We have already commented on the epigrammatic beauty of this
lyric, and the fine blend of baroque elegance and the
inconsequential. How artfully is the sense of dramatic occasion
developed! The result is charming; one cannot help but be
pleased with the formal beauty. Carew does very well in
capturing the sense of liquidity, suggesting sleeky goassamer
tears, almost like drops of glycerine, which are well
contrasted with the solid pearls of Celia's teeth.
Yet another translation from Marino is "A Looking-Glasse" 
based on "La donna alio specchio":
Amor, non dissi il ver, quando talora 
ebbi a dir che costei non era amante, 
e che '1 suo cor di rigido diamante 
punto non avea mai tuo strale ancora.
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Ecco, ma per mio peggio, or s 'innamora 
di se medes ma al chiaro specchio avante; 
e, fatta mia rival, quel bel semblante, 
ch'io solo amo ed adoro, ama ed adora.
Crudel donna e superba, a cui sol cale
nel lusinghiero adulator fallace 
la tua propria ammirar forma mortale;
sappi che '1 bel, ch'or si t'alletta e place,
non men che ’1 vetro, in cui si specchia, é fraie,
nè men che l ’ombra sua, lieve e fugace.
Poesie Varie, 1913, p. 78
Here Carew*s translation is not so literal. He takes the
theme and develops it in his own way, yet still manages to
incorporate Marino's suggestions. Compare:
That flattring Glasse, whose smooth face weares 
Your shadow, which a Sunne appeares.
Vas once a river of my teares.
About your cold heart, they did make 
A circle, which the brinie lake 
Congeal *d,iinto a crystal! cake.
Gaze no more on that killing eye,
For feare the native crueltie 
Doome you, as it doth all, to dye.
For feare lest the faire object move 
Your froward heart to fall in love.
Then you your selfe my rival! prove.
Looke rather on my pale cheekes pin'de.
There view your beauties, there you'le finde 
A faire face, but a cruel! minde.
Be not for ever frozen, coy;
One beame of love, will soone destroy,
And melt that yce, to flouds of joy.
Carew addresses the lady directly, rather than, as Marino did,
address love with a comment about her. Instead of speaking
of her as cruel and haughty, he lets the suggestion emerge
with references to his tears, and by her narcissism. Likewise,
the fragility of her transient beauty is only suggested, and
its analogy to the glass implied. This is accomplished by
incorporating a new idea - that she will find her true
reflection in the face of her lover. If here is the true
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reflection, the one i^ the glass must be false. It is A
interesting to note that Thomas Stanley’s translation of 
the same lyric, "To Chariessa, beholding herself in a Glass", 
also incorporates the idea of reflection in the lover, only 
Stanley uses the idea of the lady’s image engraved upon 
the heart.
Carew*s translation of "Per la sua Donna" is, like
his translation of "Lite delgi occhi e della bocca", both
exact and poetic, even incorporating the same basic rime scheme.
Se quando é chiaro il Cielo 
Scopre il viso costei, tinto di scorno 
Offusca il Sole, & abbarbaglia il giorno 
Se quando copre il mondo oscuro velo 
Volge i begli occhi intorno,
Fâ ri schiarare, é rotte 
Le tenebre sparir, ^uggir la notte,
Cosi discaccia, e sgombra 
La luce insieme, e 1 ’ombra.
becomes in Carew, "SONG. A beautifull Mistris".
If when the Sun at noone displayes
His brighter rayes.
Thou but appeare.
He then all pale with shame and feare,
Quencheth his light.
Hides his darke brow, f ^ e s  from thy sight.
And g r a Æ  more dimme 
Compar’d to thee, then starres to him.
If thou but show thy face againe, .
When darkenesse flyes, and light is hurl’d/
Round about the silent world:  ^^
So as alike thou driu'st away
Both light and darkenesse, night and day.
The only noticeable deviation is that, in Carew, the beauty
of the lady's face chases away the darkness as well as the
light, while, in Marino, the beauty of her face shames the
sun while the brightness of her eyes exiles the night. The
movement from light to dark to light is very attractive.
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Notice how the sun is first described in the brightness of 
noon, suddenly paling, and then the suggestion of darkness 
is added. "His darke brow" connotes the jealous rage of the 
sun, but leads us into the midnight blackness, as does the 
dimness of the sun in contrast with her beauty, analogized
to stars compared to the sun. We have been le^ d into
/
darkness. Then suddenly:
The darkenesse flyes, and light is hurl'd 
Bound about the silent world:
dramatically capturing light in darkness and the pleasurable
sensation one feels when a room is suddenly illuminated}
These three poems are the only full translations Carew
made of Marino and one cannot help but be impressed with
the excellence with which they were rendered. He does,
however, incorporate directly from Marino in several other
lyrics. "The tinder" which has been heretofore discussed as
1. This marvelous juxtaposition of extreme dramatic 
opposit/es - bright light in inky blackness, and the idea 
/ of hurling light into dark oblivion, reminds one of a 
 ^ modern work, "The Creation", by James Weldon Johnson.
Then God smiled.
And the light broke.
And the darkness rolled upoon one side.
And the light stood shining on the other,...
Then God reached out and took the light in His hands. 
And God rolled the light around in His hands.
Until He made the sun;
And He set that sun a-blazing in the heavens.
And the light that was left from making the sun 
God gathered up in a shining ball 
And flung against the darkness,...
Then down between
The darkness and the light
He hurled the world;
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being in the same tradition as Donne's "The Indifferent",
alèo resembles Marino's lyric "Amore incostante, al. Sig.
Marcello Sacchetti". "Red, and white Roses" which, as
Dunlap notes} is translated and expanded from Joannes
Bonefonius' "Pancharis", incorporates some details from
"Fiori donati"s
Qualhoro in questi fiori,
Vn candido, vn vermiglio,
Volga la mente, e'l ciglio,
Del bel sen, de' begliocchi ond' io sospiro,
E le neui, e la fiamme non vi miro.
Mirouri ancora del mio core essangue
E I'innocenza, e'l sangue
0 caro don di Cara Donna in sui
Io siamo espressi & ella,
L'vn fedel, I'altra bella.
La Lira, Parte Terza, 1629, p. 81.
Carew's lyric is more expansive but follows the same general
theme. The flowers symbolize aspects of the lovers' emotions.
In both we find that the red is likened to the flames of
love feeding upon the bleeding heart, the anguish of love,
and the white symbolizing innocence. Carew's roses, however,
only represent the paradoxical aspects of the lover, while
Marino's fiori represent both the lover and the beloved.
How simply and beautifully does the final line express this!
L'vn fedal, I'altra bella.
It is only natural that there be points of similarity
between "To A.L. Perswasions to love" and "Belleza caduca"
for both are "carpe diems". Carew made no attempt to translate
Marino completely, but he did incorporate several passages:
Nor let brittle beauty make 
You your wiser thoughts forsake:
For that lovely face will faile.
1. Dunlap, pp. cit., p. 235.
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Beautie’s sweet, but beautie's fraile; 
'Tis sooner past, 'tis sooner done 
Than Summers raine, or winters Sun: 
Most fleeting when it is most deare.
was taken from:
Bella, del sommo Sole 
Raggio nô, ma baleno 
Tra noi risplender suole.
Ma subito vien meno.
Quasi instabil sereno
Di verno, 6 pioggia estiva
Quanto più care altrui piû ^uggitiva
La Lira, Parte Seconda, 1629, pp. 84-8
and his conclusion:
0, then be wise, and whilst your season 
Affords you dayes for sport, doe reason;
Spend not in vaine your lives short houre.
But crop in time your beauties flower:
Which will away, and doth together 
Both bud, and fade, both blow and wither.
is based upon:
Che prô dunque ti fia 
0 gioventù mal saggia.
In grembo a leggiadria 
Qual serpe in lieta piaggia 
Nodrin voglia seluaggia?
Cogli cogli il tua fiore,
Che quasi in vn sol punto, e nasce, e more.
La Lira, Parte Seconda, 1629, pp. 84-8
Both Dunlap and Mirollo mention how far superior Carew's
translations of lines from "Belleza caduca" is to Daniel's
translation of the entire work, but, obviously, the two had
separate purposes. This particular lyric does not, as do
"Lite delgi occhi e della bocca" and "Per la sua Donna" lend
itself easily to translation, for, when accurately transcribed
into English, the sonority of the Italian words is lost.
Here Carew merely adopted imagery and minor themes from
Marino and matched the exquisiteness of expression in his own
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words, in much the same way as he handled his borrowings 
from English poets. Daniel, on the other hand, set about 
to faithfully translate Marino, and was rather successful in 
his attempt, although in achieving this aim, he rendered a 
rather frigid and harsh lyric. "Cogli cogli il tua fiore," 
becomes in English; "Plucke, plucke, betime thy flower," 
which is unpoetic and trite. The soft assonance of the o 
and i sounds and the sibilance of the 1 is totally destroyed 
in being replaced by the harsh 1 and k of "Plucke, plucke,...", 
a word rather inappropriate, in its unattractiveness, for 
emphasizing fleeting beauty.
As it has been heretofore admitted, the influence of
numerous other poets can be found in Carew's verse. One
must remember that Carew was a well-travelled, well-read man.
Undoubtedly, he was well acquainted with the continental
poets, particularity those of the French and Italian *
schools, from his years of residence in those countries.
Mirollo suggests that he may even have known Marino
personally, for both had connections with the French court
at the same time. Several critics have mentioned Malherbe
in connection with Carew. Dunlap credits the allusion
made by Momus in Coelum Britannicum to the:
...moderne French Hospitall of 
Oratory, (is) meere counterfeit, 
an arrant Mountebanke, (for though) 
fearing no other tortures than his 
Sciatica, (he) discourses of Kings 
and Queenes with as little reverence 
as of Groomes and Chambermaids,...
11. 165-169
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to be an allusion to Malherbe} although Duncan—Jones
argues that the allusion is to Balzac, for Balzac suffered
from sciatica and had made some irreverent remarks about the
2English monarchy. Semblower asserts that Carew is like 
both Malherbe and Voiture in both material and treatment 
of it. He finds the air of reasonableness in Carew and the 
compelling note in his flattery to be particularity like
3
Malherbe.
Of the three major influences upon Carew's verse - those 
of Donne, Jonson, and Marino, it can, perhaps, he said that 
his form, the common sense and clear logic which controls 
his verse comes from Jonson; that his wit comes from Donne; 
and that his ornate embellishment comes from Marino. One 
feelssthat he owes his greatest debt to Jonson and that 
without Jonson's example, Carew would probably have never 
achieved the height that he did, that Jonson taught him 
to compress his thoughts, and that were it not for this 
Carew*s verse might have been far flightier than it is. Ve 
have noted with several lyrics the beautiful combination of 
Jacobean simplicity and metaphysical imagery. Thus, as 
Rufus Blanchard so effectively comments:
1. Dunlap, o£. cit., p. 278.
2. Duncan-Jones, E.E., "Carew and Guez de Balzac",
Modern Language Review, 46: July, 1951, pp. 439-40.
3. Semblower, Charles J., "A Note on the Verse Structure 
of Carew", Studies in Language and Literature in Celebration 
of the Seventieth Birthday of James Morgan Hart, New York, 
1910, pp. 456-466.
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A conceit picked up from Donne, however,
may be simplified, stripped of some of
its overtones, and fitted into a more —
regular pattern of sound and thought;
and the result may remind one as much of
Jonson as the detail recalls Donnel
Carew exploited Donne’s imagery more frequently than Jonson’s,
and these instances of borrowing are easy to point out.
Jonson’s influence does not leave its mark on individual
lines, but on the whole method of Carew’s art.
1. Blanchard, Rufus A., "Carew and Jonson", Studies 
in Philology, LIl, April 1955, pp. 195-211.
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V. His Achievement
While one cannot claim that Carew is a great poet, he 
is, perhaps equally importantly, a representative one, and 
he excellently epitomizes the courtier poetic tradition.
In this sense, his strength lies in his very lack of 
individual greatness for we see, reflected in his lyrics, 
not the brilliance of the poets, but the refinement of a 
tradition. Carew's great success and popularity within 
the court suggest that he achieved his aim of entertaining 
his audience, and support the suggestion that his lyrics 
are representative of Caroline taste and tradition.
His was a formal art, concerned not so much with presenting 
reality as with presenting nature in an artful, beautiful 
manner. While at times, one may feel that he over embellishes, 
one cannot deny that his images are pretty. They may not 
stand up to literal scrutiny, but they present vivid 
gorgeous pictures which afford great pleasure. "Epitaph 
on the Lady S. Wife of Sir W.S." is a case in point. While 
one may get a little tired of the list of emblematic gems, 
the contrast between these and "this darke Vault" create 
the beautiful image of a treasure chest overflowing with 
precious stones. Yet his imagery is far more than just 
pictorial for blended with it is an elusive sensuousness. 
Attempts to isolate the actual sense appeal, (To say that
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this is tactile,this is visual, or this is olfactory, etc.) 
are not satisfactory, for they do not adequately capture the
I
total response to Carew’s lyrics ; intellectually to the wit 
and sensuously to the imagery. Of the two, the latter is 
perhaps the most important. The witty theme forms the outline 
onto which the imagery is abundantly heaped. It is the 
imagery itself which pulsates with pleasurable sensations, 
affording the reader many a beautiful thought to luxuriate 
in. The gentle musical sonority cannot be understressed 
for this sets the general tone of relaxed luxuriance.
Carew was skillful enough to avoid most of the grotesque 
eccentricities associated with the period. He seldom is 
outrageously ingenious or outrageously baroque, and there is 
little to object to in his actual manner of writing. His 
meter is near perfect; his stanzas paragraphically correct; 
his choice of images excellent; his thematic development 
smooth and logical. He was a master at creating effect. It 
is created by systematic skill rather than mere accident or 
even personal passion. He achieves the effect of natural 
grace, good taste, and spontaneity through art, the art of 
artlessness. All of his lyrics sustain a high quality -
although some are better than others, none can be called
really poor - but by the same token, none can be called really 
great. Dunlap calls them "some of the most nearly perfect 
lyrics of a great age of song"} It seems that the skill which
enabled Carew to achieve a generally high standard also
1. Dunlap, 0£. cit., p. lix.
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prevented him from achieving perfection. Ve have commented 
on the detachment of Carew's lyrics and their lack of emotion. 
Admittedly, there is no requisite for the latter, and, indeed, 
his more immediate aim of pleasurable artful lyrics was perhaps 
better achieved by its careful suppression, but one suspects 
that this carefully cultivated detachment, which perhaps 
enabled him to more objectively plot and polish consistently 
good lyrics, partly accounts for the negligent power of 
conviction and ability to move the reader, which in turn 
perhaps accounts for his not achieving greater poetic heights.
Yet, on the other hand, it can be argued that Carew's 
skill enabled him to exhaust a poetic potential which did not 
quite reach the heights of genius. That poetic sensitivity 
which enabled him to so beautifully clothe a lively wit in 
the exquisiteness of imagery, was not quite definitive enough 
for consistent perfection. It was far too definitive to 
admit any grotesque crudeness, but it failed him on the fine 
line of distinction between good and sublime. How^often 
there is a touch, a breath too much voluptuousness, or 
a fraction too much ingenuity, and how frustrating to the 
readero This, of course, varies slightly in degree. It is 
more obvious in some and almost unnoticeable in others. Perhaps, 
in such a case, it is unfair to raise the point, considering 
that he did not write to such a purpose. In all fairness, 
one must admit that his definitive limitation does not lend 
itself to ready observation, and certainly does not mar one's 
general enjoyment of the lyrics. Carew tended to rely on 
the immediate suggestiveness of words at the expense of the
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imagery, which may well have been the more effective approach 
to lyrics designed to entertain the court. Working within 
the confines of conventional themes and motifs, the 
symbolism of his images was already established. The mere 
use of a word such as "rose” or a variation of it,"blush", 
"pinkish", immediately evoked all the qualities associated 
with it. Thus there is little need for description; the 
very word encompasses everything associated with it. By 
merely stringing these words together, words charged with 
suggestive power, a variety of sensations is achieved. The 
task is rather the artful arrangement of conventional tropes 
in a fresh manner, or in a new light, or cleverly utilizing 
traits other than dominant to stress yet another association. 
(This can be broken down into a very simple algebraic equation: 
X=Y M=Y B=;M Therefore X=M X=B Y=B and so on. )
One cannot, in all good conscience, deny Carew’s poetic 
limitations nor the limited range of his lyrics. Yet one 
does not wish, in so doing, to deprecate his nevertheless 
remarkable achievement. It must not be forgotten that Carew 
was not altogether d^Lissed as an eccentric metaphysical 
by the eighteenth century critics. Indeed, he was often 
spoken of as the direct predecessor of Waller, the first 
refiner of English poetry. The same tradition of thought has 
been echoed in this century. Saintsbury, when commenting 
briefly on Carew, speaks of him as:
...one of the most perfect masters of
lyrical form in English poetryi
1. Saintsbury, George, A History of Elizabethean Literature, 
London, 1896, p. 360.
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and Leavis sees in Carew the refinement of the chivalrous 
lyrico Carew did confine himself to the amorous courtly 
lyric which, by nature, tends to be inconsequential and perhaps 
superficial. Yet to impose the qualities of the nature of 
the lyrics and their graceful careless appearance upon the 
task of their achievement or merit cannot be justified. Writing 
within a tradition, Carew had already established images and 
motifs to dr&w upon, but far from making the task of writing 
good lyrics easier, it creates a different type of hardship. 
While the range of his lyrics may be limited, it must be 
remembered that the conventional themes and metaphors of 
amorous verse were also limited, and that departure from these, 
particularity in view of Carew’s immediate purpose of enter­
taining and pleasing an audience whose taste was for such 
verse, would have been inappropriate. The period of exquisite 
Renaissance love lyrics was drawing to a close, Carew was 
faced with molding slightly outworn material in a fresh 
ingenious way. He met the challenge admirably, and far from 
accidentally, for one sees in his lyrics a systematic approach 
to creating effect and rendering lyrics of consistently 
high quality, perfecting the form. For this, critics have 
seen the refinement of the courtly lyric tradition.
To turn a verse compliment gracefully requires a 
considerable skill. The effect must be casual without 
sacrificing grace, gently subtle but not obscure, friendly 
without being bold, always modest, detached, and in good taste. 
The object is to compliment, but at the same time, the dignity 
and decorum of the parties involved must be maintained. As
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such, the complimentary lyric is poorly designed to be either 
a vehicle of philosophical profundity or of intense personal 
passion. Both "wouldjbe considered in poor taste; the one 
requiring too much of the audience who expected to be pleased 
without having to strain their minds, the other a rude 
display of emotion in public, embarrassing to all the parties 
involved. (To talk about intense love in public somewhat 
abstractly is acceptable; to publically display one's self is 
quite another.) The art of artlessness, the carefully 
cultivated appearance of natural grac^ and chivalrous good 
manners - in spite of all appearance ,^the most difficult and 
demanding requirement not only of art but of all polite 
behaviour.
To achieve the requirement of his lyrics, Carew did not 
resort to any eccentric means of novel metrical forms. His 
ingenuity simply is not manifested in his actual style. 
Examination reveals that meter, rime, and stanzaic structure 
are simple and correct, something which should not be 
surprising in such a close student of Jonson. Carew was far 
too much of an artist for gimmicks. His art is formal, not 
only in sense of imagery, but in style. The artifice, so 
important to his lyrics, was not simply just the emphasis 
of manner over matter, meaning that any manner was acceptable 
as long as it was attractive and appealing, but of correct 
manner. As an artist, Carew was not merely concerned with 
achieving an exquisiteness, but with achievihg the exquisite 
effect by poetically proper means. While he may have catered 
to the taste and entertainment of a court audience, he did not
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sacrifice his art to do so. Indeed, he demonstrated that 
one could artistically achieve popular success. Carew 
believed, as did Jonson, that any effect desired could be 
achieved without resorting to eccentric means, and they had 
the classics upon which to found their faith. To stay 
constantly within the conventional bounds imposed considerable 
difficulty, but artistic perfection has never been easy to 
achieve* It requires the most diligent of care and unbounding 
patience.
Variations can, of course, be found and some have been
noted heretofore, but, in general, Carew confined his meter
to iambic pentameter and iambic tetrameter, with perhaps à greater
number of instances of the latter. There is, of course,
a different tone to each. One notes that those lyrics written
in iambic tetrameter tend to be lighter and simpler, more
crystalline, while those written in iambic pentameter seem
more solid. In his songs, Carew tended to use iambic
tetrameter, or even iambic trimeter, with feminine endings*
In epistles, he used the iambic pentameter form* Occasionally,
he varied the meter within a lyric, alternating back and forth,
as in "A Pastorall Dialogue. (As Celia rested in the shade)"
where the first and third lines of each stanza are iambic
tetrameter, while the second and fourth lines are iambic 
(At
/^ggif(xÿ^ meter. The rime scheme abab complements this*
Stanzaic form is varied but the most frequently used 
stanza is the sextet riming ababcc. Occasionally one finds 
an extra couplet on the closing stanza to provide a'concluding
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epigram. In such a stanza, the end couplet cc enforces 
and ties up the quatrain. A less frequent variation of the 
sextet is that of three couplets. Another frequent form 
is that of the single-rimed tercet aaa bbb ccc ddd as in 
"A Looking-Glasse". The five-line stanza is used occasionally 
with such variations of rime as : ababc, abbaa, and ababb,
as is the quatrain with such variations as: abab, abba, aabb.
Also to be found are octaves riming ababccdd and aabbccdd, 
seven-line stanzas riming ababbcc, and ababccc, and, in one 
instance, a ten—line stanza of ababcdcdee. Carew was, however, 
perhaps fondest of the couplet. One finds it used both in 
stanzaic arrangements and in most of his longer verses. Carew's 
use of the couplet was quite skillful. In some stanzaic 
arrangements, it forms a unit of thought, and sometimes, for 
emphasis, it is tersely epigrammatic. (This tends to occur 
in conclusion where it abruptly summarizes and concludes the 
thought. Generally these concluding epigrams are quite 
poignant and hard-hitting, driving the point home, and forming 
one of the most appealing features of Carew's lyrics.)
In longer verses, however, although the rime is in couplets, 
they do not form units of thought. Instead one finds graceful 
caesuras as the thought flows onward with the rime chiming 
melodiously, but not obviously, in the background. Seldom 
does one find the monotony which can easily arise from 
riming couplets.
Carew's stanzas are properly used as units of thought, 
and examination of them reveals a logical purpose for their 
arrangements. Each tercet forms a succinct thought and the
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arr^ement is neat, but it is not of any great interest. The 
five-line stanzas form an interesting arrangement* The 
three stanzas of "SONG. To ray inconstant Mistris" each form 
separate paragraphs - the first introducing the idea of her 
regretting her inconstancy, the second illuminating "the 
full reward...which my strong faith shall purchase me", and 
the third describing her ultimate reaction. The rime scheme 
of ababb is interesting:
When thou, poore excommunicate
From all the joyes of love, shalt see
The full reward, and glorious fate.
Which my strong faith shall purchase me.
Then curse thine own inconstancie.
Which actually encompassing only one sentence, the major
portion of the thought is developed in the first four lines.
The last, although related and integral, froms a rather terse
conclusion, in much the same way as the concluding couplet
often does. The same pattern is used in "To a Lady that
desired I would love her":
Now you have freely given me leave to love.
What will you doe?
Shall I your mirth, or passion move,
When I begin to wooe;
Will you torment, or scorne, or love me too?
but here, essentially, there are two long lines, followed by 
a short concluding one. The second and fourth lines act as 
extensions to the first and third, illuminating and qualifying 
It would be almost inpossible to delete them entirely which 
is also true of the stanzas in "A Pastorall Dialogue. (This 
raossie bank)":
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Shep. This mossie bank they prest. Ny. That aged Oak 
Did canopie the happy payre
All night from the dampe ayre.
Cho. Here let us sit and sing the words they spoke,
Till the day breaking, their embraces broke.
The first three lines form one thought and the final two lines
form another which is related but slightly different. The
second and third lines develop the first line, but, again, the
gist of the poem can be gotten by ignoring them and just
reading lines one, four, and five. Notice how in both stanzas
each line flows into the next and how easily one moves from
thought to thought, as theylare bound together by a grammatical
unity.
The other stanzaic arrangements are basically quatrains
with couplets (Or in one instance, with a tercet.) and couplets
arranged in fours, threes, and pairs. The ten line stanza
of "A deposition from Love" is composed of two quatrains and
a closing couplet:
I was foretold, your rebell sex.
Nor love, nor pitty knew; =
And with what scorne, you use to vex 
Poore hearts that humbly sue;
Yet I believ’d, to crowne our paine.
Could we the fortresse win,
A happy lover sure should gaine 
A Paradise within:
I thought loves plagues, like Dragons sate.
Only to fright us at the gate.
The first quatrain opens the stanza with a description of what
the lover has been told. The second departs from this, describing
a belief of the opposite. Notice how naturally the second
quatrain arises from the first with the conjunction "Yet
I believ'd...". The concluding couplet summarizes and
enforces the second quatrain and allows us to move on to the
second stanza.
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In "A Lover upon an Accident necessitating his departure,
consults with Reason", we find two octaves riming ababccdd:
Weepe not, nor backward turne your beames
Fond eyes, sad sighes locke in your breath.
Lest on this wind, or in those streames
My griev'd soule flye, or sayle to death. 
Fortune destroys me if I stay.
Love kills me if 1 goe away:
Since Love, and Fortune, both are blind.
Come Reason, and resolve my doubtfull mind.
How very nicely the thoughts are arranged in this stanza.
The quatrain provides the emotion, the first couplet provides
the dilemma, the second couplet invokes reason, and how very
smoothly they flow into one another. Wind and ocean arise
gently out of tears and sighs. Once the dilemma is stated,
the relationship between love and fortune is explored, and
we discover a logical similarity between the two - both are
blind. Being so, the invocation of reason is eminently
appropriate, and once invoked, the lyric proceeds smoothly
on to Reason's reply.
A quatrain and a tercet is employed in "Vpon my Lord -
lustice his election of my Lady A.W. for his Mistresse"*
The tercet serves to further amplify the quatrain.
Heare this, and tremble all
Vsurping Beauties, that create 
A government Tyrannicall
In Loves free state.
Justice, hath to the sword of your edg'd eyes 
His equall ballance joyn'd, his sage head lyes 
In Loves soft lap, which must be just and wise.
Harke how the sterne Law breathes 
Forth amorous sighs, and now prepares 
No fetters, but of silken wreathes.
And, braded hayres;
His dreadfull Rods and Axes are exil'd
Whilst he sits crown'd with Roses: Love hath fil'de
His native roughnesse. Justice is growne milde.
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The quatrain of the first stanza neatly forms the imperative 
and the tercet forms the actual announcement. In both stanzas, 
the harshness of the imperative - "Heare this," and "Harke" 
moves gracefully to the softer strains of love in their 
concluding words. The second stanza beginning with "Harke" 
ends on "milde", creating something similar to the effect of 
a person dropping his voice, the swell of intonation when 
one begins a speech in a reasonable or loud volume and 
gradually drops the volume to inaudibility.
In "Celia bleeding, to the Surgeon", we find three sextets,
composed of a quatrain and a summarizing couplet. The same
is used in "Mediocritie in love rejected. SONG". The quatrain
forms the appeal and the couplet epigrammatically supports
the quatrain and binds up the overflow of suggestion:
Fond man, that canst beleeve her blood 
Will from those purple chanels flow;
Or that the pure untainted flood 
Can any foule distemper know;
Or that thy weake steele can incize 
The Crystall case, wherein it lyes.
Give me more love, or more disdaine;
The Torrid, or the frozen Zone,
Bring equall ease unto my paine;
The temperate affords me none:
Either extreame, of love or hate.
Is sweeter than a calme estate*
In the latter lyric, however, we find that Carew adds a final
couplet to the second and end stanza, which again introduces
the theme:
Then crowne my joyes, or cure my paine;
Give me more love, or more disdaine.
This serves to round-off the lyric and brings us once more to
its very beginning, almost like travelling around a globe.
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Although the lyric could stand without this final couplet, 
it is perfected and completed by it. There is a complete 
entity to the lyric; it is epigrammatic.
Therremaining stanzaic arrangements are all made up of
groups of couplets - fours, threes, and twos. This is not
done merely for the sake of variety. One finds that each
grouping is grammatically and rhetorically a complete entity,
naturally related but separate from the other stanzas, and
that the lyric is far more effective with the stanzaic
arrangement than it would be, were the couplets continuous.
We find in "A Song (In her faire cheekes...)" four octaves,
each composed of four couplets. The first octave^ concentrates
on the lady’s eyes, the second upon her lips, the third upon
her breasts, and the fourth binding up that continuous
suggestion found in the first three of life in death in love:
In her faire cheekes two pits doe lye.
To bury those slaine by her eye.
So spight of death this comforts me.
That fairely buried I shall be.
My grave with rose and lilly spread,
0 'tis a life to be so dead.
Come then and kill me with thy eye.
For if thou let me live, I die.
Notice how the motif of death moves through the stanza. It
is suggested in the first couplet, developed in the second
couplet, and concluded in the third couplet. The fourth
couplet serves to enforce the third and provides a refrain to
be used in the other three octaves. Despite the strained
quality of the initial conceit, the lyric is quite clever,
merrily exploiting the paradox of love. Each stanza moves
ingeniously from the initial generalization to the specific
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s^e«4#-ic refrain, being narrowed and qualified with each line. 
The initial generalization could introduce any number of 
themes and it is rather surprising to discover which one Carew 
chose to develop* The rime plays an important role in setting 
the mood. On some occasions, we find Carew deemphasizing the 
rime with caesuras, but here he emphasizes it with pauses 
at the end of each line which creates a playful air appropriate 
to the lightness of the subject. Were it not for this; was 
there any suggestion that Carew was serious, one could not 
accept the outlandishness of the conceit.
A similar arrangement can be found in "The Complement"
where each sextet is made up of three couplets. Carew lists
those qualities for which he does not love his mistress,
and each stanza considers a separate aspect of her beauty -
hair, rosy cheeks, lips, neck, breasts, etc. The initial
stanza introduces the catalogue and the final stanza lists
each of the points of beauty and announces: .
I love not for those eyes, nor haire,...
But wouldst thou know (deere sweet) for all.
There is some variation in the stanzas. The first couplet
always introduces the part of the body to be commented on.
Sometimes the second coupled) illuminates this, and the third
couplet qualifies. Sometimes the second couplet qualifies
and the third expands something suggested in the qualification.
I doe not love thee for those soft.
Red corail lips I've kist so oft;
Nor teeth of Pearle, the double guard 
To speech, whence musicke still is heard:
Though from those lips a kisse being taken.
Might tyrants melt and death awaken*
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exemplifies the first type. Once the lips are introduced,
we move on to those things suggested by lips - teeth and speech,
which are then qualified. The second type can be found in:
I doe not love thee for that belly,
Sleeke as sattin, soft as jelly.
Though within that Christall round
Heapes of treasure might be found.
So rich that for the least of them,
A King might leave his Diadem.
The belly is introduced and is immediately qualified. The
third couplet develops the idea of treasure suggested in
the qualification.
Finally we have pairs of couplets as in "A Song* (Aske me 
no more where love bestowes,)" and again we find that each 
pair, by structural and functional unity constitutes a distinct 
entity. Here, of course, we have the theme of transient beauty 
with six images of fleeting loveliness - the rose, the sunlight,
the nightingale’s song, the stars, and the Phoenix. Each
quatrain begins with "Aske me no more..." and is immediately 
followed by some ephemeral beauty which is qualified in the 
second couplet. In each, the essence of that transient moment 
is manifested in the woman.
The careful development and movement of thought displayed
in the stanzaic arrangements is by no means absent in Carew’s
longer works. Indeed, in the longer works, we find what
1
Semblower calls verse paragraphs, which naturally function as 
paragraphs do in a prose composition. Each builds upon 
another, step by step, to create the total argument. This
1. Semblower, Charles J., "A Note on the Verse Structure in 
Carew", in Studies in Language and Literature in Celebration of 
the Seventieth Birthdav of James MgygaJi UqjlLj New York, 1910,, 
pp* 456-466.
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lends to the smoothness of the argument and makes it more 
persuasive. Carew was quite skillful at constructing seemingly 
irrefutable arguments. Persuasiveness was, of course, one 
of the prime requisites for this type of verse. While one 
may not agree with the point being presented and while one 
may feel that important considerations have been neglected, 
this is largely irrelevent for the object is to persuade the 
audience to a point of view, to argue ano. opinion, and not to 
objectively explore the ramifications of the idea used. Whether 
one agrees with the idea or not, it certainly cannot be denied 
that Carew's arguments are well developed, and often appear 
so reasonable that it seems almost impossible to reject them.
One tends to agree with Semblower*s selection of "To A.L. 
Perswasions to love" as the perfect example} Carew argues 
so cleverly that acceptance of the lover becomes not merely 
advisable and a means to great pleasure, but almost a necessity. 
The same sly cleverness can be seen in a somewhat different 
fashion in "Good counsel to a Young Maid. SONG" where Carew 
speaks of nets of passion being spread to catch maiden-head.
Despite its rather obvious double entendre, it is secure in 
its outward innocency. Ostensibly, any objection to it would 
seem to reflect more upon the thoughts of the reader, and 
the innocency of the poet would be preserved.
In shorter lyrics, we find a conciseness of expression, 
an epigrammatic quality, which can also be seen in most of Carew's 
st&Bzas. Several lyrics which are outstanding in their
lo Ibid.
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epigrammatic quality are: "Lips and Eyes"; "Red, and white 
Roses": "Epitaph on the Lady Mary Villers"; and "Boldnesse 
in love". We have already noticed how beautifully the two 
elements in each of the first two are balanced. Equal time 
being given to each, a sense of dramatic tension is created. 
The twelve lines of "Lips and Eyes" are composed of six 
couplets. In the first, the quarrel is introduced; in the 
second, the argument for the eyes is presented; in the third, 
the argument for the lips is presented; in the fourth, the 
eyes demonstrate their charms, which, is followed by a similar 
demonstration by the lips in the fifth; the sixth and closing 
couplet rounds off the lyric by restating the unresolved 
question.
Much the same is found in the fourteen lines of "Red, and
white Roses". The opening couplet presents the theme -
the roses are symbolic of the lover's pain. Then the couplets
alternate, the first devoted to the white and the second
devoted to the red. This is followed by two couplets which
include both, one line devoted to the red and one line
devoted to the white. The sixth couplet strays to present
a slightly different idea:
The frownes that on your brow resided.
Have these Roses thus divided,
which is appropriate for it refers back to the initial couplet
the sad story 
Of my hard fate, and your owne glory:
and it provides for an ending couplet which ties-up the
preceding twelve lines:
0 let your smiles but cleare the weather.
And then they both shall grow together.
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Carew did occasionally choose to vary the length of his
lines. By doing this, he achieved a greater freedom of
movement and a more frequent rime. Sometimes these variations
are more expressive than others, but, nevertheless, they lend
to the interest of the lyrics and provide a rather attractive-
looking presentation. Indeed, on at least one occasion, we
find Carew catering solely to visual variety. Judging from
its appearance, one might guess that "To my Coussin (C.R.)
marrying my Lady (A.)" is a combination of short and long
lines, but, upon examination, one discovers that each line is
written in trochaic trimeter with a masculine ending:
Happy Youth, that shalt possesse 
Such a spring-tyde of delight.
As the sated Appetite 
Shall enjoying such excesse,
Wish the flood of pleasure lesse:
When the Hymeneall Rite 
Is perform’d, invoke the night.
That it may in shadows dresse 
Thy too reall happinesse;
Else (as Semele) the bright 
Deitie in her full might.
May the feeble soule oppresse.
Strong perfumes, and glaring light.
Oft destroy both smell, and sight.
Nevertheless, there is a consistent pattern in the arrangement.
The indented shorter-looking lines all begin new clauses or
sentences.
In both "A Pastorall Dialogue (As Celia rested...)" and 
in "A deposition from Love", we find lines of iambic tetrameter 
alternating with lines of iambic trimeter, with a complementary 
rime scheme of abab. However, as the melodious flow is in 
no way broken by this variation, one is not terribly conscious 
of it. Each odd numbered line flows into each even numbered line
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which is ended with a pause. So, in actuality, we have 
seven-feet lines broken into two parts to achieve a greater 
variety of rime. This creates a very attractive melody. The 
swell of the first line is countered by the brevity of the 
second; in the first, there is a building movement up to a 
climax and in the second, there is a falling movement.
A similar, yet more intricate arrangement, can be found
in "An ^ i^ lyraeneall Song on the Nuptials of the Lady Ann Wentworth
X ^and the Lord Louelace. Here we find an arrangement of
tercets with the rime scheme aab ccb ddd* The third and
sixth lines are iambic trimeter while all the rest are iambic
tetrameter. The rime tends to be deemphasized by the
caesuras but chimes nicely in the background. The shortened
lines also function to deemphasize the rime by their
separation from one another. Both the brevity and difference
in rime from the two lines immediately preceding stop the
flow of the melody and tersely end each stanza. % i l e  the
theme moves throughout the lyric, the abrupt endings of
the stanzas servCe to isolate them for individual consideration.
In speaking of stanzaic arrangements, we have noticed 
that the second and fourth lines could almost be omitted from 
"To a Lady that desired I would love her", and that essentially 
there are two long lines followed by a short one. Yet, the 
arrangement provides a more frequent rime, and the shortened 
second and fourth lines provide something pertinent to the 
general effect, almost as "asides". The first and fifth 
lines are in iambic pentameter, the second line is in iambic 
dimeter, the third line is in iambic tetrameter, and the
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fourth line is in iambic trimeter:
u / u / u / u / u /  a iambic pentameter
u / u / b iambic dimeter
u / u / u / u /  a iambic tetrameter
u / u / u / u /b iambic trimeter
u / u / u / u / u /  b iambic pentameter
The line variation in "Loves Courtship" is especially 
effective. Semblower suggests that it justifies itself in 
its organic function, as the shortened third lines in each 
stanza contain something eminently pertinent to the general * 
effect} Certainly one finds that the interspersed brief 
comments within each stanza add to the appeal of the lyric.
With one exception, each shortened line constitutes a separate 
sentence or clause and does not flow directly into the 
following lines. Indeed, three of them could be omitted 
entirely without sacrificing the sense of the theme. They 
present an interesting variation of rime for the end word 
of each third line rimes with no other: aabcc ddeff and sonon. 
They also function to create a whimsical quality. There is
a
just the slightest suggestion of patronization, much as an 
adult might speak to a child. There is the "Sit thee downe," 
of the first stanza and the fanciful "Silly Queene." of 
the third. This is especially delightful. One thinks of 
the amusing characters in children’s stories, which are 
designed to make children giggle at the idea of adults behaving 
in way*that even they can recognize as childish. Then the 
exquisiteness of "Celia yeelds^" with its magnificent assonance 
One doubts that any other combination of two words could be 
found in Carew to match these. How very beautifully they
1. Ibid.
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capture the feeling of total relinquishment of one's self 
to another person.
Although it is perhaps not as effective as "Loves
Courtship", the arrangement in "In praise of his Mistris is
an interesting one and very well used. There are five
sextets composed of the following metrical pattern and rime,
/ u / u / u /  a trochaic trimeter
/ u / b trochaic monometer with
m. ending
/ u / u / u /  a trochaic trimeter with
m. ending
u / u / b iambic dimeter
/ u / u / u / u / u  c trochaic pentameter
/ u / u / u / u / u  c trochaic pentameter
The second line functions as an additional and relevant
expansion of the first line. The flow of words is appropriately
broken by the double stress. As the third line introduces
a second idea, the stress between lines two and three is
again appropriate. Equally appropriately, the fourth line,
which continues the thought of the third, flows directly out
of it without missing a beat. As the next idea is introduced,
we again find a double stress, but from here on the meter
flows smoothly. The rime complements this. The quatrain
functions to describe the particular feature of the lady;
the couplet succinctly states its effect upon a lover.
Examination of stanzaic arrangement, length of line, 
and development of ideas provides an understanding of Carew's 
actual verse structure. One is impressed with the compatibility 
of theme and structure, and the extent to which the structure 
is organic. Carew appears to have a legitimate function and 
purpose for each choice of meter, line, rime, stanza, etc. 
which is ultimately important to the expression itself and
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which helps to create the multi-dimensional congeniality 
or perfection that one finds in Carew's verse. One simply 
does not find any obvious sacrifice of expression for rime, 
or twisting of words to fit the meter. Instead, they appear 
to be naturally fitted to one another. Considering the nature 
of Carew's witty hyperboles, this is perhaps especially important. 
Were the structure and presentation as strained as the conceit 
sometimes is, one simply would have to dismiss the lyric. The 
natural appearance of the structure and the careful development 
of the idea allows us to accept what otherwise might seem 
preposterous; it adds credibility to the exaggeration.
In Carew's work, we see the theory of courtly-Iove 
reflected. The object of love is divine beauty, inherent in 
or suggested by the lady; the purpose of the love is to become 
one with the beloved. Since it is the ideal that one loves, 
love ennobles the lover. Cupid's darts of love, which emanate 
from the lady's glance, enter through the eyes into the 
heart and cause pallor, sighing, trembling, solitary wandering, 
melancholy, sleeplessness, heats and colds. Often signs 
appear simultaneously with their opposites, transcending 
natural law. The lover thinks only of his beloved. Thought 
being the only operation of the soul, to love is to die to 
oneself, by losing the soul. If the lady loves in return, an 
exchange of souls is made - she gives his a home and devotes 
hers to him - she resurrects him from death by accepting him.
If however, the lady refuses him, she is a raur^ess. Lovers
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become one through unification of the souls; sexual union 
is only a seeking or a means of becoming one. As bodies 
are incapable of permanent fusion, the real unification is 
one of souls.
Carew did not confine himself to merely discovering his 
love to his lady, ecstatically announcing his success or 
sorrowfully announcing her betrayal. Indeed, few of his 
lyrics actually follow this pattern* He does, however, 
follow the general motif with his gentle persuasions, compli­
ments, and denouncements of unkind, cruel mistresses.
If one examines his poetry carefully, one finds a distinct
S
pattern of imagery, which follow^these themes, emerging.
Carew associates one set of images with the warm responding
woman and another set of images with the cruel disdainful
woman* In reading his works, one senses both a feeling of
rich warmth and a feeling of cold iciness, which are
associated with the two types of women and with the two
aspects of love. The feeling is perhaps best captured in
"The Spring" where the icy winter-wonderland of January is
contrasted with the voluptuousness of June; the insensate
crystal with the passionate sunlight* The reader responds
sensuously to both, shivering with:
Her snow-white robes, and now no more the frost 
Candies the grasse, or castes an ycie creame 
Vpon the silver Lake, or Crystall streame:
and basking luxuriously with:
The Vallies, hills, and woods, in rich araye.
However, the feeling is best defined in "Red, and white Roses"
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where the red roses symbolize the passionate side of the 
lover, and the white roses symbolize his anxiety:
In the Vhite you may discover
The palenesse of a fainting lover:
In the Red, the flames still feeding 
On my heart with fresh wounds bleeding.
The White will tell you how I languish. 
And the Red expresse my anguish.
The White my innocence displaying.
The red my martyrdome Ibetraying.
There is nothing particularily subtle in Carew’s imagery.
The images stand for just what they say. To establish a
sense of worth, Carew used images of great worth. Hence his
use of gems to establish the preciousness of his mistress.
To convey the sense of coldness in a disdainful woman, he
used cold images and so on. However, as one begins to
understand his pattern, his images assume a slightly symbolic
quality. Dedicated to beauty, he almost never used an ugly
image. The most rejecting mistress is never portrayed in
ugly terms, only cold; his hurt is never revenged by a
personal attack* She is merely portrayed as another kind of
beauty, but beautiful nevertheless. The difference between
the cold and warm beauty in a woman is frankly pointed out
in "To A.L. Perswasions to love". If she is coy, she is
still superficially beautiful, as superficial as a mirror
reflection of outward beauty, but:
For being so, you lose the pleasure 
Of being faire,
Hence there is a sense of purity in Carew which blends in very 
well with the executionary conciseness and helps to create 
the precise effect of the words.
Unfortunately, for it must have been unintentional, the
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imagery associated with cruel beauty is the more appealing. 
Perhaps this is because the distinction of where art ends ' 
and absurdity begins is better made. In the event of 
over-exaggeration, it takes on the appearance of coldly 
superficial extravagance, which redeems itself by complementing 
the superficiality of the beauty in question. The voluptuous 
richness of the imagery associated with responsive beauty , 
if overdone, cannot be redeemed by wit. The effect of 
over-exaggeration here results in a feeling of nausea, perhaps 
because of the over use of the sensuous. Any suggestion of 
lack of feeling here tends to contribute to one's feeling of 
disgust, because of the voluptuousness - giving one's self 
over completely to sensuous gratification. For the one, 
extravagance only increases the glittering frigidity; for 
the other, it creates an unbearable opulence.
Breaking those images into two groups, one could place 
hardness, brittleness, crystal, water, mirrors, glass, paleness, 
lovesickness, snow, and purity of heart into the group of 
hard coldness; colours, particularily red, passion, gems, 
perfume, wreaths, sunlight, roses, and the flames and wounds 
of love into the group of responding warmth. Selig, in his 
discussion of this, suggests that pearls, although attached 
to the first group, serve as a link between the two} It 
goes without saying that this division of images is an 
oversimplification. Often images ftom both groups are 
skillfully entwined or juxtaposed. Indeed, this juxtaposition
I. Selig, o£. cit., p. 77.
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of images is what he has done with the imagery. Working 
within a confined subject, he established a polarity of 
images, perhaps more extreme than reality would bear out, 
to create a sense of balanced dramatic tension, a contrast, 
an argument, by which the drama and appeal of the verse is 
increased, and surrounded each of these poles with a set of 
images.
In "The Spring" winter is equated with the cruel mistress 
who is out-of-tune with spring. Winter is naturally described 
in frigid images - "snow white", "ycie cream", "silver", 
"Crystall", "lake" and "streame"* The relation between the 
lady and winter is suggested by similar images used in describing 
her as having a heart of "marble yce" and "cold pittie".
These are all cold, hard, insensate images which contrast 
well with spring* Spring is decorated with such images as 
"warme Sunne", "tender", "singing birds", "rich araye",
"scalding sun", 'love making under the sycamore, and the 
suggestion of rich colours evoked merely be the mention of spring
"The Looking-Glasse", however, provides a better exemplifi­
cation of the interrelation between crystal, cruelty and 
rejection. The glass (crystal and hard) was once a river 
(water) to my tears (water) which encircle^ the cold heart 
with a brinie lake and^frozen, by the heart's coldness, into 
a crystal cake. The mirror can only reflect the cruel killing 
eye which poses a threat of killing the lady by its reflection. 
Thus, the mirror is directly associated with rejecting cruelty.
In "Celia bleeding, to the Surgeon", we find a striking
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contrast in the description of her veins as "Crystall cases" 
and "hard rock"* Within these impenetrable veins runs 
proud dancing blood, the colour of which suggests passion.
The "crystall" is associated with hardness, the hardness of 
the veins, but not with an unresponsiveness to her lover.
Rather, the "crystall" is associated with purity, the "pure 
untainted flood". Crystal, while hard, is also pure; it is 
transparent having nothing to hide. Purity is traditionally 
associated with white, and Carew had established a close 
relation between white and crystal. The combination of purity 
and passion nicely blend together to create a "mystique 
knot" which suggests a sacredness, connoting religion, which 
would be inappropriate without the purity. Through implication, 
Carew also brought the contrasting colours of white and red 
into play here.
"Good counsell to a young Maid" provides another excellent 
example of the skillful use of both cold and warm images.
The lus^y Pilgrim is described as "sun-burnt", and although 
he is fainting with thirst, it is a burning passionate thirst. 
Adoringly prostrated, he drenches his sweaty brow and, once 
refreshed, disdainfully kicks the bank*. All references to 
him are strong and passionate and active. The virgin, on 
the other hand, who suggests purity, is likened to the 
crystal spring with its cool waves. "Virgin-springs" provides 
the successful link between purity and crystal waters.
When these go dry, when purity is lost, the only streams left 
will be tears. The implication is that the water of tears 
does not have the clean) purity of springs.
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Not only did Carew have to overcome the problems of 
presenting conventional themes and conceits in a fresh and 
ingenious manner, but of using the same motifs over 
and over in his own lyrics without becoming monotonous. A 
very common Renaissance motif concerns itself.'with the 
power of the lady's eyes. Traditionally, Cupid's darts 
emanate from the eyes. Carew's frequent use of the motif 
is not surprising. However, despite its frequent use, one 
does not feel satiated by it. It is interesting to note 
the variety of ways in which the same basic conceit appears 
in different lyrics. Seldom are the eyes spoken of in 
any other capacity than murdering, but each reference, 
nevertheless, is different. Notice the variety of words 
suggesting fatality: "murdering", "killing", "piercing",
"fatal", "dart", "slain" and "kill"» In a few instances 
however, instead of concentrating on the idea of the soul 
dying in love, Carew concentrates on the idea of the eyes 
kindling love:
Ve (said the eyes,) send forth those poynted darts
% i c h  pierce the hardest adamantine hearts.
'Lips and Eyes
Young men fly, when beautie darts
Amorous glances at your hearts:
SONG. Murdring beautie.
Gaze no more on that killing eye,
A Looking-Glasse
If the powerfull beames that flye
From her eye,
SONG. To one who when I prais'd my 
Mistris beautie, said I was blind
Her murdring glances,...
SONG. The willing Prisoner to his
Mistris.
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If from your eyes, those sparkles came.
That have kindled all this flame,
SONG. To my Mistris, I burning in love
But through the eyes, into the heart.
His fatall Dart:
SONG. Celia singing.
Nor yet darit from her eye 
Scorne enough to make me dye.
Griefe ingrost
Though Love enter by the sight 
To the heart, it doth not flye 
From the mind, when from the eye 
The faire objects take their flight.
Foure Songs ... Separation of Lovers
In her faire cheekes two pits doe lye,
To bury those slaine by her eyes,...
Come then and kill me with thy eye.
For if thou let me live, I die.
A Song, (in her faire cheekes...)
Two suns in a heaven of snow
Both burning bee.
In praise of his Mistris
Yet another common motif and one which Carew handles beautifully
is that of the lady’s beauty rivaling the sun. One is
especially struck by the personification of the sun. By
personifying the sun, an analogy between him and the lady is
created. Always masculine, he nevertheless is endowed with
such feminine characteristics as a well-developed vanity.
He reacts to greater beauty in the steiSotyped feminine way.
This is, of course, not unique to Carew but he does use the
motif of the personified sun in an excellent fashion. This
personification creates a more effective analogy between the
sun and the lady than a direct comparison, as we find in
"To the Painter" would do:
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If when the Sun at noone displayes
His brighter rayes,
Thou but appeare.
He then all pale with shame and feare,
Quencheth his light.
Hides his darke brow, flyes from thy sight.
And growes more dimme 
Compar’d to thee, then starres to him.
SONG. A beautifull Mistris.
...so the Sun should hide 
His bashfull face, and let the conquering Bride 
Without a Rivall shine, whilst He forbeares 
To mingle his unequall beames with hers;
On the Mariage of T.K. and C.C....
Nor may the sunne behold our blisse, - 
For sure thy eyes doe dazle his;
Loves Courtship
But let the Sunne in Triumph ride.
Scattering his beamy light.
When she awakes, he shall resigne 
His rayes: And she alone shall shine 
In glory all the night.
An Hymeneall Song on the Nuptials...
Till comming neere my Celia's sight.
She found a new and unknowne light
So full of glory, as it made
The noone-day Sun a gloomy shade;
A flye that flew into my Mistris her eye
Thy tresses are those rayes that doe arise 
Not from one Sunne, but two;...
The Comparison
...the rayes,
Of those eyes that out-shine the dayes.
To the Painter
The motif of willing fetters occurs frequently in Carew's 
lyrics. He seemed to have been especially fond of it, and* 
indeed, it is one of the most attractive recurring motifs in 
his lyrics. Several instances of its use have already been 
commented on as being especially attractive and appealing.
The paradox is, of course, freedom in bondage, and hair 
forms the emblematic chain. The relation is so well established
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that even on occasions where there is no reference at all
to hair, or even if the chains are made of another material,
one envisages flowing tresses. The idea of ansnaring hair
is a logical one, especially when one remembers that, traditionally,
ladies have always worn long hair, and that a woman's hair
is always one of her most important features.
Perhaps one of the reasons that this motif is so 
attractive is that, unlike the motif of beauty rivaling 
the sun which is essentially a compliment and nothing more, 
and unlike the motif of the eyes which, although providing 
the initial action in a love relationship which may ultimately 
have a spiritual significance, is still largely complimentary, 
the physical entwining of lovers, symbolized by the chains 
of love which most frequently are of hair, is symbolic of 
the spiritual entwining of two souls, and the motif has 
both physical and metaphysical significance. Sometimes the 
metaphysical significance is pointedly emphasized. At 
other times, merely the physical significance is emphasized, 
although, even on such occasions, the metaphysical implication 
remains. Yet it goes beyond even this. Hair is also 
emblematic of transient beauty and youthfulness. Not only 
does it represent the exchange of souls, but eternal love.
The physical nature of hair - the fact that a lock of hair 
cut off and preserved will never change its colour, regardless 
of the greying process of live hair - makes it especially 
appropriate as an emblem of eternal love. It is this that 
we find developed in "A Pastorall Dialogue. (As Celia rested...)":
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But this small wreathe, shall ever stay 
In its first native prime.
And smiling when the rest decay.
The triumphs sing of time.
At the same time, however, we find the motif of fetters. This
time they are of entwining arms:
CL.
Sweet! let thy captive, fetters weare 
Made o| thine armes, and hands;
Till such as thraldome scorne, or feare.
Envie those happy bands.
CE.
Then thus my willing armes I winde 
About thee, and am so 
Thy pris'ner; for my selfe I bind,
Vntill I let thee goe.
CL.
Happy that slave, whom the faire foe 
Tyes in so soft a chaine.
As the two are so complementary, both linked by the image of
hair, to have this lead into the theme of eternal love is
eminently appropriate. The gentle inferential movement
of thought from one to the other makes this one of Carew's
most appealing lyrics. A similar reference to the fading
hues of hair and its binding quality is made in "To A.L.
Perswasions to love":
These curious locks so aptly twind.
Whose every haire a soule doth bind,
Will change their abroun hue, and grow 
White, and cold as winters snow.
It is the entwiSnent of souls that Carew develops in
A
"Vpon a Ribband". Here, instead of hair, the emblem is a 
ribbon of silk, symbolizing the power of the lady's beauty 
over her lover:
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This silken wreath, which circles in mine arme.
Is but an Emblem of that mystique charme.
Wherewith the magique of your beauties binds 
My captive soule, and round about it winds 
Fetters of lasting love;
A slightly different aspect is explored in "To my Mistresse 
in absence":
There let us worke a mystique wreath,
Vnknowne unto the world beneath;
There let our claspt loves sweetly twin;
There let our secret thoughts unseen.
Like net be weav'd, and inter-twin'd.
Wherewith wee'le catch each others mind:
Although ^sically separate, the souls are united in the 
A
sphere of love in a relationship similar to the one explored
by Donne in "A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning". Instead
of spiritual unification being simply symbolized, we have
the actual entwi^bent of souls. The mystique quality of
"Vpon a Ribband" and the wreaths and inter-twined nets
remind one of a stanza in "The Complement":
1 doe not love thee for that faire.
Rich fanne of thy most curious haire;
Though the wires thereof be drawne 
Finer than the threeds of lawne.
And are softer then the leaves 
On which the subtle spinner weaues.
where we find Carew using closely associated images to symbolize
the unification of souls. Looking at the two together
demonstrates how the suggestion of hair is permeated through
the first, although there is no actual reference to it. In
this later one, we find a lovely blend of the physical and
the non-physical, neither emphasized at the expense of the
the other. There is a secular quality about the rich lace
fan which is appropriate to the courtly setting of Carew*s
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versGo While he is primarily or firstly concerned with the 
softness of the hair, he speaks of the "subtle weauer" 
which suggests the power of the hair to attract and bind 
the lover, almost like a spider weavingoa net to catch its 
prey.
In "Good counsel to a young Maid. SONG", we once again 
find finely woven nets of soft thread, although the purpose 
is slightly different. The object is not the power of the 
hair to attract, an emblem of eternal love, or entwinement, 
but seduction:
Netts, of passions finest thred.
Snaring Poems, will be spread.
All, to catch thy maiden-head.
The u s ^ f  "head", with its double entendre, is amusing. Hair 
is directly suggested by "head" but the implication is of 
pubicohair rather than tresses. It is rather clever with 
its tongue-in-cheek quality; being perfectly chaste in spite 
of all of its implications.
The tone is relaxed and light in "SONG. The willing 
Prisoner to his Mistris". As the title suggests, its theme 
is that of the chains of love. What a delightful picture is 
formed by:
Whilst proud of my triumphant chaine
I sit, and court my beauteous fetter.
While the "beauteous fetter" is his mistress, one thinks of
a peacock vainly contemplating his own glorious beauty.
Her murdring glances, snaring haires.
And her bewitching smiles, so please me,
gaily suggest an enchanting sorceress.
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The motif continues in other lyrics. In "SONG. To a
Lady not yet enjoy'd by her Husband", we find wreaths of .
eye-beames knitting loving hearts together:
Shall a pure wreathe of eye-beames twine.
Our loving hearts together knitting;
"Sterne Law" sits in a bower of roses preparing fetters of
"silken wreathes" in "Vpon my Lord Chiefe lustice...":
and now prepares 
No fetters, but of silken wreathes.
And, braded hayres;
This is especially attractive as the association is so
completely contrary to normal expectation. It provides
an excellent contrast between the iron chains of justice and
the soft ties of love.
Whatever evaluation one may make of Carew's lyrics, 
recognition must be given to his own recognition of his own 
limitations. He seemed^to have been aware of the boundaries 
of his ability and stayed within them, perfecting what he 
was capable of and not attempting anything more. For this 
reason, there are no examples of Carew failing disastrously 
in any of his attempts.
In evaluation, one must keep in mind that Carew was a 
courtier poet catering to the taste of the Whitehall society. 
As such, his lyrics reflect not only the tradition of amatory 
verse but the very society in which he moved. His imagery 
is as exquisite as the beautiful dresses of the ladies in 
court; his sentiments as frivolous as those of the Caroline 
nobility who could masqi^e and dance and spend vast sums of
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money on hedonistic pleasures while outside discontent moved 
toward rebellion. The very preponderance of gems and 
precious metals, traditional as they are^ in his imagery 
reflects the richness of his surroundings.
It was not Carew's object to philosophize, but to 
praise or dispraise, to plead, or to persuade. The question 
to be asked is not: "What does the poem say?" but: "What 
is the poem for and how is this accomplished?" Judged upon 
this criteria, Carew's lyrics are very successful. They 
seldom fail to accomplish their immediate purpose. Carew 
intended to please and delight his audience and he did just 
this. The taste was for^ingenious wit and he abounds in 
it, although generally it is within proportion and its 
achievement is not at the sacrifice of other elements. While 
one today cannot maintain the same poetic values as the 
Renaissance, one can recognize them and understand the great 
popularity of Carew's verse within his own time. This is 
not to imply that Carew's lyrics have no appeal today, for 
they do have an appeal to the modern reader. They remain 
as delightful and pleasurable as they ever were, regardless 
of how much one may devalue their purpose. While he 
epitomizes a definite type and taste, he is not confined 
to it, he is not just a topical poet. Regardless of anything 
else, his art stands; his Horati^n belief that things 
written with care w i ^  last is rewarded. One simply cannot 
quarrel with his art, and there is a great deal to be said 
for his refinement of the courtly lyric.
Carew deserves to be better know and more widely read
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for several different reasons. He well epitomizes the
Jacobean/Caroline school of courtier amatory verse, and
perhaps represents it better than either Donne or Jonson do.
There is so much personal individual genius in both Donne
and Jonson that separation of individual characteristic
and traditional characteristics is rather difficult. One
even tends to look for Donne in other metaphysical poets
rather than looking for actual metaphysical style. Although
one cannot deny Carew his own style, it is not particularity
distinct. Rather he reflects poetic taste. In Carew, we
find a tradition of courtly lyrics polished and refined to
at least near perfection. One indeed wonders whether this
type of lyric could be perfected to any greater extent.
Certainly one can find lyrics within the same tradition which
surpass those of Carew, but not consistently. Perhaps it
would be more exact to say that he perfected the typical
courtly lyric. Yet besides merely deserving to be read as
a representative courtier poet, Carew deserves to be read for
his own achievement within lyric verse. He is perhaps best
defined by Sir Herbert Grierson:
...the poetic ornament of that Court is 
Thomas Carew. This young careless liver 
was a careful artist with a deeper vein 
of thought and feeling than a first 
reading suggests.... In Carew's poems and 
Vandyke's pictures the artistic taste of 
Charles's court is vividly reflected, a 
dignified voluptuousness, an exquisite 
elegance, if in some of the higher qualities 
of man and artist Carew is an inferior to  ^
Wyatt and Spenser as Vandyke is to Holbein.
1. Grierson, Sir Herbert J.C., Metaphysical Lyrics and Poems 
of the Seventeeth Century, Oxford, 1921, p. xxxvi.
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APPENDIX 
His Critical Reputation
Despite Carew's relative obscurity today, he was well 
thought of by his contemporaries. Oldys, in his manuscript 
note on Langbaine, remarked that his sonnets were more in 
request than,any other poet of his time, between 1630 and
164o} Several poets addressed him in verse during his life.
Clement Paman complimented his sonnets, saying:
No Lute, or Lover durst contend with Thee 
Hadst added to thy Loue but Charity.
Aurelian Townsend in lines addressed to Thomas Carew at the
death of Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, commented on his
fondness for both Carew and his lyrics:
I loue thy personn which being large and tall. 
Centaines a speritt that dull mans it all;
I loue thy witt, which chooses to be sweete 
Rather than sharpe, therefore in Lirique feete 
Steales to thy mistris; letting others write 
Rough footed Satires that in kissing bite.
I loue thy Celia if shee did infuse 
That fire into thee which begott thy Muse,
And all that louers that with listening eares 
Sipp in and relish thy Ambrosian teares.
Which as they fell like manna on the Herge 
Of deuine Donne, feeding vs all in verse.
1. Oldys, William, manuscrpt note, Malone, loc. cit., in 
The Poems of Thomas Carew, W. Carew Hazlitt, ed., London, 
1870, p. vii.
2. M.S. Rawl, Poet 147, Bodleian Library, in Dunlap, op. 
cit., p. 210.
3. "Aurelian Tounsend to Tho: Carew vpon the death of the 
King of Sweden".
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Suckling, in his usual teasing manner, wrote several merry
lines entitled "Vpon TC having the ?" during one of Carew's
illnesses} William Davenant's "To Tho: Carew" flatters him
with an elaborate conceit on the grievances of lovers against 
2
his muse. Thomas Randolph, in Poems published in 1638,
registers "A complaint against Cupid that he never made him
in love", mentioning several of his contemporaries known for
their amorous verse, including Carew, with the lines:
A third speaks raptures, and hath gaind a wit
By praising Caaelia; else had rais't of it?
After his death his reputation lingered. His songs
appeared inj^merous songbooks of the age^ and fellow poets
continued to remember him. When the works of Thomas Stanley
were published in 1646, they were prefixed with lines from
James Shirley, stating that the love poetry within was worthy
of Carew's esteem:
Carew, whose numerous language did before 
Steer every genial soul,...5
Suckling's famous "A Session of the Poets", lightly carica­
turing the most eminent of the early seventeeth,ncentury poets, 
was published in his Fragmenta Aurea, also in 1646. Apollo 
holds a session of the poets to award the long reserved 
laurel to him best deserved. The merits of e%ch are discussed
1. Suckling, Sir John, The Last Remains of Sir John Suckling, 
London, 1659, p. 19.
2. Davenant, William, Madagascar ; and other Poems, London, 
1638, pp. 136-7.
3. Randolph, Thomas, Poems, with the Muses Looking-Glasse; 
and Amyntas, Oxford, 1638, p. 16.
4. Dunlap, p_p. cit. , p. 1.
5. Shirley, James, The Poems of James Shirley, Ray 
Livington Armstrong, ed., New York, 1941, p. 8«
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and argued. Of all the references to Carew by his contemp­
oraries, these lines are perhaps the most quoted, although 
whether fairly or unfairly is a debatable question:
Tom Carew was next, but he had a fault 
That would not well stand with a Lauréat;
His Muse was hard-bound, and th'issue of’s brain 
Vas seldom brought forth but with trouble and pain.
And
All that were present there did agree,
A Lauréat Muse should be easie and free.
Yet sure 'twas not that, but 'twas thought that his Grace 
Consider'd, he was well he had a Cup-bearers place.
A theme not unlike Suckling’s had been published anonymously
a year earlier in a work entitled "The Great Assises Holden
in Parnassus by Apollo and his Assessours". Various
scandalous newsheets were to be tried by the assizes; the
jurymen are being chosen for the posts. A complaint is
raised against Carew sitting on the jury:
He gentle Mr. Cary did refuse.
Who pleas'd faire Ladies with his courtly muse:
He said, that by his luxurious penne.
Deserv'd had better the Trophonian Denne,
Then many now which stood to be arraign'd.
For he the Thespian Fountaine had distain'd.
With foule conceits, and made their waters bright. 
Impure, like those of the Hermophrodite,
He said, that he in verse, more loose had bin.
Then old Chaerephanes, or Aretine,
In obscene portraitures: and that this fellow 
In Helicon had reared the first Burdello,
That he had chang'd the chast Castalian spring.
Into a Carian Veil, whose waters bring 
Effeminate desires, and thoughts uncleane.
To minds that earst were pure, and most serene.
At this point, the prisoner is interrupted; Scaliger speaks
in the defence of Carew, asking leave for the latter to
apologize :
1. Suckling, Sir John, Fragmenta Aurea, London, 1649, p. 8.
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For I have try'd my industry and wit
Both Arts, and Authours to refine, and mend.
As well as times, yet can I not defend.
But some luxuriant witt, will often vent 
Lascivious Poems, against my consent:
Of which offence, if Cary guilty be.
Yet may some chaster Songs him render free 
From censure sharp, and expiate those crimes 
Which are not fully his, but rather Times:
But let your Grace vouchsafe, that he may try 
How he can make his own Apology:
Apollo then gave Cary leave to speake.
Who thus in modest sort, did silence breake.
In wisdomes nonage, and unriper yeares.
Some lines slipt from my penne, which since with teares 
I labour'd to expunge: This Song of mine 
Was not infused by the Virgins nine.
Nor throught my dreames divine upon this Hill,
Did this vain Rapture issue from my quill.
No Thespian waters, but a Paphian fire.
Did me with this foule extasie inspire:
I oft have wish'd, that I (like Saturne) might 
This Infant of my folly smother quite.
Or that I could retract, what I had done.
Into the bosome of Oblivion.
Thus Cary did conclude: for,prest by griefe,
Hee was compell'd to be concise and briefe:
Phoebus at his contrition did relent.
And Edicts so on through all Parnassus sent.
That none should dare to attribute the shame 
Of that fond rapture, unto Caryes name.
But Order'd that the infamy should light ^
On those, who did the same read, or recite.
The edict rendered in this anonymous work was not to be
heeded; of all his verses, none has been commented on as
frequently, although seldom complimentary, as "A Rapture".
Prefixed to Lucasta in 1649 were lines written by
Col. John Pinchbacke praising Lovelace's ability to write
delicate lines in an era torn by civil strife. So much
easier was the task for Carew and Waller:
Well might that charmer his faire Caelia crowne,... 
When wit had prayse, and merit did reward.
And every noble spirit did accord 
To love the Muses,..?
1  .___ "The Great Assises Holden in Parnassus by Apollo and
His Assessovrs, London, 1645, pp* 24-27.
2. Lovelace, Richard, Lucasta, London, 1649.
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Robert Baron strove for a "princely seat" between Suckling
and Carew in the hall of bards. He addresses Suckling but
refers to Carew as:
Thy excellent CAREW, and thou dearest TOM,
Loves Oracle,..}
"Doubts & Pears"
When William Cartwright's Comedies, Tragi-Comedies, With Other
Poems was published by Humphrey M o s e ^  in 1651, lines by
Jo Leigh, addressed to Moseley, were included in the
prefatory material, commending Moseley as publisher of so many
eminent poets:
Thou rais'd brave SUCKLING, gav'st him all his own, 
Aglaura else had not been waited on:
Then gav'st us melting CAREW, who so long  ^
Maintain'd t'e Court with many a charming Songf
1654 found Carew among the shades in another anonymous 
work entitled Stipendiarie Lachrymae:
There (purged of the folly of disdayning)
Laura walk'd hand in hand with Petrarch joind.
No more of Tyrant Goblin Honour plaining.
There SIDNEY in rich STELLA's arms lay twind,
CA R E W  and SUCKLING their mine eye did find?
and in 1656, Carew was found in Elysium in a theme similar
to Suckling's "A Session of the Poets". Visiting Elysium,
Don Zare del Fogo finds:
...the Brittish Bards (forsooth) were also 
ingaged in quarrel for Superiority; and who 
think you, threw the Apple of Discord amongst 
them, but Ben Johnson, who had openly vaunted 
himself the first and best of English Poets; 
this Brave was resented by all with the 
highest indignation,...
1. Baron, Robert, Pocula Castalia, London, 1650, p. 102
2. Cartwright, William, Comedies, Tragi-Comedies, With 
Other Poems, London, 1651.
3. Stipendariæ Lacrymae, Hague, 1654, p. 15.
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The argument goes on with Chaucer; Chapman; Spenser; and
Shakespeare and Fletcher each exacting * claims for
superiority» The bards divide in their support of Chaucer;
Spenser; and Shakespeare and Fletcher. Carew is mentioned as
one of the "Life-Guard" surrounding the latter:
...Shakespear and Fletcher surrounded with 
their Life-Guard, Viz. Goffe, Massinger,
Decker, Webster, Sucklin, Cartwright,
Carew, and c...}
Lord Herbert of Cherbury mentioned Carew in both his
Poems and in his Life. Herbert refers to Carew's renowned
"An Elegie upon the death of the Deane of Pauls, D^. lohn
Donne" in his own, saying:
Having delivered now what praises are.
It rests that I should to the world declare 
Thy praises, DUNN, whom I so lov'd alive 
That with my witty Carew I should strive 
To celebrate the dead....
"Elegy For Doctor Dunn" 11. 47-51
Recalling those in his train in his embassy to France,
Herbert speaks of Carew as:
Thomas Caage, that excellent Wit, 
the King's Carver;..?
Like Herbert's Life, Clarendon's and Walton's words on Carew
were not published until long after their deaths. Clarendon,
who was somewhat younger than Carew, spoke of how, while he
was yet a student, he had the acquaintance of a number of
eminent persons, including Carew. Of Carew, he says that he
1. Holland, Samuel, Wit and Fancy in a Maze, or the 
Incomparable Champion of Love and Beautie. A Mock Romance, 
London, 1656, pp. 101-2.
2. Herbert, Edward, Baron of Cherbury, The Poems of Lord 
Herbert of Cherbury, London, 1881, pp. 86-9.
3. Herbert, Edward, Life, loc. cit.
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was "much esteemed by the most eminent Persons in the Court,
and well looked upon by the King himself", going on to speak
of Carew's:
...pleasant and facetious Vit,... 
which for the Sharpness of the Fancy, 
and the Elegancy of the Language, 
in which that Fancy was spread, were 
at least equal,tif not superior to 
any of that Time:..}
Along with the lines of Suckling, those of Clarendon are
among the most frequestly quoted in the various biographical
sketches of Carew written over the centuries. Izaak Walton's
comments on Carew are among the notes he collected on the
life of John Hales for the antiquary William Fulman. He
recounts the tale of Carew's death bed repentance, referring
to Carew as :
a poet of note and a great libertine 
in his life and talke..?
Carew's popularity at the time of his death can partly 
be attested to by the fact than an edition of his poems was 
published immediately (l640) with a revised and enlarged 
edition following in 1642. A third edition, published in 
1651, demonstrates a lingering audience. However, beginning 
with the Restoration and through the eighteenth century, Carew 
dwindled into obscurity, his works thought of as a curious 
example of the poetry surrounding the court of the first 
Charles. Only one edition of Carew was published after the 
Restoration (1670) and a complete century elapsed before a 
fifth edition was published. (1772)
1. Hyde, Edward, First Earl of Clarendon, loc. eit.
2. Walton, Izaak, loc. cit.
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David Lloyd spoke of Carew in 1669 in his "The Life 
and Death of Sir John Suckling". He comments that Suckling 
was better become in a group of scholars than in an army, 
for he was:
...soft and sweet withal; insomuch, 
that Selden went away with the 
character of Deep and Learned,...
Digby Reaching and Vigorous...
Ben Johnson Commanding and Full,
Carew Elaborate and Accurate.
Davenant High and Stately,..}
After the Restoration edition of Carew, Edward Phillips
mentioned him in a collection of poets. Although only
thirty-five years had elapsed since Carew’s death, Phillips
spoke of him as an ancient, a representative of a by-gone
Mr-"'"
age, as indeed was, so great were the changes in the
philosophy of art wrought by the Civil War and Restoration:
he was reckon’d among the Chiefest
of his time for delicacy of wit and
Poetic Fancy, by the strength of 
which his extant Poems still maintain 
their fame amidst the Curious of 
the present Age?
William Winstanley in 1687 quoted Phillips almost
verbatim, adding a comment on Carew’s friendship with Thomas
May, and his poem attached to May’s The Heir :
He was a great acquaintance of Mr.
Thomas May, whom none can deny to be
an able Poet, although Discontent
made him warp his Genius contrary
to his natural Fancy, in commendation
of whose Tragi-Comedy called The Heir, _
Mr. Carew wrote an excellent paper of Verses.
1. Lloyd, David, Mémoires of the Lives... of those... 
Personages that suffered...for the Protestant Religion,
London, 1668, p. 159.
2. Phillips, Edward, Theatrum Poetarum, "The Modern Poets",
London, 1675, p. 174.
3. Winstanley, William, The Lives of the most Famous 
English Poets, London, 1687, pp. 169-70.
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L;n Langbaine's account of Carew in 1691 is more garrulous
and it mentions Coelum Britannicum for the first time, which
had there before been mistakenly ascribed to William Davenant.
It includes the lines of Suckling and Davenant on Carew,
claiming that Suckling’s cannot be taken:
...for the real Judgment of that 
Excellent Poet: and he was too good 
a Judge of Wit to be ignorant of 
Mr. Carew’s Worth, and his Talent in 
Poetry,..}
Gildon, continuing the work of Langbaine, shortened the
account of Carew, mentioning his court position, his masque,
and the several publications of his verses.
Giles Jacob compiled an account of the English poets
in both 1719 and 1720. His comments on Carew are brief,
but it is interesting to note that he was included at all.
In 1719, he identified Carew with Charles I, mentioned
Coelum Britannicum, and offered a short evaluation:
He was a Gentleman of a great deal of _
Wit, but guilty of Extravagancy in his Poems...
In 1720, he merely tersely states:
This Gentleman was the Author of 
several Love Poems which met with 
Approbation, but he is very Wanton in 
some of them, and has carried his 
flights to an Extravagancy.
The Chief of his Poems, are,
I. The Cruel Mistress
II. Ingrateful Beauty. An excellent Piece
III. Boldness in Love
IV. The Rapture. This is a very airy
Piece, but exceedingly 
well wrotef
1. Langbaine, Gerald, ^  Account of the English Dramatick 
Poets, London, 1687, pp. 169-70.
2. Gildon, Charles, The Lives and Characters of the English
Dramatic Poets, London, 1698.
3. Jacob, Giles, The Poetical Register, London, 1719, Vol.I.,
p . 27 »
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Although not the first to criticize Carew for "A Rapture", 
Jacob's remarks were perhaps the most pointed up to this date. 
Earlier historians had contented themselves with representing .
j/ Carew yas a curious example of the age of Charles I.
/
The second edition of Anthony à Wood’s Athenae Oxonienses
was published in 1721 with an account of Thomas Carew. This
account was to remain the major biographical account until
Hazlitt's research in the nineteenth century. Wood briefly
comments on the Carew family, Thomas’ Oxford education, his
travels, his life at court, his masque, songs, and poems,
borrowing from Lloyd and Jacobs and quoting from Suckling.
He elucidates ^ on the esteem with which Charles I and other
poets held Carew:
...King Ch. I., who always esteemed him 
to the last one of the most celebrated 
Wits in his Court, and therefore by him 
so highly valued, so afterwards grieved 
by his untimely Death. He was much 
respected, if not ador’d by the Poets  ^
of his time, especially by Ben Johnson;
Carew certainly must have commanded the respect of Ben Jonson
to be one of his "Sons" but the adoration of which Wood
speaks is undoubtedly an exaggeration.
Alexander Pope, although well read in the ancients, and 
fond of adapting their themes, held the metaphysicals in 
contempt. Carew, however, held a strange position in the 
eighteenth century and was not altogether dismissed with the 
metaphysicals. Waller was often looked upon as the forerunner.
4. Jacob, Giles, A^ Historical Account of the Lives and 
Writings of our most Considerable English Poets..., 1720, 
Vol. II., pp. 22-23.
I. Wood, Anthony à, loc. cit.
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or first refiner of English poetry, and Carew as a direct
It"ipredecessor of Waller’s. Pope referred complimentary
to Carew on one occasion as:
Carew (a bad Waller)}
and on another as one of:
The Mob of Gentleman who wrote with Ease;.
Sprat, Carew, Sedley, and a hundred more.
11. lUo—9
That Pope lumped Carew with poets who wrote with ease, when 
Carew’s most marked characteristic is the painstaking care 
with which he wrote, is strange. It must have been careless­
ness on the part of Pope to include him.
Yet in the same year as Pope’s The First Epistle of 
the Second Book of Horace, Imitated was published (1737), 
Mrs. Elizabeth Cooper published an anthology of ancients 
entitled The Muses Library. None of Carew’s poems are 
included, but in the introduction Carew is spoken of again 
in connection with Waller:
Carew, and Waller taught Penegyrick 
to be delicate,..?
Biographia Britannica in 1747 included a shortened
4
version of Wood’s account of Carew. Theophilus Cibber 
did the same in 1753, but added Davenant’s lines and
1. Spence, Rev. Joseph, Anecdotes, London, 1820, p. 21.
2. Pope, Alexander, The First Epistle of the Second Book 
of Horace, Imitated, London, 1737, p. 7.
3. Cooper, Mrs. Elizabeth, The Muses Library, London, 
1737, p. xii.
4. Biographia Britannica, London, 1747, p. 1172.
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"Boldnesse in love" as an example of Carew’s poetry}
The 1772 edition of Carew, published by Davies, included
a short biographical sketch which is largely a paraphrase of
Wood. Davies does go on, however, to add:
The Characteristic of Carew’s Poetry 
seems to be Elegance. He wrote like 
a Gentleman. He courted the Muses, as 
he would his Mistress, with ease and 
freedom: He visited them as a friend, 
not a dependent. Hence his poetry is 
always chaste, and his sentiments 
are always refined. His Muse, like a 
well-drest Beauty, is most brilliant 
when she appears to be most negligent.
...The province in which he shines most 
brilliantly is that of Love; and he 
seems to have borrowed much of his soft­
ness and refinement from the gentle 
passion which he so well sung?
In the same year, Joseph Warton published his essay
on Pope, in which he acknowledges the latter’s knowledge of
earlier poets in a manner rather uncomplimentary to them:
...there is a close and surprising 
resemblance between this ode of POPE, 
and one of an obscure and forgotten rhymer
of the age of Charles the second, namely
Thomas Flatman; from whose dunghill, as 
well as from the dregs of Crashaw, of 
Carew, of Herbert, and others, (for it is 
well known he was a great reader of all 
those poets) POPE has very judiciously 
collected gold?
Nichols’ anthology published in 1780 again included 
Carew, with a biographical account based largely on Clarendon 
and Voodf He included two poems, "SONG. Aske me no more"
1. Cibber, Theophilus, Lives of the Poets of Great Britian 
and Ireland, London, 1753, Vol. I., pp. 249-52.
2. ___ Poems, Songs, and Sonnets Together with a Masque,
T. Davies, ed., London, 1772, pp. vii-ix.
3. WartQxiy^ , J o s , An Essa^y Q?ri Hhe' Uenips . ahid Writings- ,of 
Pope, Third Edition, London, 1772, p. 87.
4. Nichols, John. A Select Collection “ “
0. Vol. I., pp. 282-4.
, of Poems. London 
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and "The Primrose", the latter of which is of questionable 
authorship having been printed in the 1640 edition of Carew 
but also in Robert Herrick's Hesperides in 1648. It is 
generally accepted as Herrick's.
Thomas Varton's history of English poetry written in 
1781 does not mention Carew among the poets, but reference 
is made to Coelum Britannicum in a section entitled "Masques 
in Court"}
Ritson's collection of English songs, published in 1783,
included three of Carew's - "Disdaine returned"; "Ingrateful
beauty threatned"; and "Mediocritie in love rejected", with
a terse comment on the author's elaborateness of conceit:
The poems of Carew afford many 
excellent songs: a little more 
simplicity might have considerably 
increased the number?
Henry Headley's extravagant praise of Carew in 1787
was perhaps overdone, but afforded a rare note in the treatment
generally given to the poet. It, perhaps, marks a change
in literary values, rejecting the pedantry of the Age of
Reason and ultimately culminating in the Romantic era:
The consummate elegance of this 
gentleman entitles him to a very 
considerable attention. Sprightly, 
polished, and perspicuous, every part 
of his works displays the man of sense, 
gallantry, and breeding; indeed many 
of his productions have a certain happy 
finish, and betray a dexterity both of 
thought and expression much superior
1. Warton, Thomas, History of English Poetry From the Twelfth 
to the Close of the Sixteenth Century, V. Carew Hazlitt, ed., 
London, 1871, Vol. III., p. 318.
2. Ritson, Joseph, A Select Collection of English Songs, 
London, 1783, Vol. I», p. Ix.
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to anything of his contemporaries, and, 
on similar subject, rarely surpassed by 
his successors, Carew has the ease 
without the pedantry of Waller, and 
perhaps less conceit....Waller is too 
exclusively considered as the first 
man who brought versification to 
anything like its present standard.
Carew’s pretensions to the same merit 
are seldom sufficiently either considered 
or allowed}
Strangely enough, after this burst of enthusiasm, Headley 
only included three of Carew’s poems in his anthology - 
"Epitaph on the Lady Mary Villers"; "To A.L. Perswasions 
to love"; and "The Primrose".
Anderson's anthology in 1793 continued this burst of
enthusiasm over Carew with a reprint of Davies. Anderson relies
heavily on Wood and Clarendon for his account, and again
quotes both Suckling and Davenant, going on to include some
of Carew's critical reputation with comments from Lloyd
and Pope, He concludes by saying:
Of all the modern testimonies to his 
merits, that o| Mr. Headley is equal 
to his deserts.
Bishop Percy echoed the growing interest in Carew noting that:
This elegant, and almost-forgotten 
writer, whose poems have been so 
deservedly revived,..?
A glowing testimony on Carew was included in The British
Critic in 1802 calling him the link in versification between
Spenser and Waller. With great enthusiasm, it observes:
1. Headley, Henry, Select Beauties of Ancient English 
Poetry, London, 1787, Vol. I., pp. xxxix-xli.
2. Anderson, Robert, A Complete Edition of the Poets of 
Great BritiJEn, London, 1794, Vol. Ill, p. 674.
37 Percy, Bishop Thomas, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, 
Fourth Edition, London, 1794, Vol. Ill, p. 247.
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He preserved the harmony of the 
verse, if not the purity of his 
taste, untainted by his metaphysical 
contemporaries}
Alexander Chalmers in 1810 included a reprint of Davies
in his anthology. His bi^ngraphical account differs little
from those of the past, with the exception of including
Oldys’ manuscript note. Chalmers, as Anderson did, defers
to Headley, although wryly commenting that:
...his enthusiasm may be thought 
to have carried him too far?
Ellis’ Specimans included a rather extensive selection of
Carew, although his biographical account is brief and factual,
with the exception of the quotation from Headley.
In 1810, Fry published a separate collection of Carew’s
poems in a stated attempt to revive interest in the poet. He
speaks of Carew as :
an unjustly-neglected Author,...
It is in the Amatory department that 
we must seek, in order to form a correct 
opinion of the poetical talent. In it,
I do not hesitate to assert, every 
reader of taste will discover a tender 
glow of imagination and felicity in 
combining ideas, that mark him as a true 
poet. It is easy to scribble verses, 
but quite different to write poetry.
In Carew we almost always perceive an 
unaffected method of sentiment, so many 
beautiful images that are not to be 
found in any former author; added to 
which, so mellifluous a flow of harmony 
in his lines, that we cannot deny him 
the praise of the latter. He is the 
first that has sung the praises of
1. ___ The British Critic, Vol. XIX, London, 1802, p. 621.
2. Chalmers, Alexander, The Works of the English Poets From 
Chaucer to Cowper, London, 1810, Vol. V, p. 590.
3. Ellib^c G èpy gi^oSpA'ci of a I.hWo Ear 1§^ £ English ^ÈoëtM ; 
Lôndon^'r l^ll j. VoILq ‘^ TI;I, pii’1 5 6 .
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Beauty, and the delightful sensations of 
Love, with Doric délicâcÿiyHe displays 
a manner of his own, much superior to 
the pedantic metaphysical effusions of 
Waller, and he only requires to be more 
known to be more reddeî
Ezekiel Sanford*s anthology included some twenty—six of
Carew’s poems, with a short life, based on Wood, attached.
He called Carew's lyrics "polished and pointed"? A fifth
edition of Rev, James Granger's Biographical History of
England saw fit to mention Carew as a poet of renowned in the
reign of Charles I. A sixth edition of Carew was issued in
1824, the text of which was based on the 1640 edition, and
edited by Thomas Maitland. The edition is rare as only
one hundred and twenty five copies were printed. Southey,
in 1831, included works of Carew in his Select Works of
British Poets from Chaucer to Jonson stating that Carew's
morals would have survived the Restoration had he only
lived so long:
His wit and his accomplishments 
qualified him for a courtier, and 
his morals would not have disqualified ^ 
him even at the court of Charles the son.
A slight change in the approach to Carew can be seen in 
Hazlitt's comments on him in 1820. He had been enjoying a 
new popularity with the revival of interest in lyric poetry 
in the late eighteenth century, but this seemed to have
lo A Selection from the Poetical Works of Thomas Carew,
John Fry, ed., London, 1810, pp. v-xii.
2. Sanford, Ezekiel, The Works of the Brittish Poets
with Lives of the Authors, Philadelphia, 1819, Vol. Ill, pp.375-6
3. Granger, Rev. James, A Biographical History of England,
Fifth Edition, London, 1824, Vol. III., p. 131.
4. Southey, Robert, Select Works of the British Poets From 
Chaucer to Jonson, London, 1831, p. 732.
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depended largely upon the selectivity of the various editors.
Despite the enthusiastic introductions, only a very few of
his poems were actually included in the anthologies. Those
very qualities upon which editors chose to comment with
enthusiastic praise were reason for excluding most of his
work, as Ritson effectively pointed out, and thus actually
serve as a condemnation in a period whose taste was for
simplicity. Selig notes that the complaint against his
extravagance in the early part of the century was just being
echoed with the complaint against his lack of simplicity?
The trend of non-critical exuberance was turned with Hazlitt's
words. His fondness for Carew did not deter him from saying:
Carew was an elegant court trifler....
The "Hue and Cry of Love", the "Epitaphs 
on Lady Mary Villiers", and the "Friendly 
Reproof to Ben Jonson" for his angry 
farewell to the stage, are in the author's 
best manner. Ve may perceive, however, a 
frequent mixture of the superficial and 
common-place, with far fetched and improbable 
conceits?
Selig calls attention to the distinct Romantic prejudice
reflected in these words:
Hazlitt's use of the term (commonplace) 
seems to reflect the Romantic distaste for 
poetry lacking in spontaneity, just as his 
adjective 'superficial' implies a distaste 
for ornament, and 'far-fetched' for exercise 
of too ingenious a wit?
1. Selig, p£. cit., p. 9.
2. Hazlitt, Lectures, loc. cit.
3. Selig, op. cit., p. 10®
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This shift is more dramatically seen in the words of
the anonymous critic in The Retrospective Review, (1822)
providing a sharp contrast to Henry Headley and John Fry, who
allowed their excitement to dull the edge of their
discerning ability:
Carew excels his contemporaries in the
grace and harmony of his verse, and his
poetry is less disfigured by cold and 
frivolous conceits; at the same time, 
it must be allowed, that there is hardly 
a single poem which does not contain one 
of these glittering icicles. The merits 
of this author have, we think, been 
considerably over-rated. He possesses few 
of the higher qualities of the poet - we 
meet with little to interest the imagination, 
or engage the feelings: indeed, we are almost 
inclined to doubt whether his poetry ever
touched the heart of a single reader, even
when set off with all the charms which the 
musical talents of the two Laws could 
communicate to it. Perhaps we ought to 
except the Epitaph on Lady Mary Villiers....
Carew's poetry is easy, graceful, and 
gentlemanly - the versification varied and 
well modulated, and the sentiments fanciful 
and ingenious!
The attack is overly harsh, but the judgement is more perceptive 
than what had been written heretofore, observing with 
considerably accuracy both the strengths and weaknesses in
Carew. It approaches him, not condescendingly,ascan historical
oddity of some interest, but as a poet of some topical 
significance, tacitly commenting on the extent of academic 
interest in Carew at this time, and provides the first 
really critical essay to be written on Carew.
1. ___ "Thomas Carew's Poems", The Retrospective Review,
London, 1822, Vol. VI, Part 2, pp. 224—5.
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An edition of Carew based upon the small one of 1824
was published in 1845. The prefatory material, an anonymous
memoir, biographical and critical, romanticizes the story
of Carew's death^bed repentance, boldly capitalizing on
its picturesque aspects with the full impact of nineteenth
century sentimentalism:
It is to be regretted that the 
excitements and dissipations of the 
court of Charles banished from the 
mind of Carew those solemn and 
ennobling reflections, that in a 
retired life are more apt to force 
their way upon our attention.... It 
was soon after Coelum Britannicum made 
its appearance that ill-health first 
assailed Carew; the temptations by 
which he had been assailed had led him 
too far from the paths of virtue; and 
when failing health bid him to prepare 
to die, he awoke from a long dream of 
security, to find himself upon the brink 
of another world,-upon the verge of 
eternity, into which he gazed with 
feelings of unmingled awe.
One step to the white death-bed and one to the bier,
And one to the Charnel, and one-oh, where?
From this time to his decease, love-songs 
were exchanged for penitential paalms; his 
muse abandoned the service of Venus, and was 
employed in pouring forth passionate strains 
of sorrow and prayer!
Happily, this is the most extreme sentimentalizing that Carew
was ever subjected to.
Hazlitt was the first to do any systematic research 
into Carew's life, choosing not to rely solely upon Anthony 
à Wood, and it is to him that we are indebted for the collection 
of many of the particulars, as the family history, correspondence, 
acquaintances, and such incidents as those with Ben Jonson,
1. The Poetical Works of Thomas Carew..., London, 1845, 
in Dunlap, o£. cit., pp. xxxix-xl.
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and John Hales. He was aware of Thomas Carey oftthe Bed
Chamber and distinguished between the two men, but still
managed to confuse them. The miniature purported to be of
Carew of the Privy Council and reproduced in the Hazlitt
edition is actually Carey of the Bed-Chamber, and it was the
latter, not the former, to whom the use of the royal demesne
of Sunninghill was granted. Hazlitt made little effort in
the prefatory material to evaluate Carew's work, stating merely:
...but on the whole Carew may certainly 
be allowed to excel in purity and 
perspicuity of diction, in exquisite 
happiness and elegance of sentiment, in 
the harmony of his numbers, in a certain 
charming finish of style, and in a 
peculiar freedom from affectation, 
pedantry, and false taste!
Joseph Voodfall Ebsworth who prepared the 1893 edition
of Carew^s poems writes of him warmly, disparaging the
grievous neglect with which he had met. Unable to reconcile
his squemishness (of/the libertine aspects of Carew's life
with his fondness for the poetry, his account of Carew's life,
although not sparing the unfavourable details, glosses over
them with abundant rationalization and excuse, and, indeed,
outright liberty, for which he was sharply rebuked by
Sir Arthur T. Quiller Couch:
Indeed Mr. Ebsworth lets his enthusiasm 
for his author run clean away from his 
sense of fairness.... so long as an 
editor confines this belligerent 
enthusiasm to the defence of his author's 
writings, it is at worst but an amiable 
weakness;,..But when he extends this
1. Hazlitt, Poems, pp. xlvii-xlviii
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championship over the author's 
private life, he not unfrequently 
becomes something of a nuisance!
Couch, however, neglects to mention Ebsworth's really outrageous
liberty - rewriting part of "A Rapture". For:
This Goblin Honour which the world adores.
Should make men Atheists, and not women Whores.
he substitutes:
This Goblin 'Honour' whom the world enshrined.
Should make men Atheists, and not women Kind?
In an excited burst of sentimental enthusiasm, Ebsworth paid
tribute to Carew:
MAIDEN FAIR, we bring to thee 
Choicest Lyric Poesy,
Such as our world rarely hears.
After five time fifty years:
No crude jests of mocking tongue;
Sweeter songs were never sung.
When both Time and Love were young.
going on with another eighty lines of nauseous praise. Yet
even this was not enough® As an epilogue, he attaches another
twenty-one lines entitled, "In Memoriam: Thomas Carew":
We know not where thy dust is laid.
Perchance in some forgotten glade.
Under the Yew-trees' hallow'd shade;
Since, haply, thy last breath was drawn 
In a lone distant Grange, when dawn 
Show'd glittering dew-drops on the lawn;
Or, home return'd, to be more near
The Court of CHARLES, who held thee dear;
Death found thee, sad, yet without fear.
And friends, who oft had shared thy quest.
Bore thee in silence to thy rest:
That long sweet sleep we count the best.
They knew thy worth. The crowds press'd on 
To civil-war, with shout or moan;
For thee rose no memorial-stone.
1. Couch, Sir Arthur T. Quiller, Adventures in Criticism, 
Cambridge, 1924, p. 16.
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Yet all whose hearts were sound could prize 
Thy songs, thy tender melodies,
That ST.11 win tears from loving eyes.
Early recall'd: - the better doom!
¥e mourn thee not, as lost in gloom:
But lay this White Rose on thy tomb!
One speculates with considerable amusement what Carew would
have thought of such lines and sentiment dedicated to him.
Such a vulgar, emotional response to Carew's work only
reveals lack of understanding of Carew. At no time does
Carew attempt to evoke an emotional response; he carefully
maintains the decorum and dignity necessary to verse
compliments and polite society. He placed tcAmuch importance
on being gallant, his manners were much too polished, and,
indeed, he was far too serious a poet to indulge in such
vulgarities. He used his sophisticated wit to achieve an
intellectual appeal. The appeal lies not so much in his
themes, which were only commonplace, but in his ingenious
turning of them.
Throughout the nineteenth century the cobwebs of
historical clichés surrounding Carew were brushed away, and
in 1896, we find SainLbury championing Carew, not as common-
A
place, but as:
...one of the most perfect masters 
of lyrical form in English poetry?
removing Carew completely from the ranks of a minor figure
in the school of Jonson and Donne, and establishing him as
1. The Poems and Masques of Thomas Carew, Joseph Woodfall 
Ebsworth, ed., London, 1893.
2. Saintsbury, loc. cit.
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a poet within his own rights, ranking, at least in the area 
of lyric poetry, as a major figure.
Courthope, on the other hand, reinforced Hazlitt's
observation of the commonplace in Carew. He minced no words
in his 1903 evaluation:
If however, Carew.may*..be acquitted 
of the charge of gross obscenity, he is 
justly open to a scarcely less serious 
charge of emasculating taste....An 
imagination so shallow, so incapable of 
penetrating to the heart and movement 
of things beyond the trivial circle of 
Court amusements, was of course, unable 
to arise into the region of the noble 
and pathetic....A poet of this order 
found his proper materials in subjects 
like those cultivated by the Alexandrian 
epigrammatists in the decadence of 
Greek poetry....he spends all the pains 
that an ingenious carver gives to the 
sculpture of heads out of cherry-stones; 
and too often the result is repulsive in 
proportion as the pettiness and common­
place of the thought is brought into 
relief by the pains spent in elaborating it.
but, in spite of all this, was forced to grudgingly acknowledge
his poetic ability:
.o.his verse is by no means devoid of 
the better qualities which the movement 
of taste, initiated by his predecessor,
(Ben Jonson) had helped to develop in 
English verse. He takes pains to work 
his love songs up to an artistic climax, 
and to conduct a thought harmoniously 
through stanzas by a judicious selection 
of epithets and by the rhythmical 
balance of words!
The editor of the truncated edition of Carew, also 
in 1903, chose to be somewhat gentler in his criticism, although 
not seriously differing from what was coming to be accepted
1. Courthope, o^* cit., pp. 243-6
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as the standard evaluation:
Carew was a poet of fancy rather than 
imagination, and of that fancy which 
is 'bred* not in the heart but in the 
head. His thought is seldom passionate, 
spontaneous, or originative. There is 
an echo of the grand strain of Elizabethean 
poesy in his lyrics, mingled with the 
artificialities and affectations of 
Donne and other early Caroline writers.
His chief quality was a daintiness of 
thought, delicately expressed; the power 
to invent a charming conceit and mould 
it with care and skill. He possessed a 
true lyric gift...and although he seldom 
rose to any height of poesy, he rarely 
sank into the mediocre?
The Muses Library edition of (^rew, edited by Vincent
in 1904, was to be the last for^fifty years, with the
exception oftthat by Howarth in 1931 in a collection of
other minor seventeenth,century poets. It was certainly
the best account of Carew until Dunlap's edition in 1949,
carefully correcting the errors made by Hazlitt in
regard to the grant of Sunninghill to Carew or Carey, and
avoiding the sentimentalism that Ebsworth had wallowed in®
Holliday's essay on Carew in 1911 is more reasonable
than Courthope's. He takes exception on the question of
laboriousness, commenting that hard writing makes easy
reading and that the lyrics well conceal the "trouble and
pain" of their conception. While not claiming that Carew
should be ranked among the major poets, he gives full
recognition to his standing within the limited school of
the courtiers, noting how admirably he served as spokesman
1. Thomas Carew Poems, Harry A. Spurr, ed., (The Orinda 
Booklets II) Cottingham, 1903, p. 6.
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for court tastes, sustaining at all times a high level of 
quality, which, although not approaching heights of genius, 
never sinks to mediocrity?
Rhys, although not overly impressed with Carew's
ability, called attention to the rewards that his poetry
offers to perservering readers - moments of rare exquisiteness,
the capturing of perfect beauty:
Indeed, when you have decided that 
his lute is only a toy, two lines 
start to life which speak of the 
fading rose and save the reproach - 
For in your beauty's orient deep 
These flowers, as in their causes, sleep?
Perhaps the best summation of Carew's position among
poets was given by Sir Herbert Grierson in 1921. He
included Carew in his collection of metaphysical lyrics and
poems, and of him wrote:
...the poetic ornament of that Court 
is Thomas Carew. This young careless 
liver was a careful artist with a 
deeper vein of thought and feeling 
in his temperament than a first 
reading suggests.... In Carew's poems 
and Vandyke's pictures the artistic 
taste of Charles's court is vividly 
reflected, a dignified voluptuousness, 
an exquisite elegance, if in some of 
the higher qualities of man and artist 
Carew is as inferior to Wyatt and 
Spenser as Vandyke is to Holbein?
Robert Howarth in Minor Poets of the Seventeenth Century 
reopened the question of Carew's repentance and middle-aged 
conversion to pious religious conviction, suggesting, as did 
the anonymous editor of the 1845 edition, that in his last
1. Holliday, Carl, The Cavalier Poets : Their Lives, Their 
Day, and Their Poetry, New York, 1911, pp. 79-88.
2. Rhys, loc. cit.
3. Grierson, loc. cit.
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years he turned to the translation of psalms. He states
that this was not so much miraculous as simply the natural
outcome of a sober strain to be witnessed throughout his work,
which grew more predominant as Carew grew older. Howarth's
reaction to Carew was very positive but one feels that perhaps
he is over generous. One would not deny that Carew was
intelligent and perceptive, and, indeed, that he amused himself
with superficial dabbling in moral theory, but to call Carew:
...a man of solid intellectual 
powers, a literary critic of remark­
able penetration, a moral theorist 
occupied with the problem of the 
imposition of abstract sanctions and 
restraints upon human conduct:...
Finally (he is) an artist of a 
masculine strength and reach. In his 
poetry sound and structure combine 
with beautiful concrete imagery to 
produce wonderful effects!
is perhaps somewhat extreme.
Although Leavis* idea of Carew as the perfect representative
of Caroline courtier poetry was not unusual, his ideas about
this school presented a startling new thought which warrants
careful consideration. In the Caroline period, Leavis saw
the culmination of the chivalric tradition, a sense of
refinement not to be matched in any other, a perfect blending
of conventional themes in a modern genre, and Carew's works
as best exemplifying all of this:
He should be,...more than an anthology 
poet....To say this is not to stress any 
remarkable originality in his talent; his 
strength is representative and he has
1. Howarth, Robert G., Minor Poets of the Seventeeth Century, 
London, 1931, p* xiv.
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individual force enough to be 
representative with unusual vitality®
The representative quality...is well 
illustrated by one of his two or three 
best—known poems; (Ingratefull beauty 
threatned) This, in its representative 
quality, is a more distinguished 
achievement than is perhaps commonly 
recognized. It is not a mere charming 
trifle; it has in its light grace a 
T  remarkabi/ strength. How fine and
t delicate is the poise it maintains may
be brought out by looking through Carew's 
Restoration successors for a poem to 
compare with it. In its sophisticated 
gallantry there is nothing rakish or 
raffish-nothing of the Wild Gallant; its 
urbane assurance has in it nothing of the 
Restoration insolence. What it represents 
is something immeasurably finer than, after 
the Civil War and the Interregnum, was there- 
was there at all, by any substitution-for 
the mob of gentleman who wrote with ease:
It represents a Court culture... that pre­
served, in its sophisticated way, an 
element of the tradition of chivalry and 
that had turned the studious or naïvely 
enthusiastic Renaissance classicizing and 
poetizing of an earlier period into something 
intimately bound up with contemporary life 
and manners-something consciously both mature 
and, while contemporary, traditional!
Douglas Bush carefully considered Carew's relation to
both Jonson and Donne, concluding that the greatest debt
was owed to the former:
...that without Donne Carew's best poems 
would have lost much but that without Jonson 
he would not have been a poet at all....
Carew was essentially-and mainly at second hand, 
through Jonson-a classical amorist....To him, 
as to his fellows,...Jonson the humanist is 
quite alien, and the qualities of Jonson's love 
poetry become in transmission less robust and 
more precious.
Analyzing Carew's technique, he states:
1. Leavis, P®R., Revaluation-Traditional Development in 
English Poetry, London, 1936, pp. 15-17.
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Sophisticated gallantry, poise, and 
grace, and a strain of chivalric idealism 
partly conceal the sensual or cynical core, 
and passion is controlled, or the want of 
it almost supplied, by elegant symmetry of 
form, by an urbane and impersonal refinement 
of the traditional and normal in both 
feeling and expression!
The most recent and best edition of Carew’s works
was published by Rhodes Dunlap in 1949. As an editor, he
exerted the utmost care to present the material objectively,
citing all schools of thought about Carew, and illuminating
the poems with meticulous notes in a most thorough manner.
He noted in particular Carew’s talents in translation:
As an adaptor from foreign sources his 
only peers within his century are 
probably Thomas Stanley and Richard 
Crashaw, men who like Carew could render 
the substance of their ’witty’ models 
with the freedom and verve of original work?
In conclusion, he states briefly:
...his "hard-bound" muse; his passion 
not powerful enough to make choice of 
expression secondary; his lively critical 
sense; and his sensitivity, poetic 
erudition, and craftsmanship which despite 
all limitations found fulfilment in some 
of the most nearly perfect lyrics of a 
great age of song® More than that need 
not be claimed for Carew?
1. Bush, loc. cit.
2. Dunlap, ojp. cit., p. Iv.
3. Dunlap, o£. cit., p. lix.
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